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GENERAL INFORMATION 
Petitioner ................................................................... City of Talent 
    
Requested Action  .................................................... Amendments to the City of Talent’s Com-

prehensive Plan, Element E, Economy and 
Adoption of EOA. 

 
Amended Codes  ...................................................... Element E, Economy 
 
PROPOSAL 
The purpose of this Economy Element amendment is to update the City’s documentation of 
existing economic conditions, determine future land needs, achieve consistency with the other 
adopted City plans, and to fulfill the requirements in Oregon Statewide Planning Goal 9. 
 
AGENCY AND PUBLIC COMMENTS 
ECONorthwest, Inc., the consultant for the project was responsible for implementing the 
public involvement program.  The public involvement program was sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements of all State and Local public involvement policies.  As required by the scope of 
work, a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) were 
established to oversee the development of the Economic Opportunities Analysis and Econ-
omy Element amendments.  Throughout the course of the project, two TAC meetings, four 
CAC meetings and one Planning Commission work session were completed. 
 
The TAC provided technical and policy guidance to the Consultant and City throughout the 
project.  The TAC included representatives from the City, Jackson County, Business Oregon, 
SORDI, and the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD).    
 
The CAC provided a public review and discussed the project’s progress at each of its four 
meetings.  The CAC played an integral part of the process since all CAC members are Talent 
residents or business owners.  Their role was to ensure that the goals and objectives from 
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resident’s standpoint were being fulfilled.  The CAC included local builders, residents, business 
owners, the Talent Chamber, a Planning Commissioner and a City Councilor.   
 
BACKGROUND 
See introduction in the Economy Element (page 1 and 2 of Element E). 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Based on the findings for the amendments outlined in the Planning Commission Final Order, 
the Talent Planning Commission recommends approval of the amendments. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
The following information was submitted regarding this application: 

• Signed Planning Commission Final Orders – Attachment A 
• Draft Ordinance 16-923-O – Attachment B 
• Talent Economic Development Strategy – Attachment C 

 

 
 

Zac Moody, Community Development Director 

_                   August 8, 2016          
  Date 

 
 
 

Staff has recommended these amendments for approval, but it will require at least one public 
hearing before the Planning Commission and one public hearing before the City Council for 
a decision. The Talent Zoning Code establishes procedures for legislative hearings in Section 
8-3M.160. 
 
A public hearing on the proposed action is scheduled before the Talent City 
Council on August 17, 2016 at 6:45 PM at the Talent Town Hall.  
 
For copies of public documents or for more information related to this staff report, please 
contact the Community Development Director at 541-535-7401 or via e-mail at 
zmoody@cityoftalent.org.   
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BEFORE THE TALENT PLANNING COMMISSION 
STATE OF OREGON, CITY OF TALENT 

IN THE MATTER OF PLANNING COMMISSION FILE NO. CPA
2016-001, AMENDMENTS TO THE TALENT COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN, ELEMENT E, ECONOMY, THE CITY OF TALENT
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDS THE FOLLOWING:  

1. The Planning Commission held a properly noticed public hearing on this matter on
July 28, 2016;

2. The City properly published notice of public hearing in the Medford Mail Tribune on
July 14, 2016;

3. The City properly noticed all affected agencies and service providers, Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPO), Rogue Valley Transit Districts (RVTD), and the
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD);

4. The City held four (4) Citizen Advisory Committee meetings, one (1) Technical
Advisory Committee meeting and one (1) work session with the Planning Commission
to engage the public and aid in the development of the Economic Opportunities
Analysis and Economy Element.

5. At the public hearing evidence was presented by the Community Development
Director and the public was given an opportunity to comment;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the Talent Planning Commission recommends 
approval of the amendments to the Talent Comprehensive Plan, Element E, as 
proposed in Exhibit A and based on the information presented in the staff report and 
the following findings of fact: 

In the following, any text quoted directly from City codes appears in italics; staff findings 
appear in regular typeface.  

TALENT ZONING CODE 

8-3M.160(G) Decision-Making Considerations. The recommendation by the Planning Commission and 
the decision by the City Council shall be based on consideration of the following factors: 

1. The Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines adopted under Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS)
Chapter 197 (for Comprehensive Plan amendments only);

FINDING: The proposal includes changes to the City’s Comprehensive Plan, Element E and 
this standard is therefore applicable.  The Comprehensive Plan is a higher level planning 

) 
) ORDER 

)

Attachment A
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document that can be modified if the proposed changes are consistent with the Statewide 
Planning Goals and Guidelines adopted under ORS 197.  All applicable Statewide Planning 
Goals are addressed below under the heading Statewide Planning Goal.  The provisions of 
this section have been met.   

2. Comments from any applicable federal or state agencies regarding applicable statutes or regulations;

FINDING:  The Scope of Work for the amendments to the Economy Element outlines the 
public and agency involvement and adherence to this plan was strictly followed.   

ECONorthwest, Inc., the consultant for the project was responsible for implementing the 
public involvement program.  The public involvement program was sufficient to satisfy the 
requirements of all State and Local public involvement policies.  As required by the scope of 
work, a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) were 
established to oversee the development of the Economic Opportunities Analysis and 
Economy Element amendments.  Throughout the course of the project, two TAC meetings, 
four CAC meetings and one Planning Commission work session were completed. 

The TAC provided technical and policy guidance to the Consultant and City throughout the 
project.  The TAC included representatives from the City, Jackson County, Business Oregon, 
SORDI, and the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD).    

The CAC provided a public review and discussed the project’s progress at each of its four 
meetings.  The CAC played an integral part of the process since all CAC members are Talent 
residents or business owners.  Their role was to ensure that the goals and objectives from 
resident’s standpoint were being fulfilled.  The CAC included local builders, residents, business 
owners, the Talent Chamber, a Planning Commissioner and a City Councilor.   

All comments received from the TAC and CAC have been incorporated into the Economy 
Element and Economic Opportunities Analysis.      The provisions of this section have 
been met. 

3. Any applicable intergovernmental agreements; and

FINDING:  No intergovernmental agreements were found to be applicable to the proposed 
ordinance amendment.  The provisions of this section have been met. 

4. Any applicable Comprehensive Plan policies and provisions of the Talent Zoning Code that implement
the Comprehensive Plan. Compliance with Section 160 of this Article shall be required for
Comprehensive Plan Amendments, Zoning Map, and Text Amendments.

FINDING:  The Economy Element is a standalone element and does not implement other 
provisions of the Comprehensive Plan, therefore, there are no applicable Comprehensive Plan 
policies or provisions that must be addressed. The provisions of this section are not 
applicable.   
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STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS 

The local comprehensive plans must be consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals. When 
the state’s Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) officially approves a 
local government’s plan, the plan is said to be acknowledged. It then becomes the controlling 
document for land use in the area covered by that plan. Oregon’s planning laws strongly 
emphasize coordination—keeping plans and programs consistent with each other, with the 
statewide planning goals, and with acknowledged local plans. The goals that are most pertinent 
to transportation system planning are described below. 

Goal 1 – Citizen Involvement (OAR 660, Division 4) 
Goal 1, Citizen Involvement.  To develop a citizen involvement program insures the opportunity for citizens to 
be involved in all phases of the planning process.   

FINDING: Goal 1 requires federal, state, regional and special district agencies to coordinate 
their planning efforts with the City of Talent and in addition, make use of existing local 
established citizen involvement programs.   

During the course of the Economy Element update, the City and Consultant used a variety of 
widespread citizen involvement processes.  The goal was to provide an effective two-way 
communication with citizens and offer an opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases 
of the planning process.   

The City and Consultant provided multiple forums for citizens to comment on the proposed 
information and made many user-friendly memoranda available for review online through the 
City’s website.  The project included a TAC which met two (2) times during the course of the 
update and a CAC which met on four (4) occasions.  The general public was also invited to 
participate in Planning Commission work session and given the opportunity to comment on 
the proposed changes.   

In addition to these opportunities, the public will have had the opportunity to participate in at 
least two (2) public hearings; Planning Commission and City Council.    The provisions of 
this section have been met. 

Goal 2 – Land Use Planning (OAR 660, Division 4) 
Goal 2, Land Use Planning.  To establish a land use planning process and policy framework be established 
as a basis for all decisions and actions relating to the use of land and to assure an adequate factual base for 
such decisions and actions.   

FINDING: The purpose of this Economic Element update is to update the City’s 
documentation of existing economic conditions and economic needs, achieve consistency with 
the City’s other adopted documents, and to fulfill requirements in Statewide Planning Goal 9, 
Economic Development.  This goal requires the City to inventory commercial and industrial 
lands, project future needs for such lands, and plan and zone enough land to meet the 
identified needs.   
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In addition to State and Regional plan review, the City is required to review its Comprehensive 
Plan, Zoning Code and other local plans to determine consistency with the proposed changes. 
As part of the review, the City reviewed and included information from the Parks Master Plan, 
Railroad District Master Plan and the West Valley View Master Plan.  The provisions of this 
section have been met. 

Goal 9 – Economic Development (OAR 660, Division 9) 
Goal 9, Economic Development.  To provide adequate opportunities throughout the state for a variety of 
economic activities vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon's citizens. 

The Economic Element and the Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA) are consistent with 
the requirements of statewide planning Goal 9 and the Goal 9 administrative rule (OAR 660-
009). Goal 9 describes the EOA as “an analysis of the community's economic patterns, 
potentialities, strengths, and deficiencies as they relate to state and national trends” and states 
that “a principal determinant in planning for major industrial and commercial developments 
should be the competitive advantage of the region within which the developments would be 
located.” 

The primary goals of the City’s EOA are to (1) project the amount of land needed to 
accommodate the future employment growth within the Talent Urban Growth Boundary 
(UGB) between 2016 and 2036, (2) evaluate the existing employment land supply within the 
Talent UGB to determine if it is adequate to meet that need, and (3) to fulfill state planning 
requirements for a twenty-year supply of employment land. This project included preparation 
of the Talent Economic Development Strategy, which is presented in a separate document and 
supports the proposed policies and objectives presented in the Economic Element. 

The goals above are incorporated into the City’s Economic Element and serve as a guiding 
document for future land use regulations and zone changes that assist in providing adequate 
opportunities throughout Talent for a variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare, 
and prosperity of Talent’s citizens.  The provisions of this section have been met.   

Goal 11 – Public Facilities and Services (OAR 660, Division 11) 
Goal 11, Public Facilities and Services.   To plan and develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of 
public facilities and services to serve as a framework for urban and rural development.   

FINDING: An update of Economy Element is necessary to plan and develop a timely, 
orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services.  The proposed Economy 
Element includes timelines for updates to the City’s Capital Improvement Plan and other 
public works documents as a means to foster economic growth.  These updates are critical to 
ensure that the public facility system remain efficient and safe and take in to consideration 
future needs based on future zoning and maximum build out.  The provisions of this section 
have been met. 

Goal 12– Transportation (OAR 660, Division 12) 
Goal 12, Transportation.  To provide and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.   

FINDING:  Statewide Planning Goal 12 (Transportation) is implemented by the TPR and 
ensures the promotion and development of safe, convenient and economic transportation 





ORDINANCE NO.  16-923-O 

AN ORDINANCE REPEALING ELEMENT E (COMMONLY KNOWN AS THE 
“ECONOMY ELEMENT”) OF THE TALENT COMPREHENISIVE PLAN ADOPTED BY 

ORDINANCE 685 

WHEREAS, after due consideration, the City of Talent has made certain findings in 
connection with the proposed amendments and have followed the statutory procedures.   

THE CITY OF TALENT ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. The new Element is necessary to satisfy Goal 9 of the Statewide Planning 
Goals and to satisfy all other applicable State and local laws, and 

Section 2. This Element summarizes the best available information on current 
conditions of the economy of Talent, makes comparisons to regional, state and national 
economic conditions; and establishes Policies, Objectives and Implementation Strategies, and 

Section 3. This Element includes the required Economic Opportunities Analysis 
and Buildable Lands Inventory, being adopted concurrently as an appendix, and 

Section 4. The Planning Commission held a properly noticed public hearing on July 
28, 2016 to consider this proposal, whereas interested citizens had an opportunity to address 
the Commission, and recommendations were made by the Community Development Director, 
and  

Section 5. At the conclusion of said public hearing, after consideration and 
discussion, the Talent Planning Commission, upon a motion duly seconded, voted to 
recommend that the Talent City Council take action to adopt the proposed new Element E to 
the Talent Comprehensive Plan, and   

 Section 6.  The amended Economy Element “E”, attached as Exhibit A, is hereby 
adopted to replace the current version adopted by Ordinance 685. 

Duly enacted by the City Council in open session on August 17, 2016 by the following vote: 

AYES:  NAYS:   ABSTAIN:   ABSENT: 

Melissa Huhtala, City Recorder and Custodian of City Records  

Attachment B
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Talent Comprehensive Plan, Element E 

ECONOMY 

The “Economic Element” of the Comprehensive Plan is intended to guide city policy and land 
use decisions related to commercial and industrial development within the city limits and urban 
growth boundary of Talent. 

This element addresses State Economic Development Goal 9, "To provide adequate opportunities 
throughout the state for a variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity 
of Oregon's citizens."  

The Economy Element includes an Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA) that details 
employment forecasts and describes how much growth Talent should plan for over a twenty-
year period beginning in 2016.  The Economic Opportunities Analysis (Appendix “A”) serves 
as the basis for policies that capitalize on Talent’s opportunities and help address the city’s 
challenges.  

The EOA includes technical analysis to address a range of questions that Talent faces in 
managing its commercial and industrial land. The EOA is divided into four main sections. The 
first section discusses buildable lands and includes the methods, assumptions and results of the 
buildable lands inventory. The second section examines factors affecting the future economic 
growth.  This section summarizes the effect of National, State and Regional trends on economic 
growth in Talent and takes a detail look at Talent’s competitive advantage as well as the City’s 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for economic development. The third section 
reviews employment growth and site needs. It also provides an analysis of future commercial 
and industrial land needs based on the preceding discussion on trends. The final section outlines 
the conclusions of the analysis and provides the City with recommendations for policies, goals 
and implementation strategies.   

In addition to the EOA, the Economy Element outlines policies, objectives and implementation 
strategies based on the Community Economic Development Objectives created based on feedback 
from the Citizen and Technical Advisory Committees appointed by the City Council.  The policies 
and objectives are based on the existing policies in the previous Economy Element as well as 
other adopted plans.   

In Talent, particular attention is directed toward redeveloping the city’s core downtown area as a 
walkable commercial and service center for the Talent area.  

The downtown area including Talent Avenue, Main Street and the newly constructed W. Valley 
View roundabout is comprised of small parcels ranging in size from 3,000 square feet to 3 acres. 
There is anticipated growth of government services, professional offices, minor retail, and 
personal services which now intermix with residential uses. Street improvements to urban 
standards are needed prior to dense commercial development in the area.  

To attract new industries, Talent must provide some larger buildable parcels, serviced or readily 
serviceable with adequate public facilities, located in close proximity to Highway 99 and 
Interstate 5. Talent has identified one large industrial site, Urban Reserve TA-4 (approximately 
17 acres) in the north quadrant of the city for possible future development. This industrial area 

EXHIBIT A
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has no real development constraints. 

The number of home-based businesses will continue to increase as an affordable, convenient 
option for economic development among Talent residents. These businesses are often located in 
residential zones. They fit well in the downtown mixed-use area. 

ECONOMIC ELEMENT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES 

POLICY 1: Land Availability: The City will plan for a 20-year supply of suitable 
commercial and industrial land on sites with a variety of characteristics (e.g., site sizes, 
locations, visibility, and other characteristics).  

Objective 1.1: Provide for an adequate supply of commercial and industrial land to 
accommodate the types and amount of economic development and growth 
anticipated in the future, as described in the City’s most recent Economic 
Opportunities Analysis. The supply of commercial and industrial land should 
provide a range of site sizes and locations to accommodate the market needs of a 
variety of commercial and industrial employment uses. 

Implementation Strategy 1.1a: Identify changes in zoning or plan designation 
necessary to provide for an adequate supply of commercial and 
industrial land. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Monitor development of commercial 
and industrial areas. As development or re-zoning occurs, identify 
the point at which the City no longer has sufficient commercial or 
industrial land. (2) Develop an economic opportunities analysis 
every five to ten years. 

When: On-going 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 1.1b: Work with property owners and their representatives 
to ensure that key development and redevelopment sites are known, 
ready to develop, and marketed. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Maintain communication with key 
property owners and their representatives to assess site availability 
for development or redevelopment. (2) Maintain a list or map of 
key development sites that are available for development or 
redevelopment. (3) Work with the Economic Development 
Commission (from strategy 4.1a) to make key development 
opportunities in Talent known. 

When: On-going 

Partners: Community Development; Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 1.1.c: Develop and implement a system to monitor the 
supply of commercial and industrial lands. This includes monitoring 
commercial and industrial development (through permits) as well as 
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land consumption (e.g. development on vacant, or redevelopable 
lands).  

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a monitoring system for land 
development based on development applications, starting with the 
inventory of buildable lands completed for the 2016 economic 
opportunities analysis. (2) Update the inventory of buildable lands 
on an annual basis. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: Community Development 

Objective 1.2: Provide for an adequate short-term supply of suitable commercial 
and industrial land to respond to economic development opportunities as they 
arise. 

“Short-term supply” means suitable land that is ready for construction usually within 
one year of an application for a building permit or request for service extension. “ 

Implementation Strategy 1.2a: Identify commercial and industrial land that is in the 
short-term supply of land. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify sites with existing access to 
key infrastructure, including water, wastewater, stormwater, and 
transportation. (2) Identify sites that could be reasonably serviced 
with key infrastructure in the next year. Together, these sites are 
the short-term supply of land.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: Community Development and Public Works Department 

Implementation Strategy 1.2b: As commercial and industrial land is developed, 
actively plan to replenish the short-term supply of land through 
coordinating land use planning with capital improvement planning. 

Implementation Steps: Update the inventory of short-term land 
supply in Strategy 1.2a with monitoring in Strategy 1.1c. 

When: On-going 

Partners: Community Development 

POLICY 2: Infill and Redevelopment: The City will support and encourage infill and 
redevelopment, especially in in downtown, as a way to use land and existing 
infrastructure more efficiently. 

“Infill” is additional development on the vacant portion of a tax lot with existing 
development (i.e., putting a new building on a 2-acre tax lot where the existing 
building occupies one-half of an acre). “Redevelopment” is when an existing building 
is demolished and a new building is built, adding additional capacity for more 
employees. Redevelopment could also include substantial renovations of an existing 
building that increases the employment capacity of the building. 

Objective 2.1: The City will develop policies and programs to encourage commercial 
and mixed-use development in downtown.  

Implementation Strategy 2.1a: Establish a goal to survey Talent residents about the 
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types of businesses they want in downtown and what changes are 
needed to draw them to downtown.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the City Council to establish 
this goal. (2) Identify partners to work with on the survey and 
sources of funding to implement the survey, such as the Economic 
Development Commission (from strategy 4.1a). (3) Identify a 
funding source and a process to implement the survey. 

When: 1 to 2 years: City Council establish this goal and Economic 
Development Commission formed 
2 to 3 years: Survey implemented 

Partners: Community Development, Economic Development 
Commission, and City Council 

Implementation Strategy 2.1b: Identify sites for redevelopment, especially in 
commercial areas such as downtown, and work with landowners to 
address issues preventing redevelopment (e.g., needed zoning change, 
infrastructure investments, etc.). 

Implementation Steps: Continue to work with property and 
business owners in the downtown area, conducting surveys and 
one-on-one meetings to gather information on barriers to 
redevelopment. 

When: 1 to 3 years 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 2.1c: Review and update commercial design standards 
emphasize building maintenance as part of an effort at improving the 
appearance in downtown. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to change the design standards, and 
develop new commercial design standards. (2) Adopt revised 
design standards through a public process.  

When: 1 to 3 years 

Partners: Community Development and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 2.1d: Support and encourage implementation or 
amendment of the West Valley View Master Plan to develop or 
redevelop properties within the Master Plan area. 

Implementation Steps: Review the West Valley View Master Plan 
and work with partners to implement the Master Plan. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 2.1e: Develop master plans to guide development of the 
following areas: (1) Valley View Road from OR 99 to I-5 and (2) OR 
99 from Rapp Rd to Creel Rd. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify funding sources for developing 
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master plans for these areas. (2) Develop scope of work and hire 
consultants to develop the master plans.  

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 2.1f: Identify and plan for investments and infrastructure 
necessary to support redevelopment of key sites. 

Implementation Steps: (1) As part of the master plans in Strategy 
2.1e, identify investments necessary to implement the master 
plans. (2) Work funding for the infrastructure investments into the 
Capital Improvements Plan. 

When: 5 to 10 years 

Partners: Community Development and Public Works Department 

Objective 2.2: The City will develop policies to encourage residential 
development in downtown and other commercial areas, such as policies that allow 
ground-floor spaces that can be used for residential or commercial uses.  

Implementation Strategy 2.2a: Evaluate opportunities to rezone undeveloped 
commercial land on streets that are not adjacent to Talent Avenue to 
meet identified residential land needs. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify undeveloped commercial land in areas 
compatible for development of the types of housing the City has 
deficits of.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 2.2b: Develop policies to allow ground floor residential use 
as a temporary use in commercial mixed-use buildings. These policies 
should include provisions such as: design standards to ensure that the 
ground floor in new commercial buildings is designed for commercial 
use and zoning districts or overlay areas these uses are allowed.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to implement policies to allow floor 
ground residential use as a temporary use in commercial mixed-
use buildings. (2) Adopt revised design standards through a public 
process.  

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: Community Development and Planning Commission 
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Objective 2.3: The City will develop policies to identify industrial areas that are 
more appropriate for other uses (e.g., residential uses) based on their site 
characteristics (e.g., location, size, configuration, or transportation access.  

Implementation Strategy 2.3a: Identify sites appropriate to re-zone for residential 
uses in industrial areas. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify undeveloped industrial land in areas 
compatible for development of the types of housing the City has 
deficits of. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 2.3b: If industrial sites are re-zoned to residential uses, 
identify new industrial sites suitable to replenish the supply of 
industrial land to meet Talent’s identified industrial land need in the 
Economic Opportunities Analysis. 

Implementation Steps: (1) This strategy will be implemented if 
industrial land is re-rezoned, such as through Implementation 
Strategy 2.3a. (2) Conduct analysis to identify suitable industrial 
sites to meet Talent’s industrial land need identified in the 
Economic Opportunities Analysis, which may be found inside or 
outside of the city’s Urban Growth Boundary. 

When: With implementation of 2.3a 

Partners: Community Development 

POLICY 3: Infrastructure Support: Provide adequate infrastructure efficiently and 
fairly to support employment growth. 

Objective 3.1: The City will coordinate capital improvement planning to ensure 
infrastructure availability on employment land and continue to pursue funding for 
needed infrastructure to support economic development activities. (Specific 
infrastructure Goals and strategies are included in the Public Facilities and Services 
and Transportation Elements.) 

Implementation Strategy 3.1a: Coordinate capital improvement planning at 
minimum every 5 years, with land use and transportation planning to 
coincide with the City’s Economic Development Strategy. 

Implementation Steps: (1) When the City next updates the capital 
improvement plan, work with the Public Works Department to 
ensure that infrastructure investments necessary to support 
economic development are reflected in the plan. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: Community Development, Public Works Department, 
Parks Commission, and City Administration 

Implementation Strategy 3.1b: Ensure that public-private development agreements to 
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recover costs are in effect prior to financing public improvements.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Evaluate each public-private 
development agreement to ensure the agreement includes 
necessary cost recovery agreements. 

When: On-going 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 3.1c: Efficiently use existing infrastructure by promoting 
development, infill, re-use, and redevelopment for commercial and 
industrial uses.   

Implementation Steps: This will be accomplished with 
implementation of the strategies under Policy 2.  

When: On-going 

Partners: Community Development 

Implementation Strategy 3.1d: Complete development of the transportation 
infrastructure (i.e., roundabout and road) adjacent to the Talent 
Irrigation District’s site, once the headquarters has been relocated. 

Implementation Steps: City Planning Department will work with 
Public Works, Urban Renewal and City Administration to ensure 
infrastructure is located in a manner that will promote orderly 
development of the core downtown area, including location of 
alleys and public parking areas. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: Community Development and Public Works Department 

Implementation Strategy 3.1e: Support development of citywide high-speed internet 
access and other telecommunications infrastructures to support 
business development.   

Implementation Steps: Work with existing providers or seek new 
providers to provide expanded high-speed internet access in all 
areas of town.  

When: On-going 

Partners: Community Development, Public Works and City 
Administration  

Implementation Strategy 3.1f: Provide information on infrastructure availability on a 
site-by-site basis so that developers are able to readily assess 
infrastructure availability on any given site.   

Implementation Steps: This strategy should be implemented in 
conjunction with 1.1b, 1.2a, 1.2b, 2.1b, 2.1e, and 2.1f.  

When:  

Partners: Community Development and Public Works Department 
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POLICY 4: Existing Business Support and Assistance: The City will support, and 
encourage retention and expansion of existing business that align with Talent’s other 
community development goals. 

Objective 4.1: Retain and encourage growth of existing businesses in Talent. 

Implementation Strategy 4.1a: The City should work with local stakeholders and 
businesses to establish an Economic Development Commission.   

Implementation Steps: City Planning Department will work with 
City Council and local Chamber to establish the Economic 
Development Commission. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: Community Development, Chamber, and City Council 

Implementation Strategy 4.1b: Working with the Economic Development 
Commission (4.1a), reach out to businesses in Talent and identify 
problems and barriers to economic development. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify a process for reaching out to 
business owners for discussions, including how the outreach will 
be done and who will do the outreach. 

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: Community Development and Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.1c: Revise land use and other City policies to address 
local barriers to economic development for existing businesses, where 
appropriate.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Based on the results of discussions with 
businesses in Talent in Strategy 4.1b, the City should review its 
development policies to identify barriers to economic 
development. (2) Work with the Planning Commission to revise 
land use policies to lower or eliminate barriers, where possible. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: Community Development and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.1d: Refine existing processes to assist businesses with 
complying with city regulations. In addition to existing pre-
application conferences staff will work to establish a user’s guide for 
development and to develop an expedited land use application process 
for commercial and industrial developments.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Based on feedback from businesses in 
Strategy 4.1b, City staff will develop information about obtaining 
building permits in an expeditious manner, such as “how to” 
guides or other documents. (2) Work with the Economic 
Development Commission to determine if the documents address 
the issues identified by businesses.  

When: 1 to 2 years 
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Partners: Community Development and Economic Development 
Commission 

Objective 4.2: Support existing businesses by sharing technical resources, maintaining 
open communications with local business people, and providing available staff support 
for economic development projects initiated by the business community. 

Implementation Strategy 4.2a: Evaluate whether the City has sufficient staff capacity 
to accomplish the proposed economic development project. 

Implementation Steps:  Staff will develop a program that local 
business owner or potential business owners can access that 
provides additional technical resources to projects with a 
significant economic impact.  

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: Community Development and City Administration 

Objective 4.3: Support development of a maker eco-system to support economic 
growth and educational and cultural opportunities. 

Implementation Strategy 4.3a: Support development of a maker space and business 
incubator in Talent to support growth of local artisans and small-scale 
manufacturers. 

Implementation Steps: (1) The city should evaluate opportunities 
to support development of a maker space and business incubator 
through programs such as low-interest loans and other programs. 
(2) Act as a convener of stakeholders interested in developing a 
maker space and business incubator. (3) Provide assistance with 
obtaining building permits for a maker space or business 
incubator. (4) Encourage development of buildings that would 
provide opportunities for small business growth, such as buildings 
with multiple small business space.  

When: Ongoing 

Partners: Community Development and Economic Development 
Commission 

POLICY 5: Business Development: The City will plan for and nurture a favorable 
environment to attract and maintain new businesses. 

Objective 5.1: Further downtown development and redevelopment to support 
employment growth and further other City development goals.  

Implementation Strategy 5.1a: Complete a market readiness analysis including an in-
depth visitor readiness report that addresses branding and marketing.

Implementation Steps: (1) Establish a workgroup to manage and 
implement this analysis, including stakeholders such as City 
decision makers and members of the Economic Development 
Commission. (2) Identify funding sources for developing this 
analysis. (3) Develop scope of work and hire consultants to 
develop the analysis. 
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When: 3 to 5 years 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and Community 
Development  

Implementation Strategy 5.1b: Develop an incentive program to encourage 
downtown housing developments with a range of housing options and commercial 
support services.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify the housing types most likely to locate in 
commercial areas. (3) Identify the range of incentives that might 
best be used to encourage downtown housing and evaluate the 
benefits and costs of each incentive. (4) Work with the Planning 
Commission to determine which incentive(s) (if any) are 
appropriate for Talent. (5) Identify funding sources to support the 
incentives. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: Community Development and Planning Commission 

 
Implementation Strategy 5.1c: Develop a 5-year Economic Development Strategy 

using data on local and regional economic trends gathered through the 
Economic Opportunity Analysis, from goals established in the 
Comprehensive Plan and from interviews and surveys with local 
citizens and professionals. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the Economic Development 
Commission to identify a process for developing a broad 
economic development strategy. (2) Consider coordinating this 
strategy with the results of Strategies 2.1a and 5.1a. 

When: 5 years 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and Community 
Development  

Objective 5.2: Encourage development of commercial and industrial land and develop plans for 
areas newly brought into the Talent UGB for employment uses. 

Implementation Strategy 5.2a: Develop zoning policies to allow retail sales as a 
component of an industrial business in the City’s industrial zones.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to implement policies to allow retail 
sales as a component of an industrial business in industrial zones. 
(2) Adopt revised standards into the Zoning Code through a public 
process. 

When: 1-2 years 

Partners: Community Development and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 5.2b: Incorporate the existing Master Plan Development 
requirements into the Zoning Code establishing development 
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standards for both industrial lands currently within the UGB and lands 
newly brought into the UGB.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
incorporate existing master plan development requirements into 
the Zoning Code. (2) Adopt updates to the Zoning Code through a 
public process. 

When: 1-2 years 

Partners: Community Development and Planning Commission 

 
Objective 5.3: Promote and support diversification of Talent’s economic base through 
growth, such as the types of businesses identified in the economic opportunities 
analysis.  

Implementation Strategy 5.3a: The City should work with the Economic 
Development Commission to market commercial and industrial sites 
in Talent to encourage economic growth.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Implementation of this Strategy is 
dependent on the Economic Development Commission.  

When: Depends on the timing of the Economic Development 
Commission 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and Community 
Development  

Implementation Strategy 5.3.b: Coordinate economic development efforts with local 
and regional economic development organizations, including 
SOREDI, the Talent Chamber of Commerce, and Business Oregon. 

Implementation Steps: (1) This Strategy is on-going and will be 
the results of continuing discussions with economic development 
partners. 

When: On-going 

Partners: Economic Development Commission 

Objective 5.4: Ensure that the City’s building permitting and land use entitlement 
processes support business growth.  

Implementation Strategy 5.4a: Identify changes to Talent’s Zoning Code or 
entitlement process to simplify the development process.  

Implementation Steps: City will compare building permit and land 
use processes with other cities and work to establish an expedited 
process for commercial and industrial developments in key areas 
within the City. 

When: Ongoing 

Partners: Community Development 

 
Implementation Strategy 5.4b: Review commercial and industrial systems 

development charges as part of renewal of the Capital Improvement 
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Plan. Systems development charges should be adjusted (increasing or 
decreasing) to provide adequate funding for infrastructure 
improvements. 

Implementation Steps: When the Capital Improvement Plan is 
next updated, evaluate opportunities for adjusting systems 
development charges to ensure that the City is able to provide 
adequate funding for infrastructure improvements and, if possible, 
to lower systems development charges. Coordinate this task with 
Implementation Step 3.1a. 

When: Following the review and update of a Capital Improvement 
Plan. 

Partners: Community Development, Public Works Department, 
and City Administration 

Implementation Strategy 5.4c: Update the Capital Improvement Plan to determine if 
there is an opportunity to temporarily reduce systems development 
charges on commercial or industrial lands to stimulate economic 
growth.  

Implementation Steps: Evaluate opportunities for temporary 
reduction of selected systems development charges. 

When: Year 1 

Partners: Community Development and Public Works Department 

Implementation Strategy 5.4d: Support development of a downtown business 
district, either by as a specific zoning district or by drawing a specific 
geographic boundary for the district. The downtown business district 
would provides incentives for development in downtown. The 
incentives for development within the business district may be 
financial, such as reduced land use permit fees, or non-financial, such 
as expedited land use permit processing.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Working with a stakeholder group, 
identify the geographic area where the downtown business district 
should be. (2) Identify the range of incentives that might best be 
used to encourage business development in downtown and 
evaluate the benefits and costs of each incentive. (4) Work with 
the Planning Commission to determine which incentive(s) (if any) 
are appropriate for Talent. (5) Identify funding sources to support 
the incentives. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: Community Development and Planning Commission 

POLICY 6: Higher Paying Jobs: Promote and support businesses that bring jobs with wages 
above the Jackson County average to Talent.  

The Oregon Employment Department provides information about average wages in 
Jackson County in the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages on an annual basis. In 
2015, the average wage for all jobs in Jackson County was $39,300. 
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Objective 6.1: Increase the number of jobs with wages above the County’s average in the 
City of Talent. 

Implementation Strategy 6.1a: Develop incentive programs to encourage businesses 
that provide jobs at or above the County average wage. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Working with the Economic 
Development Commission, develop a process and evaluation 
criteria to implement the program. The criteria should describe 
where incentives would be used (i.e., in a limited geography or 
across the city), the amount of job growth that will qualify for 
incentives, what types of businesses would qualify for incentives 
and under what conditions, what types of incentives would be 
available to businesses, the funding sources to support the 
incentives, and expectations of businesses given incentives. (2) 
Work with the City Council to adopt the program through a public 
process. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: Community Development and Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 6.1b: Provide flexible zoning code language that 
encourages businesses that provide jobs at or above the County 
average wage.  

Implementation Steps: City will work with the Planning 
Commission to establish planned development code to encourage 
businesses with above average wage jobs to locate in Talent. For 
example, the planned development code might include reduced 
setbacks, increased building height, or other standards that would 
normally require a variance. 

When: 3 to 5 years 

Partners: Community Development, Planning Commission, and 
Talent Chamber 

POLICY 7: Livability: The City recognizes that livability is an important factor in the 
location choices of some types of businesses, and the policy of maintaining livability for 
the benefits of City residents is further reinforced by the potential for economic benefits. 

Objective 7.1: Create a community where people want to spend time beyond the 
exigencies of daily life. 

Implementation Strategy 7.1a: Encourage businesses providing personal services to 
residents, businesses, and visitors to locate in Talent, such as financial 
services, entertainment, restaurants, coffee shops, and other 
pedestrian-oriented businesses. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with businesses and stakeholder 
to identify opportunities to attract these types of businesses. 
Coordinate this task with the work of the Economic Development 
Commission.  
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When: On-Going 

Partners: Community Development and Economic Development 
Commission 

Objective 7.2: Support development of urban amenities that contribute to Talent’s 
livability, such as the Parks Master Plan. 

Implementation Strategy 7.2a: The Parks Commission should work with Community 
Development to review and update the Talent Parks Master Plan. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify a process and funding to 
update the Talent Parks Master Plan. (2) Work with a consultant 
to update the Talent Parks Master Plan through a technical and 
public process. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: Community Development and Parks Commission 

Objective 7.3. Support development of pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities based 
on recommendations from the Talent Transportation System Plan.  

Objective 7.4. Promote education and cultural opportunities for all Talent residents. 

Implementation Strategy 7.4a: Partner with the Talent Public Arts Commission 
(TPAC) or similar group to develop a policy that encourages public 
art with proposal of a suitable public project. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the Talent Public Arts 
Commission to develop a policy to encourage public arts with 
public projects. The policy should identify the process for 
selecting public arts projects and funding sources to pay for the 
art. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: Community Development and Talent Public Arts 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 7.4b: Encourage cooperation among City commissions and 
committees to coordinate infrastructure and activities to facilitate 
artistic and cultural events 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify commissions and committees 
that should work together to make it easier to stage events in 
Talent. (2) Work with stakeholders or organizations (such as the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival) with experience in staging events to 
identify changes that would make it easier to stage events. (3) 
Identify actions, partnerships, or changes in process necessary to 
make it easier to stage events. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: Community Development, Economic Development 
Commission, Parks Commission, and other City commissions and 
committees 
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DATE:  July 13, 2016 
TO: Talent Planning Commission 
CC: Zac Moody and Talent EOA: Community Advisory Committee and Technical Advisory Committee 
FROM:  Beth Goodman 
SUBJECT: DRAFT: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

The City of Talent contracted ECONorthwest to develop an economic opportunities analysis 
(EOA). The EOA will determine whether the City has enough land to accommodate 20-years of 
employment growth. The EOA will provide the basis for an update to the City’s 
Comprehensive Plan Economic Element, as well as development of an action plan to implement 
the Economic policies. 

This memorandum presents a draft of Talent’s Economic Development Strategy, which was 
built from the Community Economic Development Objectives. The Policies and Objectives are 
based on the existing policies in the Economic Element of the Comprehensive Plan, updated 
based on feedback from the CAC at meetings on: 4/27/2016, 5/25/2016, and 6/22/2016.  

In addition, draft implementation strategies have been added for some Objectives, based on 
suggestions from the CAC or discussions between ECONorthwest and City staff. These 
implementation strategies have been reviewed and revised through discussion with the TAC 
and CAC. At the June 22nd meeting, the CAC unanimously recommended that the Planning 
Commission recommend the Economic Development Strategy and revised Comprehensive Plan 
Economic Element to the City Council for adoption.  

POLICY 1: Land Availability: The City will plan for a 20-year supply of suitable 
commercial and industrial land on sites with a variety of characteristics (e.g., site sizes, 
locations, visibility, and other characteristics).  

Objective 1.1: Provide for an adequate supply of commercial and industrial land to 
accommodate the types and amount of economic development and growth 
anticipated in the future, as described in the City’s most recent Economic 
Opportunities Analysis. The supply of commercial and industrial land should 
provide a range of site sizes and locations to accommodate the market needs of a 
variety of commercial and industrial employment uses. 

Implementation Strategy 1.1a: Identify changes in zoning or plan designation 
necessary to provide for an adequate supply of commercial and 
industrial land. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Monitor development of commercial 
and industrial areas. As development or re-zoning occurs, identify 
the point at which the City no longer has sufficient commercial or 
industrial land. (2) Develop an economic opportunities analysis 
every five to ten years. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 1.1b: Work with property owners and their representatives 
to ensure that key development and redevelopment sites are known, 
ready to develop, and marketed. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Maintain communication with key 
property owners and their representatives to assess site 
availability for development or redevelopment. (2) Maintain a list 
or map of key development sites that are available for 
development or redevelopment. (3) Work with the Economic 
Development Commission (from strategy 4.1a) to make key 
development opportunities in Talent known. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department; Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 1.1.c: Develop and implement a system to monitor the 
supply of commercial and industrial lands. This includes monitoring 
commercial and industrial development (through permits) as well as 
land consumption (e.g. development on vacant, or redevelopable 
lands).   

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a monitoring system for land 
development based on development applications, starting with 
the inventory of buildable lands completed for the 2016 economic 
opportunities analysis. (2) Update the inventory of buildable 
lands on an annual basis. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Objective 1.2: Provide for an adequate short-term supply of suitable commercial 
and industrial land to respond to economic development opportunities as they 
arise. 

“Short-term supply” means suitable land that is ready for construction usually within 
one year of an application for a building permit or request for service extension. “ 

Implementation Strategy 1.2a: Identify commercial and industrial land that is in the 
short-term supply of land. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify sites with existing access to key 
infrastructure, including water, wastewater, stormwater, and 
transportation. (2) Identify sites that could be reasonably serviced 
with key infrastructure in the next year. Together, these sites are 
the short-term supply of land.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 
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Implementation Strategy 1.2b: As commercial and industrial land is developed, 
actively plan to replenish the short-term supply of land through 
coordinating land use planning with capital improvement planning.  

Implementation Steps: Update the inventory of short-term land 
supply in Strategy 1.2a with monitoring in Strategy 1.1c. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 

POLICY 2: Infill and Redevelopment: The City will support and encourage infill and 
redevelopment, especially in in downtown, as a way to use land and existing 
infrastructure more efficiently. 

“Infill” is additional development on the vacant portion of a tax lot with existing 
development (i.e., putting a new building on a 2-acre tax lot where the existing 
building occupies one-half of an acre). “Redevelopment” is when an existing building 
is demolished and a new building is built, adding additional capacity for more 
employees. Redevelopment could also include substantial renovations of an existing 
building that increases the employment capacity of the building. 

Objective 2.1: The City will develop policies and programs to encourage commercial 
and mixed-use development in downtown.  

Implementation Strategy 2.1a: Establish a goal to survey Talent residents about the 
types of businesses they want in downtown and what changes are 
needed to draw them to downtown.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the City Council to establish 
this goal. (2) Identify partners to work with on the survey and 
sources of funding to implement the survey, such as the Economic 
Development Commission (from strategy 4.1a). (3) Identify a 
funding source and a process to implement the survey. 

When: 1 to 2 years: City Council establish this goal and Economic 
Development Commission formed 
2 to 3 years: Survey implemented 

Partners: City Planning Department, Economic Development 
Commission, and City Council 
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Implementation Strategy 2.1b: Identify sites for redevelopment, especially in 
commercial areas such as downtown, and work with landowners to 
address issues preventing redevelopment (e.g., needed zoning 
change, infrastructure investments, etc.). 

Implementation Steps: Continue to work with property and 
business owners in the downtown area, conducting surveys and 
one-on-one meetings to gather information on barriers to 
redevelopment. 

When: 1 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.1c: Review and update commercial design standards 
emphasize building maintenance as part of an effort at improving the 
appearance in downtown. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to change the design standards, and 
develop new commercial design standards. (2) Adopt revised 
design standards through a public process.  

When: 1 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 2.1d: Support and encourage implementation or 
amendment of the West Valley View Master Plan to develop or 
redevelop properties within the Master Plan area. 

Implementation Steps: Review the West Valley View Master Plan 
and work with partners to implement the Master Plan. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.1e: Develop master plans to guide development of the 
following areas: (1) Valley View Road from OR 99 to I-5 and (2) OR 99 
from Rapp Rd to Creel Rd. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify funding sources for developing 
master plans for these areas. (2) Develop scope of work and hire 
consultants to develop the master plans.  

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 2.1f: Identify and plan for investments and infrastructure 
necessary to support redevelopment of key sites. 

Implementation Steps: (1) As part of the master plans in Strategy 
2.1e, identify investments necessary to implement the master 
plans. (2) Work funding for the infrastructure investments into the 
Capital Improvements Plan. 

When: 5 to 10 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 

Objective 2.2: The City will develop policies to encourage residential development 
in downtown and other commercial areas, such as policies that allow ground-floor 
spaces that can be used for residential or commercial uses.  

Implementation Strategy 2.2a: Evaluate opportunities to rezone undeveloped 
commercial land on streets that are not adjacent to Talent Avenue to 
meet identified residential land needs. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify undeveloped commercial land in areas 
compatible for development of the types of housing the City has 
deficits of.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.2b: Develop policies to allow ground floor residential use 
as a temporary use in commercial mixed-use buildings. These policies 
should include provisions such as: design standards to ensure that the 
ground floor in new commercial buildings is designed for commercial 
use and zoning districts or overlay areas these uses are allowed.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to implement policies to allow floor 
ground residential use as a temporary use in commercial mixed-
use buildings. (2) Adopt revised design standards through a 
public process.  

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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Objective 2.3: The City will develop policies to identify industrial areas that are 
more appropriate for other uses (e.g., residential uses) based on their site 
characteristics (e.g., location, size, configuration, or transportation access.  

Implementation Strategy 2.3a: Identify sites appropriate to re-zone for residential uses 
in industrial areas. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify undeveloped industrial land in areas 
compatible for development of the types of housing the City has 
deficits of. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.3b: If industrial sites are re-zoned to residential uses, 
identify new industrial sites suitable to replenish the supply of 
industrial land to meet Talent’s identified industrial land need in the 
Economic Opportunities Analysis. 

Implementation Steps: (1) This strategy will be implemented if 
industrial land is re-rezoned, such as through Implementation 
Strategy 2.3a. (2) Conduct analysis to identify suitable industrial 
sites to meet Talent’s industrial land need identified in the 
Economic Opportunities Analysis, which may be found inside or 
outside of the city’s Urban Growth Boundary. 

When: With implementation of 2.3a 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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POLICY 3: Infrastructure Support: Provide adequate infrastructure efficiently and fairly 
to support employment growth. 

Objective 3.1: The City will coordinate capital improvement planning to ensure 
infrastructure availability on employment land and continue to pursue funding for 
needed infrastructure to support economic development activities. (Specific 
infrastructure Goals and strategies are included in the Public Facilities and Services 
and Transportation Elements.) 

Implementation Strategy 3.1a: Coordinate capital improvement planning at minimum 
every 5 years, with land use and transportation planning to coincide 
with the City’s Economic Development Strategy. 

Implementation Steps: (1) When the City next updates the capital 
improvement plan, work with the Public Works Department to 
ensure that infrastructure investments necessary to support 
economic development are reflected in the plan. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department, Public Works Department, 
Parks Commission, and City Administration 

Implementation Strategy 3.1b: Ensure that public-private development agreements to 
recover costs are in effect prior to financing public improvements.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Evaluate each public-private 
development agreement to ensure the agreement includes 
necessary cost recovery agreements. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 3.1c: Efficiently use existing infrastructure by promoting 
development, infill, re-use, and redevelopment for commercial and 
industrial uses.   

Implementation Steps: This will be accomplished with 
implementation of the strategies under Policy 2.  

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 3.1d: Complete development of the transportation 
infrastructure (i.e., roundabout and road) adjacent to the Talent 
Irrigation District’s site, once the headquarters has been relocated. 

Implementation Steps: City Planning Department will work with 
Public Works, Urban Renewal and City Administration to ensure 
infrastructure is located in a manner that will promote orderly 
development of the core downtown area, including location of 
alleys and public parking areas. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 3.1e: Support development of citywide high-speed internet 
access and other telecommunications infrastructures to support 
business development.   

Implementation Steps: Work with existing providers or seek new 
providers to provide expanded high-speed internet access in all 
areas of town.  

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department, Public Works and City 
Administration  

Implementation Strategy 3.1f: Provide information on infrastructure availability on a 
site-by-site basis so that developers are able to readily assess 
infrastructure availability on any given site.   

Implementation Steps: This strategy should be implemented in 
conjunction with 1.1b, 1.2a, 1.2b, 2.1b, 2.1e, and 2.1f.  

When:  

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 
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POLICY 4: Existing Business Support and Assistance: The City will support, and 
encourage retention and expansion of existing business that align with Talent’s other 
community development goals. 

Objective 4.1: Retain and encourage growth of existing businesses in Talent. 

Implementation Strategy 4.1a: The City should work with local stakeholders and 
businesses to establish an Economic Development Commission.   

Implementation Steps: City Planning Department will work with 
City Council and local Chamber to establish the Economic 
Development Commission. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department, Chamber, and City Council 

Implementation Strategy 4.1b: Working with the Economic Development 
Commission (4.1a), reach out to businesses in Talent and identify 
problems and barriers to economic development. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify a process for reaching out to 
business owners for discussions, including how the outreach will 
be done and who will do the outreach. 

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.1c: Revise land use and other City policies to address local 
barriers to economic development for existing businesses, where 
appropriate.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Based on the results of discussions with 
businesses in Talent in Strategy 4.1b, the City should review its 
development policies to identify barriers to economic 
development. (2) Work with the Planning Commission to revise 
land use policies to lower or eliminate barriers, where possible. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.1d: Refine existing processes to assist businesses with 
complying with city regulations. In addition to existing pre-
application conferences staff will work to establish a user’s guide for 
development and to develop an expedited land use application 
process for commercial and industrial developments.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Based on feedback from businesses in 
Strategy 4.1b, City staff will develop information about obtaining 
building permits in an expeditious manner, such as “how to” 
guides or other documents. (2) Work with the Economic 
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Development Commission to determine if the documents address 
the issues identified by businesses.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Objective 4.2: Support existing businesses by sharing technical resources, maintaining 
open communications with local business people, and providing available staff 
support for economic development projects initiated by the business community. 

Implementation Strategy 4.2a: Evaluate whether the City has sufficient staff capacity 
to accomplish the proposed economic development project. 

Implementation Steps:  Staff will develop a program that local 
business owner or potential business owners can access that 
provides additional technical resources to projects with a 
significant economic impact.  

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and City Administration 

Objective 4.3: Support development of a maker eco-system to support economic 
growth and educational and cultural opportunities. 

Implementation Strategy 4.3a: Support development of a maker space and business 
incubator in Talent to support growth of local artisans and small-scale 
manufacturers. 

Implementation Steps: (1) The city should evaluate opportunities 
to support development of a maker space and business incubator 
through programs such as low-interest loans and other programs. 
(2) Act as a convener of stakeholders interested in developing a 
maker space and business incubator. (3) Provide assistance with 
obtaining building permits for a maker space or business 
incubator. (4) Encourage development of buildings that would 
provide opportunities for small business growth, such as 
buildings with multiple small business space.  

When: Ongoing 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 
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POLICY 5: Business Development: The City will plan for and nurture a favorable 
environment to attract and maintain new businesses. 

Objective 5.1: Further downtown development and redevelopment to support 
employment growth and further other City development goals.  

Implementation Strategy 5.1a: Complete a market readiness analysis including an in-
depth visitor readiness report that addresses branding and 
marketing.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Establish a workgroup to manage and 
implement this analysis, including stakeholders such as City 
decision makers and members of the Economic Development 
Commission. (2) Identify funding sources for developing this 
analysis. (3) Develop scope of work and hire consultants to 
develop the analysis. 

When: 3 to 5 years 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and City Planning 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 5.1b: Develop an incentive program to encourage 
downtown housing developments with a range of housing options 
and commercial support services.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify the housing types most likely to locate in 
commercial areas. (3) Identify the range of incentives that might 
best be used to encourage downtown housing and evaluate the 
benefits and costs of each incentive. (4) Work with the Planning 
Commission to determine which incentive(s) (if any) are 
appropriate for Talent. (5) Identify funding sources to support the 
incentives. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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Implementation Strategy 5.1c: Develop a 5-year Economic Development Strategy 
using data on local and regional economic trends gathered through 
the Economic Opportunity Analysis, from goals established in the 
Comprehensive Plan and from interviews and surveys with local 
citizens and professionals. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the Economic Development 
Commission to identify a process for developing a broad 
economic development strategy. (2) Consider coordinating this 
strategy with the results of Strategies 2.1a and 5.1a. 

When: 5 years 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and City Planning 
Department 

Objective 5.2: Encourage development of commercial and industrial land and develop plans 
for areas newly brought into the Talent UGB for employment uses. 

Implementation Strategy 5.2a: Develop zoning policies to allow retail sales as a 
component of an industrial business in the City’s industrial zones.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to implement policies to allow retail 
sales as a component of an industrial business in industrial zones. 
(2) Adopt revised standards into the Zoning Code through a 
public process. 

When: 1-2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 5.2b: Incorporate the existing Master Plan Development 
requirements into the Zoning Code establishing development 
standards for both industrial lands currently within the UGB and 
lands newly brought into the UGB.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
incorporate existing master plan development requirements into 
the Zoning Code. (2) Adopt updates to the Zoning Code through a 
public process. 

When: 1-2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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Objective 5.3: Promote and support diversification of Talent’s economic base through 
growth, such as the types of businesses identified in the economic opportunities 
analysis.  

Implementation Strategy 5.3a: The City should work with the Economic Development 
Commission to market commercial and industrial sites in Talent to 
encourage economic growth.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Implementation of this Strategy is 
dependent on the Economic Development Commission.  

When: Depends on the timing of the Economic Development 
Commission 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and City Planning 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 5.3.b: Coordinate economic development efforts with local 
and regional economic development organizations, including 
SOREDI, the Talent Chamber of Commerce, and Business Oregon. 

Implementation Steps: (1) This Strategy is on-going and will be 
the results of continuing discussions with economic development 
partners. 

When: On-going 

Partners: Economic Development Commission 

Objective 5.4: Ensure that the City’s building permitting and land use entitlement 
processes support business growth.  

Implementation Strategy 5.4a: Identify changes to Talent’s Zoning Code or 
entitlement process to simplify the development process.  

Implementation Steps: City will compare building permit and 
land use processes with other cities and work to establish an 
expedited process for commercial and industrial developments in 
key areas within the City. 

When: Ongoing 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 5.4b: Review commercial and industrial systems 
development charges as part of renewal of the Capital Improvement 
Plan. Systems development charges should be adjusted (increasing or 
decreasing) to provide adequate funding for infrastructure 
improvements. 

Implementation Steps: When the Capital Improvement Plan is 
next updated, evaluate opportunities for adjusting systems 
development charges to ensure that the City is able to provide 
adequate funding for infrastructure improvements and, if 
possible, to lower systems development charges. Coordinate this 
task with Implementation Step 3.1a. 

When: Following the review and update of a Capital 
Improvement Plan. 

Partners: City Planning Department, Public Works Department, 
and City Administration 

Implementation Strategy 5.4c: Update the Capital Improvement Plan to determine if 
there is an opportunity to temporarily reduce systems development 
charges on commercial or industrial lands to stimulate economic 
growth.  

Implementation Steps: Evaluate opportunities for temporary 
reduction of selected systems development charges. 

When: Year 1 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 5.4d: Support development of a downtown business district, 
either by as a specific zoning district or by drawing a specific 
geographic boundary for the district. The downtown business district 
would provides incentives for development in downtown. The 
incentives for development within the business district may be 
financial, such as reduced land use permit fees, or non-financial, such 
as expedited land use permit processing.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Working with a stakeholder group, 
identify the geographic area where the downtown business 
district should be. (2) Identify the range of incentives that might 
best be used to encourage business development in downtown 
and evaluate the benefits and costs of each incentive. (4) Work 
with the Planning Commission to determine which incentive(s) (if 
any) are appropriate for Talent. (5) Identify funding sources to 
support the incentives. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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POLICY 6: Higher Paying Jobs: Promote and support businesses that bring jobs with wages 
above the Jackson County average to Talent.  

The Oregon Employment Department provides information about average wages in 
Jackson County in the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages on an annual basis. In 
2015, the average wage for all jobs in Jackson County was $39,300. 

Objective 6.1: Increase the number of jobs with wages above the County’s average in the City 
of Talent. 

Implementation Strategy 6.1a: Develop incentive programs to encourage businesses 
that provide jobs at or above the County average wage.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Working with the Economic 
Development Commission, develop a process and evaluation 
criteria to implement the program. The criteria should describe 
where incentives would be used (i.e., in a limited geography or 
across the city), the amount of job growth that will qualify for 
incentives, what types of businesses would qualify for incentives 
and under what conditions, what types of incentives would be 
available to businesses, the funding sources to support the 
incentives, and expectations of businesses given incentives. (2) 
Work with the City Council to adopt the program through a 
public process. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 6.1b: Provide flexible zoning code language that encourages 
businesses that provide jobs at or above the County average wage.  

Implementation Steps: City will work with the Planning 
Commission to establish planned development code to encourage 
businesses with above average wage jobs to locate in Talent. For 
example, the planned development code might include reduced 
setbacks, increased building height, or other standards that would 
normally require a variance. 

When: 3 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department, Planning Commission, and 
Talent Chamber 
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POLICY 7: Livability: The City recognizes that livability is an important factor in the 
location choices of some types of businesses, and the policy of maintaining livability for 
the benefits of City residents is further reinforced by the potential for economic benefits. 

Objective 7.1: Create a community where people want to spend time beyond the 
exigencies of daily life. 

Implementation Strategy 7.1a: Encourage businesses providing personal services to 
residents, businesses, and visitors to locate in Talent, such as financial 
services, entertainment, restaurants, coffee shops, and other 
pedestrian-oriented businesses. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with businesses and stakeholder 
to identify opportunities to attract these types of businesses. 
Coordinate this task with the work of the Economic Development 
Commission.  

When: On-Going 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Objective 7.2: Support development of urban amenities that contribute to Talent’s 
livability, such as the Parks Master Plan. 

Implementation Strategy 7.2a: The Parks Commission should work with Community 
Development to review and update the Talent Parks Master Plan. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify a process and funding to 
update the Talent Parks Master Plan. (2) Work with a consultant 
to update the Talent Parks Master Plan through a technical and 
public process. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Parks Commission 

Objective 7.3. Support development of pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities based 
on recommendations from the Talent Transportation System Plan.  
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Objective 7.4. Promote education and cultural opportunities for all Talent residents. 

Implementation Strategy 7.4a: Partner with the Talent Public Arts Commission 
(TPAC) or similar group to develop a policy that encourages public 
art with proposal of a suitable public project. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the Talent Public Arts 
Commission to develop a policy to encourage public arts with 
public projects. The policy should identify the process for 
selecting public arts projects and funding sources to pay for the 
art. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Talent Public Arts 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 7.4b: Encourage cooperation among City commissions and 
committees to coordinate infrastructure and activities to facilitate 
artistic and cultural events 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify commissions and committees 
that should work together to make it easier to stage events in 
Talent. (2) Work with stakeholders or organizations (such as the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival) with experience in staging events to 
identify changes that would make it easier to stage events. (3) 
Identify actions, partnerships, or changes in process necessary to 
make it easier to stage events. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department, Economic Development 
Commission, Parks Commission, and other City commissions and 
committees 
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Appendix A: Implementation Schedule 
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Summary 

This report presents an economic opportunities analysis consistent with the requirements of 
statewide planning Goal 9 and the Goal 9 administrative rule (OAR 660-009). Goal 9 describes 
the EOA as “an analysis of the community's economic patterns, potentialities, strengths, and 
deficiencies as they relate to state and national trends” and states that “a principal determinant 
in planning for major industrial and commercial developments should be the competitive 
advantage of the region within which the developments would be located.” 

The primary goals of the EOA are to (1) project the amount of land needed to accommodate the 
future employment growth within the Talent Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) between 2016 and 
2036, (2) evaluate the existing employment land supply within the Talent UGB to determine if it 
is adequate to meet that need, and (3) to fulfill state planning requirements for a twenty-year 
supply of employment land. This project included preparation of the Talent Economic 
Development Strategy, which is presented in a separate document. 

How much buildable employment land does Talent currently 
have? 
Table 1 shows commercial and industrial land with development capacity (lands classified 
vacant or partially vacant). The results show talent has about 89 suitable vacant and partially 
vacant acres within the UGB, nearly 63 of which are Commercial and 26 are Industrial  

Table 1. Employment land with development capacity (Vacant, Partially Vacant)  
by constraint status, Talent UGB, 2016 

 
Source: Appendix A: Table 11. 
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How much growth is Talent planning for? 
Goal 9 requires that cities provide for an adequate supply of commercial and industrial sites 
consistent with plan policies. To meet this requirement, Talent needs an estimate of the amount 
of commercial and industrial land that will be needed over the 2016-2036 planning period. Table 
2 presents the forecast of employment growth by land use type in Talent’s UGB from 2016 to 
2036. Talent’s employment base was 1,393 employees in 2016. The forecast shows that by 2036, 
Talent will have 1,959 employees, an increase of 565 jobs over the planning period. 

Table 2. Forecast of employment growth by land use type, Talent UGB, 2016–2036 

 
Source: ECONorthwest 
Note: The shaded percentages denote an assumption about the future change in the share of employment (as a percent of total) by land 
use type. 

How much land will be required for employment? 
The forecast of growth of 565 new employees will result in the following demand for vacant 
(and partially vacant) employment land: 20 gross acres of industrial land and 17 gross acres of 
commercial land.  

Does Talent have enough land to accommodate 
employment growth? 
Table 3 compares the supply of suitable employment land with the demand for employment 
land: 

 Industrial. Talent has a supply of 26 acres of suitable land designated for industrial uses. 
The employment forecast projects demand for 20 acres of industrial land. Talent has 
more industrial land than the City is projected to need over the 20-year period, with a 
surplus of 6 gross acres of industrial land. 

 Commercial. Talent has 63 acres of land designated for commercial uses. The 
employment forecast projects demand for 17 acres of commercial land. Talent has more 
commercial land than the City is projected to need over the 20-year period, with a 
surplus of 45 gross acres of commercial land. 
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Table 3. Comparison of the Capacity of Unconstrained Vacant and Partially Vacant Land with Employment 
Land Demand by Plan Designation, Talent UGB, 2016–2036 

 
Source: ECONorthwest 

In addition, Talent has a number of sites with opportunities for infill and redevelopment. These 
sites include: (1) the Talent Irrigation District site, which the City (or Urban Renewal Agency) 
may purchase after the District relocates and (2) MicroTrains and Fabricated Glass, as well as 
the Brammo site and the former Talent Truck Stop site. These sites present opportunities for 
infill or redevelopment in key areas where the City wants to encourage employment growth.  

What types of business does Talent want to attract? 
The characteristics of Talent will affect the types of businesses most likely to locate in the city. 
Talent’s attributes that may attract firms are: Talent’s location along I-5 and Highway 99 and 
between Medford and Ashland; the existing employment base; surrounding agricultural areas; 
access to workers from across the Rogue Valley; arts and cultural opportunities; high quality of 
life; and relatively affordable housing.  

The target industries identified as having potential for growth in Talent are: 

 Small-scale manufacturing. Talent’s attributes, especially its location along I-5, may 
attract manufacturing firms. Manufacturing firms are likely to be relatively small, from 
startups with 10 or fewer employers to manufactures with 50 to 100 employees. Smaller 
manufacturers may have flexibility on where to locate, likely preferring to locate within 
an existing building. Moderate sized manufacturers may prefer to locate within an 
existing building or to locate a facility on an industrial site, likely between 2 and 10 
acres, with good access to transportation and a flat topography. Examples of 
manufacturing industries that may grow or locate in Talent include: 

o Specialty food and beverage manufacturing, such as wineries, beer brewing, fruit 
or vegetable products, or other products 

o Primary and secondary wood product manufacturing, such as engineered wood 
products, furniture manufacturing, prefabricated wood buildings, or other 
products 

o Renewable and alternative energy products 

o Transportation equipment and related products 

o Cannabis products, such as medicinal oils or edible products 

o Artisans products for sale locally or via the Internet 
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 Small-scale construction. Talent’s location within the Rogue Valley and relatively 
affordable housing may make the city attractive to small construction firms, such as 
specialty contractors, heating and cooling subcontractors, and companies specializing in 
alternative building processes. These businesses may be operated as home occupations 
(especially for businesses with few employees) or may require a small site with a 
building and equipment storage areas.  

 Small-scale warehouse, distribution, and wholesale. Talent’s access to I-5 and 
Highway 99 may make the city attractive to small distribution, especially of Rogue 
Valley products. These businesses may locate in an existing building or may locate a 
facility on an industrial site, likely between 2 and 10 acres, with good access to 
transportation and a flat topography.  

 Professional and business services. Talent’s high quality of life, relatively affordable 
housing, existing population and business base, and proximity to Medford and Ashland 
may attract professional and business services that prefer to locate in a smaller city like 
Talent, such as medical or legal services, scientific research, environmental services, or 
other services.  

 Services for residents. Population growth will drive development of retail (e.g., a 
hardware store or a musical equipment store), medical services, and government 
services, especially primary education in Talent. 

 Services for seniors. Talent’s (and the Rogue Valley’s) growing population of those near 
or in retirement may attract or create demand for services for seniors, such as health 
services that cater to the elderly, like assisted living facilities, retirement centers, and 
medical services.  

 Services for visitors: Growth in tourism will drive demand for services for visitors such 
as restaurants, a hotel, or a high-quality RV park. 

 Events and performances. Talent may attract businesses that provide goods or services 
to support events or performances, such as storage, catering, or specialty retail. 

What are the recommendations to support economic 
development in Talent? 
The following are ECONorthwest’s recommendations to support economic development in 
Talent based on the economic opportunities analysis: 

• Update the Economy Element of the Comprehensive Plan. The Economy Element has 
not been updated in more than a decade. We recommend that the Planning Commission 
and City Council review the revised policies in the Talent Economic Development 
Strategy and, after making additional necessary revisions to the policies, adopt the 
revised goals, objectives, and implementation strategies into the Economy Element. 

• Align the City's goals for economic development with planning for infrastructure 
development. Aside from ensuring that there is sufficient land to support employment 
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growth, one of the most important ways that the City can support economic 
development is through planning for and developing infrastructure (e.g., roads, water, 
sanitary sewer, and storm water systems). We recommend that the City align its goals 
for economic development with infrastructure development through updates to the 
City’s Capital Improvements Plan.  

As part of the next update to the Capital Improvements Plan, the City may choose to 
evaluate opportunities to lower (either temporarily or permanently) systems 
development charges for commercial and industrial development. While the City must 
ensure that there are sufficient funds available to develop critical infrastructure, there 
may be an opportunity to lower systems development charges to encourage commercial 
and industrial development.  

• Identify opportunities to support existing businesses in Talent. Retention and 
expansion of existing businesses is one of Talent’s key opportunities for economic 
growth. The City can support businesses by continuing to provide staff to help 
businesses through the development process and through revising policies (where 
possible) that make business growth more difficult in Talent.  

A key step in supporting existing businesses is having a forum for discussion of 
economic development in Talent. We recommend that the City work with partners and 
interested stakeholders to develop an economic development commission that the City 
participates in as a key partner or as the commission leader. The Economic Development 
Commission may be able to assist the City in reaching out the businesses to identify 
issues and barriers to economic development. 

• Work with partners to develop a broad economic development strategy for Talent. 
The revisions to the Comprehensive Plan presented in the Talent Economic 
Development Strategy focus on land-based policies and actions. The city also needs a 
broader strategy for economic development that focuses on issues such as economic 
development marketing of Talent’s businesses and business opportunities, completing a 
market readiness analysis for branding and marketing Talent for tourism, building 
business and other partnerships, and coordinating economic development efforts with 
local and regional economic development organizations, including SOREDI, the Talent 
Chamber of Commerce, and Business Oregon.  

• Review the Zoning Code and development process to identify opportunities to 
streamline and reduce development costs. These opportunities may include: allowing 
ground floor residential use as a temporary use in commercial mixed-use buildings, 
allowing retail sales as a component of an industrial business in the City’s industrial 
zones, and examining systems development charges to identify opportunities to lower 
charges if possible.  

• Support infill and redevelopment of existing commercial and industrial land. The 
City has identified areas where infill and redevelopment is more probable over the 20-
year planning period. Other opportunities for redevelopment may become apparent in 
the future. We recommend that the City support and encourage infill and 
redevelopment to make the most efficient use of employment land in Talent. The types 
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of tools that the City offers in support of infill and redevelopment should be consistent 
with the City’s development goals. In areas where the City wants to encourage higher 
intensity development, such as downtown, the City should offer more support for 
redevelopment, such as financial and regulatory redevelopment incentives.  

• Support development of space to support startup and small growing businesses. This 
space may be a maker space, with shared workspace and equipment for manufacturing 
and production of a variety of products and goods. It could also include a business 
incubator space, with spaces for businesses to grow and share support services. The City 
would need to define its role in development of either or both of these types of space, 
through discussions among decision makers and City staff.  

• Identify opportunities to meet residential land needs on commercial or industrial 
lands. Talent is beginning to develop an analysis of residential land needs. If the 
analysis identifies deficits of residential land, especially moderate- and high-density 
residential land needs, we recommend that the City evaluate opportunities to meet those 
land needs within the UGB on commercial and industrial lands.  

Given the substantial surplus of commercial land and the City’s goals of encouraging 
multifamily residential development in downtown, the City should evaluate 
opportunities to accommodate residential development on commercial lands. This could 
occur through changes to the zoning code to make residential development easier or less 
costly in commercial areas (e.g., temporarily allowing residential uses on the ground 
floor of commercial buildings). It could also occur through redesignation of commercial 
lands to residential designations.  

Some vacant industrial land may be more suited for residential uses, given existing and 
planned residential uses. We recommend that the City evacuate whether there are 
industrial parcels that should be rezoned for low- and medium-density residential uses. 

The Talent Economic Development Strategy includes strategies to address these key issues, as well 
as other strategies to support economic development in Talent.   
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1. Introduction 

This report presents an Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA) for the City of Talent. The 
purpose of an EOA is to develop information as a basis for policies that capitalize on Talent’s 
opportunities and help address the city’s challenges. The EOA includes technical analysis to 
address a range of questions that Talent faces in managing its commercial and industrial land. 
For example, the EOA includes an employment forecast that describe how much growth Talent 
should plan for over the 2016 to 2036 period, and forecasts the amount and type of employment 
land necessary to accommodate growth in Talent over that period. The EOA also includes an 
inventory of commercial and industrial land within Talent’s urban growth boundary (UGB) to 
provide information about the amount of land available to accommodate employment growth.  

This EOA complies with the requirements of statewide planning Goal 9, the Goal 9 
administrative rules (OAR 660 Division 9), and the court decisions that have interpreted them. 
Goal 9 requires cities to state objectives for economic development (OAR 660-009-0020(1)(a)) 
and to identify the characteristics of sites needed to accommodate industrial and other 
employment uses (OAR 660-009-0025(1)) over the 20-year planning period. This approach could 
be characterized as a site-based approach that projects land need based on the forecast for 
employment growth, the City’s economic development objectives, and the specific needs of 
target industries. 

1.1 Background 
The City of Talent last evaluated economic trends in 2000, based on 1990 Census data. 
Substantial changes occurred to the national and regional economy since 2000 that have 
implications for economic growth in Talent. Since then, the Rogue Valley Council of 
Governments (RVCOG) and participating  local governm ents com pleted t  -year Regional 
Problem Solving (RPS) process and adopted the Regional Plan for the Greater Bear Creek Valley. 
The Regional Plan describes the Region’s expectations for economic growth, the locations of 
potential growth, and established Urban Reserves. Talent was one of the local governments that 
participated in the RPS, and urban reserves around the city are identified in the Regional Plan.  

The purpose of this project was to develop a factual base to provide the City with information 
about current economic conditions. This factual basis, presented in this report, provides 
information necessary for updating the City’s economic development Comprehensive Plan 
policies. This report identifies opportunities to meet the City’s economic development objectives 
and develop Comprehensive Plan policies and implementation strategies that capitalize on the 
City’s comparative advantages and address areas of economic weakness. 

The EOA provides information that the City can use to identify and capitalize on the city’s 
economic opportunities. It also provides information to address the City’s challenges for 
managing economic development, such as a lack of larger industrial sites to support growth of 
businesses that require large sites, underutilized commercial land, underutilized industrial 
land, and a lack of policy direction to address these issues. 
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1.2 Framework for an Economic Opportunities Analysis 
The content of this report is designed to meet the requirements of Oregon Statewide Planning 
Goal 9 and the administrative rule that implements Goal 9 (OAR 660-009). The analysis in this 
report is designed to conform to the requirements for an Economic Opportunities Analysis in 
OAR 660-009 as amended. 

1. Economic Opportunities Analysis (OAR 660-009-0015). The Economic Opportunities 
Analysis (EOA) requires communities to identify the major categories of industrial or 
other employment uses that could reasonably be expected to locate or expand in the 
planning area based on information about national, state, regional, county or local 
trends; identify the number of sites by type reasonably expected to be needed to 
accommodate projected employment growth based on the site characteristics typical of 
expected uses; include an inventory of vacant and developed lands within the planning 
area designated for industrial or other employment use; and estimate the types and 
amounts of industrial and other employment uses likely to occur in the planning area. 
Local governments are also encouraged to assess community economic development 
potential through a visioning or some other public input based process in conjunction 
with state agencies. 

2. Industrial and commercial development policies (OAR 660-009-0020). Cities with a 
population over 2,500 are required to develop commercial and industrial development 
policies based on the EOA. Local comprehensive plans must state the overall objectives 
for economic development in the planning area and identify categories or particular 
types of industrial and other employment uses desired by the community. Local 
comprehensive plans must also include policies that commit the city or county to 
designate an adequate number of employment sites of suitable sizes, types and 
locations. The plan must also include policies to provide necessary public facilities and 
transportation facilities for the planning area. Finally, cities within a Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (which includes Talent) must adopt policies that identify a 
competitive short-term supply of land for desired industrial and other employment uses 
as an economic development objective. 

3. Designation of lands for industrial and commercial uses (OAR 660-009-0025). Cities and 
counties must adopt measures to implement policies adopted pursuant to OAR 660-009-
0020. Appropriate implementation measures include amendments to plan and zone map 
designations, land use regulations, public facility plans, and transportation system 
plans. More specifically, plans must identify the approximate number, acreage and 
characteristics of sites needed to accommodate industrial and other employment uses to 
implement plan policies, and must designate serviceable land suitable to meet identified 
site needs. 
 
Plans for cities and counties within a Metropolitan Planning Organization, or cities and 
counties that adopt policies relating to the short-term supply of land must designate 
suitable land to respond to economic development opportunities as they arise. 
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1.3 Organization of this Report 
This report is organized as follows: 

• Chapter 2. Buildable Lands Inventory presents a summary of the inventory of 
employment lands. 

• Chapter 3. Factors Affecting Future Economic Growth summarizes historic economic 
trends that affect current and future economic conditions in Talent, as well as Talent’s 
competitive advantages for economic development.  

• Chapter 4. Employment Growth and Site Needs presents a forecast for employment 
growth in Talent and describes the City’s target industries as well as site needs for 
potential growth in industries. 

• Chapter 5. Land Sufficiency and Conclusions compares the supply of and demand for 
buildable lands and presents key concluding recommendations for Talent. 

This report also includes one appendix: 

• Appendix A, Buildable Lands Inventory 
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2. Buildable Lands Inventory 

This chapter provides a summary of the commercial and industrial buildable lands inventory 
(BLI) for the Talent UGB. The City of Talent staff, in coordination with ECONorthwest staff, 
developed the buildable lands inventory analysis. It complies with statewide planning Goal 9 
policies that govern planning for employment uses. The full buildable lands inventory 
completed by City staff is presented in Appendix A.  

2.1 Methods, Definitions, and Assumptions 

Definitions 
The City of Talent developed the buildable lands inventory with a tax lot database from Jackson 
County GIS. The tax lot database is current as of February 2016. The inventory builds from the 
database to estimate buildable land by plan designation. The following definitions were used to 
identify buildable land for inclusion in the inventory:  

 Vacant land. Tax lots that have no structures or have buildings with very little value. For 
the purpose of this inventory, employment lands with improvement values of $10,000 
and under are considered vacant. 

 Partially vacant land. Partially vacant tax lots are those occupied by a use, but which 
contain enough land to be further subdivided without need of rezoning. This 
determination was made through review of aerial imagery. The developed areas 
(building + parking) were subtracted from the total lot size to calculate remaining vacant 
area in the analysis. Building footprints were multiplied by 1.5 to account for parking 
requirements on commercial and industrial sites. 

 Undevelopable land. Land that has no access or potential access, land that is already 
committed to other uses by policy, or tax lots that are more than 90% constrained. The 
majority of undevelopable land identified in the inventory is located in the active beach 
zone within the UGB. 

 Developed land. Land that is developed at densities consistent with zoning with 
improvements that make it unlikely to redevelop during the analysis period. Lands not 
classified as vacant, partially-vacant, or undevelopable are considered developed. 
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Development Constraints 
Consistent with state guidance on buildable lands inventories, the City of Talent deducted the 
following constraints from the buildable lands inventory and classified those portions of tax lots 
that fall within the following areas as constrained, unbuildable land. 

 Land within natural resource protection areas. The Talent Wetlands Inventory map was 
used to identify areas within wetlands. A 50-foot buffer was added to riparian and 
wetland constraints, consistent with Talent Zoning Code 8-3H.2 – Designation of 
Wetland and Riparian Setback Areas. 

 Land with slopes over 15%. Lands with slopes over 15% are considered unsuitable for 
commercial and industrial development. 

 Lands within floodplains. Lands falling within the 100 and 500-year floodplain were not 
deducted from the buildable lands inventory, Talent Development Code allows for 
development in floodplains contingent upon meeting specific conditions. 

 Land that is service constrained. Areas east of Interstate 5 do not currently have access to 
water and sewer service. Therefore it has been deducted from readily buildable lands. 
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2.2 Results of the Buildable Lands Inventory 

Land Base 
Table 1 shows commercial and industrial land in Talent by classification (development status). 
The results show that Talent has 222 total acres in commercial and industrial plan designations. 
Of the 222 acres in the UGB, about 121 acres (55%) are in classifications with no development 
capacity, and the remaining 101 acres (45%) have development capacity.  

Table 4. Employment acres by classification and plan designation, Talent UGB, 2016 

 
Source: Appendix A, Table 8. 

Vacant Buildable Land 
Table 2 shows gross and net buildable acres for vacant and partially vacant land by plan 
designation. The results show that Talent has about 89 net buildable acres in commercial and 
industrial plan designations. Of this, 71% (63 acres) is in the Commercial designation and 29% 
(26 acres) is in Industrial. 

Table 5. Employment land with development capacity (Vacant, Partially Vacant) by constraint 
status, Talent UGB, 2016 

 
Source: Appendix A: Table 11. 
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Map 1 shows Talent’s employment land by classification with development constraints.  

Table 3 shows the size of lots by plan designations for suitable employment land. Talent has 80 
lots that are smaller than 2 acres (with 44 acres of land). Talent has 8 lots between 2 and 10 acres 
(33 acres of land), one lot between 10 and 20 acres in size (11 acres of land), and zero lots 20 
acres and larger. 

Table 6. Lot size by plan designation, suitable acres, Talent UGB, 2016 

 
Source: City of Talent GIS data & analysis. 
Note: 6 Commercial tax lots were removed from this count due to being >90% constrained and therefore unsuitable for development. 

The data in Table 3 suggest that Talent has no larger commercial sites. Talent has no commercial 
sites larger than 10 acres and one sites between 5 and 10 acres (with a total of 9 acres). The one 
large industrial parcel the City does have, while adjacent to rail, is not in a location suitable for 
industrial use and is serviced by an underdeveloped collector street. Some of this deficiency 
could potentially be addressed through redevelopment or partition of parcels that are being 
underused. 
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Map 1. Employment land by classification with development constraints, Talent UGB, 2016 
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3. Factors Affecting Future Economic Growth 

Talent exists as part of the larger economy of the Rogue Valley and is strongly influenced by 
regional economic conditions. For many factors, such as labor, Talent does not differ 
significantly from the broader region. For other factors, such as income, it does. Thus, Talent 
benefits from being a part of the larger regional economy and plays a specific role in it. 

This chapter describes the factors affecting economic growth in Talent, including national and 
regional economic trends. The analysis presents Talent’s competitive advantages for growing 
and attracting businesses, which forms the basis for identifying potential growth industries in 
Talent.  

3.1 Factors that Affect Economic Development1 
The fundamental purpose of Goal 9 is to make sure that a local government plans for economic 
development. The planning literature provides many definitions of economic development, 
both broad and narrow. Broadly,  

“Economic development is the process of improving a community’s well-being through 
job creation, business growth, and income growth (factors that are typical and reasonable 
focus of economic development policy), as well as through improvements to the wider 
social and natural environment that strengthen the economy.”2 

That definition acknowledges that a community’s wellbeing depends in part on narrower 
measures of economic wellbeing (e.g., jobs and income) and on other aspects of quality of life 
(e.g., the social and natural environment). In practice, cities and regions trying to prepare an 
economic development strategy typically use a narrower definition of economic development: 
they take it to mean business development, job growth, and job opportunity. The assumptions 
are that: 

 Business and job growth are contributors to and consistent with economic development, 
increased income, and increased economic welfare. From the municipal point of view, 
investment and resulting increases in property tax are important outcomes of economic 
development. 

 The evaluation of tradeoffs and balancing of policies to decide whether such growth is 
likely to lead to overall gains in wellbeing (on average and across all citizens and 
businesses in a jurisdiction, and all aspects of wellbeing) is something that decision 
makers do after an economic strategy has been presented to them for consideration. 

                                                      
1 The information in this section is based on previous Goal 9 studies conducted by ECONorthwest and the following 
publication: An Economic Development Toolbox: Strategies and Methods, Terry Moore, Stuart Meck, and James Ebenhoh, 
American Planning Association, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 541, October 2006. 
2 An Economic Development Toolbox: Strategies and Methods, Terry Moore, Stuart Meck, and James Ebenhoh, American 
Planning Association, Planning Advisory Service Report Number 541, October 2006. 
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That logic is consistent with the tenet of the Oregon land-use planning program: that all goals 
matter, no goal dominates, and the challenge is to find a balance of conservation and 
development that is acceptable to a local government and state. Goal 9 does not dominate, but it 
legitimizes and requires that a local government focus on the narrower view of economic 
development: the one that focuses on economic variables. 

In that context, a major part of local economic development policy is about local support for 
business development and job growth; that growth comes from the creation of new firms, the 
expansion of existing firms, and the relocation or retention of existing firms. Thus, a key 
question for economic development policy is, What are the factors that influence business and job 
growth, and what is the relative importance of each? This document addresses that question in 
depth. 

What Factors Matter?  
Why do firms locate where they do? There is no single answer—different firms choose their 
locations for different reasons. Key determinates of a location decision are a firm’s factors of 
production. For example, a firm that spends a large portion of total costs on unskilled labor will 
be drawn to locations where labor is relatively inexpensive. A firm with large energy demands 
will give more weight to locations where energy is relatively inexpensive. In general, firms 
choose locations they believe will allow them to maximize net revenues: if demand for goods 
and services are held roughly constant, then revenue maximization is approximated by cost 
minimization.  

The typical categories that economists use to describe a firm’s production function are: 

 Labor. Labor is often the most important factor of production. Other things equal, firms 
look at productivity—labor output per dollar. Productivity can decrease if certain types 
of labor are in short supply, which increases the costs by requiring either more pay to 
acquire the labor that is available, the recruiting of labor from other areas, or the use of 
the less productive labor that is available locally. 

 Land. Demand for land depends on the type of firm. Manufacturing firms need more 
space and tend to prefer suburban locations where land is relatively less expensive and 
less difficult to develop. Warehousing and distribution firms need to locate close to 
interstate highways. 

 Local infrastructure. An important role of government is to increase economic capacity 
by improving quality and efficiency of infrastructure and facilities, such as roads, 
bridges, water and sewer systems, airport and cargo facilities, energy systems, and 
telecommunications. 

 Access to markets. Though part of infrastructure, transportation merits special attention. 
Firms need to move their product, either goods or services, to the market, and they rely 
on access to different modes of transportation to do this.  
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 Materials. Firms producing goods, and even firms producing services, need various 
materials to develop products that they can sell. Some firms need natural resources (i.e., 
raw lumber) and others may need intermediate materials (i.e., dimensioned lumber).  

 Entrepreneurship. This input to production may be thought of as good management, or 
even more broadly as a spirit of innovation, optimism, and ambition that distinguishes 
one firm from another even though most of their other factor inputs may be quite 
similar. 

The supply, cost, and quality of any of these factors obviously depend on market factors: on 
conditions of supply and demand locally, nationally, and even globally. But they also depend 
on public policy. In general, public policy can affect these factors of production through: 

 Regulation. Regulations protect the health and safety of a community and help maintain 
the quality of life. Overly burdensome regulations, however, can be disincentives for 
businesses to locate in a community. Simplified bureaucracies and straightforward 
regulations can reduce the burden on businesses and help them react quickly in a 
competitive marketplace. 

 Taxes. Firms tend to seek locations where they can optimize their after-tax profits. Tax 
rates are not a primary location factor—they matter only after businesses have made 
decisions based on labor, transportation, raw materials, and capital costs. The costs of 
these production factors are usually similar within a region. Therefore, differences in tax 
levels across communities within a region are more important in the location decision 
than are differences in tax levels between regions. 

 Financial incentives. Governments can offer firms incentives to encourage growth. Most 
types of financial incentives have had little significant effect on firm location between 
regions. For manufacturing industries with significant equipment costs, however, 
property or investment tax credit or abatement incentives can play a significant role in 
location decisions. Incentives are more effective at redirecting growth within a region 
than they are at providing a competitive advantage between regions. 

This discussion may make it appear that a location decision is based entirely on a straight-
forward accounting of costs, with the best location being the one with the lowest level of overall 
costs. Studies of economic development, however, have shown that location decisions depend 
on a variety of other factors that indirectly affect costs of production. These indirect factors 
include agglomerative economies (also known as industry clusters), quality of life, and 
innovative capacity.  

 Industry clusters. Firms with similar business activities can realize operational savings 
when they congregate in a single location or region. Clustering can reduce costs by 
creating economies of scale for suppliers. For this reason, firms tend to locate in areas 
where there is already a presence of other firms engaged in similar or related activities. 

 Quality of life. A community that features many quality amenities, such as access to 
recreational opportunities, culture, low crime, good schools, affordable housing, and a 
clean environment can attract people simply because it is a nice place to be. A region’s 
quality of life can attract skilled workers, and if the amenities lure enough potential 
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workers to the region, the excess labor supply pushes their wages down so that firms in 
the region can find skilled labor for a relatively low cost. The characteristics of local 
communities can affect the distribution of economic development within a region, with 
different communities appealing to different types of workers and business owners. 
Sometimes location decisions by business owners are based on an emotional or historical 
attachment to a place or set of amenities, without much regard for the cost of other 
factors of production.  

 Innovative capacity. Increasing evidence suggests that a culture promoting innovation, 
creativity, flexibility, and adaptability is essential to keeping U.S. cities economically 
vital and internationally competitive. Innovation is particularly important in industries 
that require an educated workforce. High-tech companies need to have access to new 
ideas typically associated with a university or research institute. Innovation affects both 
the overall level and type of economic development in a region. Government can be a 
key part of a community’s innovative culture, through the provision of services and 
regulation of development and business activities that are responsive to the changing 
needs of business. 

How Important Are These Factors? 
To understand how changes in public policies affect local job growth, economists have 
attempted to identify the importance for firms of different locational factors. They have used 
statistical models, surveys, and case studies to examine detailed data on the key factors that 
enter the business location decision. 

Economic theory says that firms locate where they can reduce the costs of their factors of 
production (assuming demand for products and any other factors are held constant). Firms 
locate in regions where they have access to inputs that meet their quality standards, at a 
relatively low cost. Because firms are different, the relative importance of different factors of 
production varies both across industries and, even more importantly, across firms.  

No empirical analysis can completely quantify firm location factors because numerous 
methodological problems make any analysis difficult. For example, some would argue 
simplistically that firms would prefer locating in a region with a low tax rate to reduce tax 
expenses. However, the real issue is the value provided by the community for the taxes 
collected. Because taxes fund public infrastructure that firms need, such as roads, water, and 
sewer systems, regions with low tax rates may end up with poor infrastructure, making it less 
attractive to firms. When competing jurisdictions have roughly comparable public services 
(type, cost, and quality) and quality of life, then tax rates (and tax breaks) can make a difference.  

Further complicating any analysis is the fact that many researchers have used public 
expenditures as a proxy for infrastructure quality. But large expenditures on roads do not 
necessarily equal a quality road system. It is possible that the money has been spent 
ineffectively and the road system is in poor condition.  
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An important aspect of this discussion is that the business function at a location matters more 
than a firm’s industry. A single company may have offices spread across cities, with 
headquarters located in a cosmopolitan metropolitan area, the research and development 
divisions located near a concentration of universities, the back office in a suburban location, and 
manufacturing and distribution located in areas with cheap land and good interstate access.  

The location decisions of businesses are primarily based on the availability and cost of labor, 
transportation, raw materials, and capital. The availability and cost of these production factors 
are usually similar within a region. Most economic development strategies available to local 
governments, however, only indirectly affect the cost of these primary location factors. Local 
governments can most easily affect tax rates, public services, and regulatory policies. 
Economists generally agree that these factors do affect economic development, but the effects 
on economic development are modest. Thus, most of the strategies available to local 
governments have only a modest effect on the level and type of economic development in the 
community.  

Local governments in Oregon also play a central role in the provision of buildable land through 
inclusion of lands in the Urban Growth Boundary, as well as through determination of plan 
designations and zoning, and through provision of public services. Obviously, businesses need 
buildable land to locate or expand in a community. Providing buildable land alone is not 
sufficient to guarantee economic development in a community—market conditions must create 
demand for this land, and local factors of production must be favorable for business activity. In 
the context of expected economic growth and the perception of a constrained land supply in 
Jackson County, the provision of buildable land has the potential to strongly influence the level 
and type of economic development in Talent. The provision of buildable land is one of the most 
direct ways that the City of Talent can affect the level and type of economic development in the 
community.  
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3.2 Summary of the Effect of National, State and Regional 
Trends on Economic Development in Talent 

This section presents a summary and the implications of national, state, and regional economic 
trends on economic growth in Talent, which are presented in Section 3.3. 

National, State, and Regional  
Economic Trends 

Implications for Economic  
Growth in Talent 

Moderate growth rates and recovery from the national 
recession  

After the end of the recession in 2009, economic 
growth returned to the U.S. economy, with 
persistent increases in GDP, (2.1% in the third 
quarter of 2015) steady job growth (averaging 
about 237,000 per month over 2015), and decline 
in the unemployment rate (currently at about 5.1% 
compared to the recessionary peak of 10%). 3  
Unemployment at the national level has gradually 
declined since the height of the recession. 
Unemployment rates in Oregon are typically higher 
than those of the nation as a whole. 
The federal government’s economic forecast 
predicts a moderate pace of economic growth, with 
gradual increases in employment and real GDP 
(roughly 3% through the end of 2016).  
IHS Economic projects that Oregon’s economy will 
be the fifth-fastest growing among all states in the 
U.S., averaging annual growth of about 3.5% 
through 2020. Though the Oregon Office of 
Economic Analysis expects a slightly slower rate, it 
still expects Oregon to exceed the national average. 
4 

Economic growth in Talent—in measures such as 
employment growth, unemployment rates, and 
wage growth—is likely to be markedly improved 
from the levels seen during the recent national 
recession.  
The rate of employment growth in Talent will 
depend, in part, on the rate of employment 
growth in Oregon and the nation. The Oregon 
Office of Economic Analysis forecasts that 
employment in the Rogue Valley Region (which 
includes Jackson County) will grow by about by 
about 13% from 2012 levels. Private Educational 
and Health Services, Trade, Transportation, and 
Utilities, and Leisure and Hospitality will make up 
the majority of the Region’s growth. 

Growth of service-oriented sectors 
Increased worker productivity and the international 
outsourcing of routine tasks led to declines in 
employment in the major goods-producing 
industries. Projections from the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics indicate that U.S. employment growth will 
continue to be strongest in healthcare and social 
assistance, professional and business services, 
and other service industries. Construction 
employment will grow with the economy, but 
manufacturing employment will decline. These 
trends are also expected to affect the composition 
of Oregon’s economy, although manufacturing in 
Oregon will grow. 

The changes in employment in Jackson County 
have followed similar trends as changes in 
national and state employment. The sectors with 
the greatest change in share of employment 
since 1980 were in Services.  
The Oregon Employment Department forecasts 
that the sectors likely to have the most 
employment growth in the Rogue Valley Region—
the region that includes Jackson County—over the 
2012 to 2022 period are: Private Educational 
and Health Services, Trade, Transportation, and 
Utilities, Leisure and Hospitality, and Professional 
and Health Services. These sectors represent 
employment opportunities for Talent. 

                                                      
3 “Job Growth Steady in July, Possibly Easing Path for Fed Action,” The New York Times, August 7, 2015; “US 
Economy at a Glance,’ US Bureau of Economic Analysis, accessed December 14, 2015; “Employment Situation 
Summary,” Economic News Release, Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 4, 2015. 
4 IHS Economics in “Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast,”  Oregon Office of Economic Analysis, Dec 2015. 
http://www.oregon.gov/DAS/OEA/docs/economic/forecast1215.pdf 
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National, State, and Regional  
Economic Trends 

Implications for Economic  
Growth in Talent 

Importance of small businesses in Oregon’s economy 
Small business, with 100 or fewer employees, 
account for 41% of private-sector employment in 
Oregon. Workers of small businesses typically have 
had lower wages than the state average. 

The average size for a private business in Talent 
is 5.1 employees per business, compared to the 
State average of 11 employees per private 
business.  
Businesses with 20 or fewer employees account 
for roughly 64% of private employment in Talent. 
Businesses with 9 or fewer employees account 
for 44% of private employment and 4 or fewer 
account for 20% of private employment.  
Growth of small businesses presents key 
opportunities for economic growth in Talent.  

Availability of trained and skilled labor 
Businesses in Oregon are generally able to fill jobs, 
either from available workers living within the State, 
or by attracting skilled workers from outside of the 
State.  
Availability of labor depends, in part, on population 
growth and in-migration. Oregon added more than 
1,120,000 new residents and about 465,000 new 
jobs between 1990 and 2014. The population-
employment ratio for the State was about 2.2 
residents per job over the 24-year period. 
Availability of labor also depends on workers’ 
willingness to commute. Workers in Oregon typically 
have a commute that is 30 minutes or shorter.  
Availability of skilled workers depends, in part, on 
educational attainment. About 30% of Oregon’s 
workers have a Bachelor’s degree or higher. 

Employment in Jackson County grew at about 
0.6% annually over the 2000 to 2014 period, 
while population grew at about 1.7% over the 
same period.  
About 86% of workers at businesses located in 
Talent lived in Jackson County, and 12% lived 
within Talent city limits. Firms in Talent attracted 
workers from Southern Oregon. Over 85% of 
workers in Talent commuted into the City from 
elsewhere, many from Medford (29% of Talent 
workers), Ashland (9%), and Central Point (5%). 
These commuting patterns are similar to 
commuting in other cities in the Southern Oregon. 
Talent’s residents were more likely to have 
completed some college or earned an Associate’s 
degree (39%) than the State average (35%). 

Aging of the population 
The number of Oregonians aged 65 and older will 
nearly double between 2015 and 2050, while the 
number of people under age 65 will grow by only 
about 29%. The economic effects of this 
demographic change include a slowing of the 
growth of the labor force, an increase in the 
demand for healthcare services, and an increase in 
the percent of the federal budget dedicated to 
Social Security and Medicare. 
Furthermore, people are retiring later than previous 
generations and continuing to work past 65 years 
old. This trend is seen both at the national and 
State levels. Even given this trend, the need for 
workers to replace retiring Baby Boomers will 
outpace job growth. Management occupations and 
teachers will have the greatest need for 
replacement workers because these occupations 
have older-than-average workforces. 

The changes in the Jackson County’s age 
structure are similar to that of the State, with the 
most growth observed in people 60 years and 
older.  
The State projects that the share of the 
population over the age of 60 in the Jackson 
County will increase from 28% to 36% from 2015 
and 2035.  
Firms in Talent will need to replace workers as 
they retire. Demand for replacement workers is 
likely to outpace job growth in Talent, consistent 
with State trends. Given the CBO’s forecast of 
relatively low unemployment rates (about 5.5% 
through 2025), businesses in Talent (and 
throughout the State) may have difficulties finding 
replacement workers. 
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National, State, and Regional  
Economic Trends 

Implications for Economic  
Growth in Talent 

Increases in energy prices 
Although energy prices are currently low by 
historical standards, over the long-term, energy 
prices are forecast to return to relatively high levels, 
as the economy and the population grow.  
As energy prices increase over the planning period, 
energy consumption for transportation may 
decrease. Increasing energy prices may decrease 
willingness to commute long distances. However, 
the impact on transportation costs from energy 
prices may be partly offset by increased energy 
efficiency of vehicles and stricter emissions 
standards.  

In 2015, low energy prices have decreased the 
costs of commuting. Over the long-term, if energy 
prices increase, these higher prices will likely 
affect the mode of commuting before affecting 
workers’ willingness to commute. For example, 
commuters may choose to purchase a more 
energy-efficient car, use the bus, or carpool.  
Very large increases in energy prices may affect 
workers’ willingness to commute, especially 
workers living the furthest from Talent or workers 
with lower paying jobs. In addition, very large 
increases in energy prices may make shipping 
freight long distances less economically feasible, 
resulting in a slow-down or reversal of off-shore 
manufacturing, especially of large, bulky goods.  

Comparatively low wages 
The income of a region affects the workforce and 
the types of businesses attracted to the region. 
Average income affects workers and businesses in 
different ways. Workers may be attracted to a 
region with higher average wage or high wage jobs. 
Businesses, however, may prefer to locate in 
regions with lower wages, where the cost of doing 
business may be lower. 
Since the early 1980’s, Oregon’s per capita 
personal income has been consistently lower than 
the U.S. average. In 2014, Oregon’s per capita 
wage was 91% of the national average. From 2000 
to 2014 nominal wages in the nation grew by 46% 
from $35,300 to $51,400, while wages in Oregon 
increased by only 42% from $32,800 to $46,500. 

Income in Oregon has historically been below 
national averages, and Jackson County’s per 
capita personal income has remained beneath 
that of the State and the nation. While the 
County’s average wages followed a similar trend 
as personal income, they remained below the 
State in both 2000 and 2014. In 2014, Jackson 
County’s average wage was about $38,005 
compared to the State ($46,515).  
There are three basic reasons that wages are 
lower in Oregon and Jackson County than in the 
U.S.: (1) wages for similar jobs are lower; (2) the 
occupational mix of employment is weighted 
towards lower paying occupations; (3) a large 
proportion of Jackson County’s population are 
retired. 
In addition, wages in Jackson County and Oregon 
tend to be more volatile than the national 
average. The major reason for this volatility is that 
the relative lack of diversity in the State and 
County economy.  
Average wages in Talent are relatively low. For 
example, the median household income in Talent 
in the 2010-14 period was about $32,686, 
compared to $51,334 in the State. This 
difference may be due to the shifting employment 
trend toward a more service-based labor force. 
On average, wages for service-based jobs are 
lower in comparison to more technical jobs such 
as manufacturing. 
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National, State, and Regional  
Economic Trends 

Implications for Economic  
Growth in Talent 

Education as a determinant of wages 
The majority of the fastest growing occupations will 
require an academic degree, and on average they 
will yield higher incomes than occupations that do 
not require an academic degree.  
The fastest growing occupations requiring an 
academic degree will be: industrial-organizational 
psychologists, interpreters and translators, 
diagnostic medical sonographers, occupational 
therapy assistants, genetic counselors, physical 
therapist assistants, and physician assistants. 
Occupations that do not require an academic 
degree (e.g., retail sales person, food preparation 
workers, and home care aides) will grow, 
accounting for almost two-thirds of all new jobs by 
2022. These occupations typically have lower pay 
than occupations requiring an academic degree. 
The national median income for people over the 
age of 25 in 2014 was about $43,628. Workers 
without a high school diploma earned $18,252 less 
than the median income, and workers with a high 
school diploma earned $8,892 less than median 
income. Workers with some college earned $5,096 
less than median income, and workers with a 
bachelor’s degree earned $13,624 more than 
median. Workers in Oregon experience the same 
patterns as the nation, but pay is generally lower in 
Oregon than the national average. 

Talent’s residents were more likely to have 
completed some college or received an 
Associate’s degree, compared to Oregon 
residents as a whole (39% versus 35%), though 
Talent’s residents were less likely to hold a 
Bachelor’s, graduate, or professional degree 
(28% versus 30%). 
Businesses that want to locate in Talent can draw 
from the labor pool of the Southern Oregon 
region. 

Importance of high quality natural resources 
The relationship between natural resources and 
local economies has changed as the economy has 
shifted away from resource extraction. Increases in 
the population and in households’ incomes, plus 
changes in tastes and preferences, have 
dramatically increased demands for outdoor 
recreation, scenic vistas, clean water, and other 
resource-related amenities. Such amenities 
contribute to a region’s quality of life and play an 
important role in attracting both households and 
firms. 

The region’s high quality natural resources 
present economic growth opportunities for Talent, 
ranging from food and beverage production to 
amenities that attract visitors and contribute to 
the region’s high quality of life.  
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3.3 National Trends 
Economic development in Talent over the next 20 years will occur in the context of long-run 
national trends. The most important of these trends include: 

 Economic growth will continue at a moderate pace. Analysis from the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) predicts moderate growth: 3.1% GDP growth in 2016, 3.7% in 2017, 
and 2.2% in 2018-2019. Increases in consumer spending, business investment, and 
residential investment are expected to drive this growth. 

The unemployment rate is expected to decrease to 5% by the fourth quarter of 2017, and 
remain relatively steady after that. Growth in hourly compensation will increase labor 
force participation, slowing its longer-term decline. 

Beyond 2019, CBO projects that output will increase by 2.1% per year, higher than 2008-
2014 growth, but lower than growth in the 1980’s, 1990’s, and early 2000’s mainly due to 
slower labor force growth. Unemployment is expected to be 5.25% from 2020-2025.5 

 The aging of the baby boom generation, accompanied by increases in life expectancy. 
As the baby boomer generation continues to retire, the number of Social Security 
recipients is expected to increase from 59 million in 2014 to over 90 million in 2035, a 
53% increase. However, due to lower-birth rate replacement generations, the number of 
covered workers is only expected to increase 14.7% over the same time period, from 165 
million to almost 190 million in 2035. Currently, there are 36 Social Security beneficiaries 
per 100 covered workers in 2014 but by 2035 there will be 58 beneficiaries per 100 
covered workers. This will increase the percent of the federal budget dedicated to Social 
Security and Medicare.6 

Baby boomers are expecting to work longer than previous generations. An increasing 
proportion of people in their early- to mid-50s expect to work full-time after age 65. In 
2004, about 40% of these workers expect to work full-time after age 65, compared with 
about 30% in 1992.7 This trend can be seen in Oregon, where the share of workers 65 
years and older grew from 2.9% of the workforce in 2000 to 4.1% of the workforce in 
2010, an increase of 41%. Over the same ten-year period, workers 45 to 64 years 
increased by 15%.8  

 Need for replacement workers. The need for workers to replace retiring baby boomers 
will outpace job growth. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there will be 50.6 

                                                      
5 Congressional Budget Office. An Update to the Budget and Economic Outlook: 2015-2025. August 2015. 
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/50724 
6 The Board of Trustees, Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trust Funds, 
2015, The 2015 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability 
Insurance Trust Funds, May 13, 2011.  
7 “The Health and Retirement Study,” 2007, National Institute of Aging, National Institutes of Health, U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services. 
8 Analysis of 2000 Decennial Census data and 2010 U.S. Census American Community Survey, 1-Year Estimates for 
the table Sex by Age by Employment Status for the Population 16 Years and Over 
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million total job openings over the 2012-2022 period, over two-thirds from replacement 
needs. Almost two thirds of job openings are in occupations that do not require 
postsecondary education.9 

 The importance of education as a determinant of wages and household income. 
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, a majority of the fastest growing 
occupations will require an academic degree, and on average, they will yield higher 
incomes than occupations that do not require an academic degree. The fastest growing 
occupations requiring an academic degree will be: industrial-organizational 
psychologists, interpreters and translators, diagnostic medical sonographers, 
occupational therapy assistants, genetic counselors, physical therapist assistants, and 
physician assistants. Occupations that do not require an academic degree (e.g., retail 
sales person, food preparation workers, and home care aides) will grow, accounting for 
almost two-thirds of all new jobs by 2022. These occupations typically have lower pay 
than occupations requiring an academic degree.10 

The national median income for people over the age of 25 in 2014 was about $43,628. 
Workers without a high school diploma earned $18,252 less than the median income, 
and workers with a high school diploma earned $8,892 less than median income. 
Workers with some college earned $5,096 less than median income, and workers with a 
bachelor’s degree earned $13,624 more than median. Workers in Oregon experience the 
same patterns as the nation, but pay is generally lower in Oregon than the national 
average.11 

 Increases in labor productivity. Productivity, as measured by output per hour of labor 
input, increased in most sectors between 2000 and 2010, peaking in 2007. However, 
productivity increases were interrupted by the recession. After productivity decreases 
from 2007 to 2009, many industries saw large productivity increases from 2009 to 2010. 
Industries with the fastest productivity growth were Information Technology-related 
industries. These include wireless telecommunications carriers, computer and peripheral 
equipment manufacturing, electronics and appliance stores, and commercial equipment 
manufacturing wholesalers.12 

 The importance of high-quality natural resources. The relationship between natural 
resources and local economies has changed as the economy has shifted away from 
resource extraction. High-quality natural resources continue to be important in some 
states, especially in the Western U.S. Increases in the population and in households’ 
incomes, plus changes in tastes and preferences have dramatically increased demands 
for outdoor recreation, scenic vistas, clean water, and other resource-related amenities. 

                                                      
9 “Occupational Employment Projections to 2012-2022,” Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 2013.  
10 “Occupational Employment Projections to 2012-2022,” Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 2013. 
11 Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment Projections, April 2015. http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_chart_001.htm 
12 Brill, Michael R. and Samuel T. Rowe, “Industry Labor Productivity Trends from 2000 to 2010.” Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, Spotlight on Statistics, March 2013. 
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Such amenities contribute to a region’s quality of life and play an important role in 
attracting both households and firms.13 

 Continued increase in demand for energy. Energy prices are forecasted to increase over 
the planning period. While energy use per capita is expected to decrease to 2040, total 
energy consumption will increase with rising population. Energy consumption is 
expected to grow primarily from industrial and (to a lesser extent) commercial users, 
and slightly decrease in the residential sector. Energy consumption for transportation is 
expected to decrease, due to increased federal standards and increased technology for 
energy efficiency in vehicles. 

Energy consumption by type of fuel is expected to change over the planning period. By 
2040, the U.S. will continue to shift from crude oil towards natural gas and renewables. 
For example from 2013 to 2040, the Energy Information Administration projects that US 
overall energy consumption will average a 0.3% annual growth rate, while consumption 
of renewable sources grows at 1.4% per year. Despite increases in energy efficiency and 
decreases in demand for energy by some industries, demand for energy is expected to 
increase over the 2013 to 2040 period because of increases in population and economic 
activity.14 

 Impact of rising energy prices on commuting patterns. As energy prices increase over 
the planning period, energy consumption for transportation will decrease. Increasing 
energy prices may decrease willingness to commute long distances.15 The increases in 
energy prices, may impact willingness to commute long distances, but may be partly 
offset by increased energy efficiency of vehicles and stricter emissions standards. Vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) are expected to increase through 2040.  

 Potential impacts of global climate change. The consensus among the scientific 
community that global climate change is occurring expounds important ecological, 
social, and economic consequences over the next decades and beyond.16 Extensive 
research shows that Oregon and other western states already have experienced 
noticeable changes in climate, and predicts that more change will occur in the future.17  

                                                      
13 For a more thorough discussion of relevant research, see, for example, Power, T.M. and R.N. Barrett. 2001. Post-
Cowboy Economics: Pay and Prosperity in the New American West. Island Press, and Kim, K.-K., D.W. Marcouiller, and 
S.C. Deller. 2005. “Natural Amenities and Rural Development: Understanding Spatial and Distributional Attributes.” 
Growth and Change 36 (2): 273-297. 
14 Energy Information Administration, 2015, Annual Energy Outlook 2015 with Projections to 2040, U.S. Department of 
Energy, April 2015. http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf . Note, the cited growth rates are shown in the 
Executive Summary and in Table A2. 
15 Energy Information Administration, 2015, Annual Energy Outlook 2015 with Projections to 2040 Early Release 
Overview, U.S. Department of Energy, April 2015. 
16 Karl, T.R., J.M. Melillo, and T.C. Peterson, eds. 2009. Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States. U.S. Global 
Change Research Program. June. Retrieved June 16, 2009, from www.globalchange.gov/usimpacts; and Pachauri, 
R.K. and A. Reisinger, eds. 2007. Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Contribution of Working Groups I, II, and III to the 
Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 
17 Doppelt, B., R. Hamilton, C. Deacon Williams, et al. 2009. Preparing for Climate Change in the Upper Willamette River 
Basin of Western Oregon. Climate Leadership Initiative, Institute for a Sustainable Environment, University of Oregon. 

http://www.globalchange.gov/usimpacts
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In the Pacific Northwest, climate change is likely to (1) increase average annual 
temperatures, (2) increase the number and duration of heat waves, (3) increase the 
amount of precipitation falling as rain during the year, (4) increase the intensity of 
rainfall events, and 5) increase sea level. These changes are also likely to reduce winter 
snowpack and shift the timing of spring runoff earlier in the year.18 

These anticipated changes point toward some of the ways that climate change is likely to 
impact ecological systems and the goods and services they provide. There is considerable 
uncertainty about how long it would take for some of the impacts to materialize, and the 
magnitude of the associated economic consequences. Assuming climate change proceeds as 
today’s models predict, however, some of the potential economic impacts of climate change 
in the Pacific Northwest will likely include:19 

 Potential impact on agriculture and forestry. Climate change may impact Oregon’s 
agriculture through changes in: growing season, temperature ranges, and water 
availability.20 Climate change may impact Oregon’s forestry through increase in 
wildfires, decrease in the rate of tree growth, change in mix of tree species, and 
increases in disease and pests that damage trees.21 

 Potential impact on tourism and recreation. Impacts on tourism and recreation may 
range from: (1) decreases in snow-based recreation if snow-pack in the Cascades 
decreases, (2) negative impacts to tourism along the Oregon Coast as a result of 

                                                                                                                                                                           

March. Retrieved June 16, 2009, from http://climlead.uoregon.edu/ 
pdfs/willamette_report3.11FINAL.pdf and Doppelt, B., R. Hamilton, C. Deacon Williams, et al. 2009. Preparing for 
Climate Change in the Rogue River Basin of Southwest Oregon. Climate Leadership Initiative, Institute for a Sustainable 
Environment, University of Oregon. March. Retrieved June 16, 2009 from 
http://climlead.uoregon.edu/pdfs/ROGUE%20WS_FINAL.pdf 
18 Mote, P., E. Salathe, V. Duliere, and E. Jump. 2008. Scenarios of Future Climate for the Pacific Northwest. Climate 
Impacts Group, University of Washington. March. Retrieved June 16, 2009, from 
http://cses.washington.edu/db/pdf/moteetal2008scenarios628.pdf; Littell, J.S., M. McGuire Elsner, L.C. Whitely 
Binder, and A.K. Snover (eds). 2009. “The Washington Climate Change Impacts Assessment: Evaluating 
Washington's Future in a Changing Climate - Executive Summary.” In The Washington Climate Change Impacts 
Assessment: Evaluating Washington's Future in a Changing Climate, Climate Impacts Group, University of Washington. 
Retrieved June 16, 2009, from www.cses.washington.edu/db/pdf/ 
wacciaexecsummary638.pdf; Madsen, T. and E. Figdor. 2007. When it Rains, it Pours: Global Warming and the Rising 
Frequency of Extreme Precipitation in the United States. Environment America Research & Policy Center and Frontier 
Group.; and Mote, P.W. 2006. “Climate-driven variability and trends in mountain snowpack in western North 
America.” Journal of Climate 19(23): 6209-6220. 
19 The issue of global climate change is complex and there is a substantial amount of uncertainty about climate 
change. This discussion is not intended to describe all potential impacts of climate change but to present a few ways 
that climate change may impact the economy of cities in Oregon and the Pacific Northwest. 
20 “The Economic Impacts of Climate Change in Oregon: A preliminary Assessment,” Climate Leadership Initiative, 
Institute for Sustainable Environment, University of Oregon, October 2005. 
21 “Economic Impacts of Climate Change on Forest Resources in Oregon: A Preliminary Analysis,” Climate 
Leadership Initiative, Institute for Sustainable Environment, University of Oregon, May 2007. 

http://climlead.uoregon.edu/pdfs/willamette_report3.11FINAL.pdf
http://climlead.uoregon.edu/pdfs/willamette_report3.11FINAL.pdf
http://cses.washington.edu/db/pdf/moteetal2008scenarios628.pdf
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damage and beach erosion from rising sea levels,22 (3) negative impacts on 
availability of water summer river recreation (e.g., river rafting or sports fishing) as a 
result of lower summer river flows, and (4) negative impacts on the availability of 
water for domestic and business uses. 

Short-term national trends will also affect economic growth in the region, but these trends are 
difficult to predict. At times, these trends may run counter to the long-term trends described 
above. A recent example is the downturn in economic activity in 2008 and 2009 following 
declines in the housing market and the mortgage banking crisis. The result of the economic 
downturn was decreases in employment related to the housing market, such as construction 
and real estate. As these industries recover, they will continue to play a significant role in the 
national, state, and local economy over the long run. This report takes a long-run perspective on 
economic conditions (as the Goal 9 requirements intend) and does not attempt to predict the 
impacts of short-run national business cycles on employment or economic activity.  

3.4 State Trends 

Short-Term Trends 
Oregon is on its way to recovery from the recent recession. According to the Oregon Office of 
Economic Analysis (OEA), the Oregon Economy “continues to be full throttle.” Wages remain 
below the national average, but they are at a relative high compared to the early 1980s. Over the 
past year, Oregon added over 57,000 jobs, a 3.3% growth rate. The professional and business 
services, health services, and leisure and hospitality industries have accounted for almost half of 
total growth in the State. Oregon continues to have an advantage in job growth compared to 
other states, due to its industrial sector and in-migration flows. Its labor market continues to 
gain more workers, signaled by an improving market participation rate relative to its low 
recessionary levels.23. 

The housing market is continuing to recover. Oregon is seeing high household formation rates, 
which is good for the housing market. However, supply (both rental and ownership) of housing 
has not kept pace with housing demand, causing home prices and rents to rise. If construction 
cannot keep pace with household growth, housing affordability will become a greater issue. The 
OEA expects construction to increase over the next three years, relieving some of this pressure.24 

The Oregon Index of Leading Indicators has grown since 2012. The leading indicators showing 
improvement are: volume of air freight, increase in housing permits, initial claims for 
unemployment, new incorporations of companies, and withholdings out of wages and salaries. 

                                                      
22 “The Economic Impacts of Climate Change in Oregon: A preliminary Assessment,” Climate Leadership Initiative, 
Institute for Sustainable Environment, University of Oregon, October 2005. 
23 Office of Economic Analysis. Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast, March 2016. Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, page 2 
http://www.oregon.gov/das/OEA/Documents/forecast0316.pdf 
24 Office of Economic Analysis. Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast, March 2016. Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, page 13-4.  
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However, negative indicators include a low book-to-bill ratio, decreasing industrial production, 
and the appreciating Oregon Dollar Index.25 

Oregon’s economic health is dependent on the export market. The value of Oregon exports in 
2015 was $20 billion. The countries that Oregon has the most exports to are China (24% of total 
Oregon exports), Canada (13%), Malaysia (12%), Japan (7%), South Korea (5%), and Taiwan 
(4%).26 With the appreciation of Oregon’s dollar, Oregon’s exports have slowed.27 The economic 
slowdown across many parts of Asia will continue to affect the Oregon economy. However, the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership, a trade agreement that would reduce trade barriers if approved, is 
expected to increase Oregon exports to participating countries (such as Malaysia, Japan, and 
Canada). 

Long-term Trends 
State, regional, and local trends will also affect economic development in Talent over the next 20 
years. The most important of these trends includes: continued in-migration from other states, 
distribution of population and employment across the state, and change in the types of 
industries in Oregon. 

 Continued in-migration from other states. Oregon will continue to experience in-
migration (more people moving to Oregon than from Oregon) from other states,
especially California and Washington. From 1990 to 2015, Oregon’s population increased
by over 1.1 million, 66% of which was from people moving into Oregon (net migration).
The average annual increase in population from net migration over the same time
period was just under 31,000. During the early- to mid-1990’s Oregon’s net migration
was highest, reaching over 60,000 in 1991, with another smaller peak in the mid 2000’s.
Oregon hasn’t seen negative net migration since a period of negative net migration in
the early- to mid-1980’s.28

 Forecast of job growth. Total nonfarm employment is expected to increase from 1.8
million in 2015 to just below 2 million in 2022, an increase of 218,000 jobs. The industries
with the largest growth will be Professional and Business Services, Leisure and
Hospitality, Health Services, and Retail Trade, accounting for 61% of the forecasted
growth.29

 Continued importance of manufacturing to Oregon’s economy. Oregon’s exports
totaled $19.4 billion in 2008, nearly doubling since 2000, and reached $21 billion in 2014.
In 2015, exports are on track to meet 2014’s exports. The majority of Oregon exports go
to countries along the Pacific Rim, with Canada, China, Japan, Korea, and Malaysia as

25 Office of Economic Analysis. Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast, March 2016 Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, page 11.  
26 United States Census. State Exports from Oregon, 2012-2015.  
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/statistics/state/data/or.html 
27 Office of Economic Analysis. Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast, March 2016. Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, page 6. 
28 Portland State University Population Research Center. 2013 Annual Population Report. April 2014. 
http://www.pdx.edu/prc/annual-oregon-population-report 
29 Office of Economic Analysis. Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast, March 2016. Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, page 39-40. 
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top destinations. Oregon’s largest exports are tied to high-tech and mining, as well as 
agricultural products.30 Manufacturing employment is concentrated in five counties in 
the Willamette Valley or Portland area: Washington, Multnomah, Lane, Clackamas, and 
Marion Counties.31 

 Shift in manufacturing from natural resource-based to high-tech and other 
manufacturing industries. Since 1970, Oregon started to transition away from reliance 
on traditional resource-extraction industries. A significant indicator of this transition is 
the shift within Oregon’s manufacturing sector, with a decline in the level of 
employment in the Lumber & Wood Products industry and concurrent growth of 
employment in other manufacturing industries, such as high-technology manufacturing 
(Industrial Machinery, Electronic Equipment, and Instruments), Transportation 
Equipment manufacturing, and Printing and Publishing.32 

 Income. Oregon’s income and wages are below that of a typical state. However, mainly 
due to the wage growth over the last two to three years, Oregon wages are at their 
highest point relative to other states since the recession in the early 1980’s. In 2014, the 
average annual wage was $46,515, and median household income was $51,075 
(compared to national average wages of $51,364, and national household income of 
$53,657).33 Total personal income (all classes of income, minus Social Security 
contributions, adjusted for inflation) in Oregon is expected to increase by 47%, from $173 
billion in 2015 to $255 billion in 2022. Per capita income is expected to increase by 36% 
over the same time period, from $43,000 in 2015 to $58,400 in 2022 (in nominal dollars).34 

 Small businesses continue to account for a large share of employment in Oregon. 
While small firms played a large part in Oregon’s expansion between 2003 and 2007, 
they also suffered disproportionately in the recession and its aftermath (64% of the net 
jobs lost between 2008 and 2010 were from small businesses). 

In 2013 small businesses (those with 100 or fewer employees) accounted for 96% of all 
businesses and 41% of all private-sector employment in Oregon. Said differently, most 
businesses in Oregon are small (in fact, 77% of all businesses have fewer than 10 
employees), but the largest share of Oregon’s workers work for large businesses. 

                                                      
30 Oregon Office of Economic Analysis. Oregon Exports 2015: Destination Countries. August 2015. 
http://oregoneconomicanalysis.com/2015/08/13/oregon-exports-2015-destination-countries/ 
31 Business Oregon, “Economic Data Packet” 
32 Although Oregon’s economy has diversified since the 1970’s, natural resource-based manufacturing accounts for 
nearly 40% of employment in manufacturing in Oregon in 2014, with the most employment in Wood Product and 
Food manufacturing (QCEW). 
33 Average annual wages are for “Total, all industries,” which includes private and public employers. Oregon 
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2014. https://www.qualityinfo.org; Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2014, Total,US Census American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates, 
2014, Table B19013.  
34 Office of Economic Analysis. Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast, March 2016. Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, page 38. 

https://www.qualityinfo.org/
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The average annualized payroll per employee for small businesses was $34,527 in 2013, 
which is considerably less than that for large businesses ($50,114) and the statewide 
average for all businesses ($46,669).35  

Younger workers are important to continue growth of small businesses across the 
nation. More than one-third of Millennials (those born between 1980 - 1999) are self-
employed, with approximately half to two-thirds interested in becoming an 
entrepreneur. Furthermore, in 2011, about 160,000 startup companies were created each 
month; 29% of these companies were founded by people between 20 to 34 years of 
age.36 

  

                                                      
35 U.S Census Bureau, 2013 Statistics of U.S. Businesses, Annual Data, Enterprise Employment Size, U.S and States. 
http://www.census.gov/econ/susb/ 
36 Cooper, Rich, Michael Hendrix, Andrea Bitely. (2012). "The Millennial Generation Research Review." Washington, 
DC: The National Chamber Foundation. Retrieved from:  
https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/sites/default/files/article/foundation/MillennialGeneration.pdf. 

https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/sites/default/files/article/foundation/MillennialGeneration.pdf
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3.5 Regional and Local Trends 

Availability of Labor 
The availability of trained workers in Talent will impact development of its economy over the 
planning period. A skilled and educated populace can attract well-paying businesses and 
employers and spur the benefits that follow from a growing economy. Key trends that will 
affect the workforce in Talent over the next 20 years include its growth in its overall population, 
growth in the senior population, and commuting trends.  

Growing Population 
Population growth in Oregon tends to follow economic cycles. Historically, Oregon’s economy 
is more cyclical than the nation’s, growing faster than the national economy during expansions, 
and contracting more rapidly than the nation during recessions. Oregon grew more rapidly 
than the U.S. in the 1990s (which was generally an expansionary period) but lagged behind the 
U.S. in the 1980s. Oregon’s slow growth in the 1980s was primarily due to the nationwide 
recession early in the decade. As the nation’s economic growth slowed during 2007, Oregon’s 
population growth began to slow. 

Oregon’s population grew from 2.8 million people in 1990 to 4.0 million people in 2014, an 
increase of over 1,100,000 people at an average annual rate of 1.39%. Oregon’s growth rate 
slowed to 1.05% annual growth between 2000 and 2014. 

From 1990 to 2014, 
Talent’s population 
increased by 2,956 
people or 90%. 

Figure 1. Population, Talent, 1990 - 2014  
Source: PSU Population Research Center, US Decennial Census 

 

From 1990 to 2014, 
Talent’s population 
grew by 2,956 people, 
accounting for 4.8% of 
population growth in 
Jackson County.  

Figure 2. Population Growth, 1990 - 2014 
Source: PSU Population Research Center Certified Population Estimates, 1990 and 2014 

90% 42% 39% 
Talent Jackson County Oregon 
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Talent’s population 
grew faster than both 
the County and the 
State.  

Figure 3. Population Growth, 1990 - 2014 
Source: PSU Population Research Center Certified Population Estimates, 1990 and 2014 

2.7% 1.5% 1.4% 
Talent Jackson County Oregon 

 

Age Distribution 
The number of people aged 65 and older in the U.S. is expected to double by 2050, while the 
number of people under age 65 will only grow by 12%. The economic effects of this 
demographic change include a slowing of the growth of the labor force, need for workers to 
replace retirees, aging of the workforce for seniors that continue working after age 65, an 
increase in the demand for healthcare services, and an increase in the percent of the federal 
budget dedicated to Social Security and Medicare.37 

The median age of Talent residents is increasing. This is similar for Jackson County and Oregon. 

Talents’ median age 
has increased by six 
years since 2000. 
Over the same period, the 
median age increased in 
both Jackson County and 
Oregon, but by fewer years 
relative to Talent. 

Figure 4. Median Age, 2000 to 2010-14 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census Table P013, 2010-14 ACS Table B01002. 

2000 34.3 
Talent 

39.2 
Jackson County 

36.3 
Oregon 

2010-14 40.5 
Talent 

42.7 
Jackson County 

38.9 
Oregon 

 

 

                                                      
37 The Board of Trustees, Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trust Funds, 
2008, The 2008 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability 
Insurance Trust Funds, April 10, 2008. The Budget and Economic Outlook: Fiscal Years 2007 to 2016, January; and 
Congressional Budget Office, 2005, The Long-Term Budget Outlook, December.  
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From 2000 to 2014, 
Talent’s largest 
population increase was 
for the population aged 
45 to 64 years old. This 
is larger than statewide 
trends.  

Figure 5. Talent population change by age, 2000-2014  
Source: U.S. Census 2000 Summary File, American Community Survey 2014 5-year estimate 
Table B01001 

 

In 2014, 48% of 
Talent’s residents were 
between 20 and 59 
years old. 
Talent has a larger share 
of residents under the age 
of 20 than Jackson County 
and the State. Talent has a 
comparatively small 
population of residents 
between the ages of 20 to 
39 (22%). 

Figure 6. Population distribution by age, Oregon, Jackson County, 
and Talent, 2010-2014 
Source: American Community Survey, 2014 5-year estimate 
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By 2035, Jackson 
County will have a 
larger share of residents 
older than sixty than it 
does today. 
The share of residents 
aged 60 years and older 
will account for 36% of 
Jackson County’s 
population, compared to 
28% in 2015. 

Figure 7. Population Growth by Age Group, Jackson County, 2015 - 
2035 
Source: Oregon Office of Economic Analysis, Long-term County Forecast, 2013 Release 
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Income 
Income and wages affect business decisions for locating in a city. Areas with higher wages may 
be less attractive for industries that rely on low-wage workers.  

Per capita income38 grew most years during the 34-year period, with the exception of a decrease 
during the recession. Between 1980 and 2015, Oregon’s per capita personal income was 
consistently lower than the U.S. average. In 1980, Oregon’s per capita personal income equaled 
the national average. By 2013, Oregon’s per capita personal income reached 90% of the national 
average. Oregon’s relatively low wages make the state attractive to businesses seeking to locate 
in areas with lower-than-average wages. 

Jackson County’s per capita income remained consistently below the State average, though it 
followed similar growth trends as State personal income. In 2006, Jackson County reached an 
almost identical level compared to the State, but remained below the State’s average for 
following years. 

Per capita income 
(adjusted for inflation) in 
the nation, Oregon, and 
Jackson County has 
grown since 1980.  
Since 2000, per capita 
personal income increased 
nationally and remained 
relatively flat in Oregon and 
Jackson County. Oregon 
grew 6% in the post-
recession period between 
2009 and 2014, larger 
than Jackson County’s 2% 
growth over the same 
period. Jackson County’s 
per capita income was 91% 
of Oregon’s average in 
2014. 

Figure 8. Per Capita Personal Income, US, Oregon, and Jackson County, 
1980 to 2014, Inflation-adjusted 2014 Dollars 
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Per Capita Personal Income, Table CA-1 

 
  

                                                      
38 Personal income includes wages, dividends and interest from investments, rent from investments, pension play 
payments and transfer payments (e.g., social security payments). Per capita personal income is the personal income 
of the area divided by the total number of people in the area. 
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Between 2000 and 2014, Jackson County’s per capita personal income grew and its average 
wages increased. Over the same period, average wages increased in Oregon and the U.S. The 
increase in average wages in Jackson County has many causes, but one cause is the change in 
mix of jobs in Jackson County since 2001. 

From 2000 to 2014, 
average annual wages 
rose in Jackson County, 
Oregon, and the nation. 
In 2014, average annual 
wages were about 
$38,005 in Jackson 
County, $46,515 in 
Oregon, and $51,361 in 
the nation. 

Figure 9. Average Annual Wage, Covered Employment, US, Oregon, and 
Jackson County, 2000 to 2014, Inflation-adjusted 2014 Dollars 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages 

 
 

In the 2010-14 period, 
Talent’s median 
household income was 
below that of the County 
and the State.  

Figure 10. Median Household Income, 2010-14 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2014 ACS Table B19013 

$32,168 $44,086 $50,521 
Talent Jackson County Oregon 

 

 

In the 2010-14 period, 
Talent’s median family 
income was below that 
of the County and the 
State.  

Figure 11. Median Family Income, 2010-14 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2014 ACS Table B19113 

$46,425 $52,952 $61,890 
Talent Jackson County Oregon 
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Figure 12 shows the distribution of household income in Oregon, Jackson County, and Talent in 
2014. 

In the 2010-14 period, 
34% of Talent 
households had less 
than $20,000 in income. 
76% of Talent households 
had an income of less than 
$60,000 compared to 58% 
statewide. 

Figure 12. Household Income by Income Group, Oregon, Jackson 
County, and Talent, 2010-14, Inflation-adjusted 2014 Dollars 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2014 ACS Table B19001 
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Educational Attainment 
The availability of trained, educated workers affects the quality of labor in a community. 
Educational attainment is an important labor force factor because firms need to be able to find 
educated workers. 

Talent has a larger share 
of residents with Some 
College or an Associate’s 
Degree (39%) than 
Jackson County (25%) 
and Oregon (35%). 

Figure 13. Educational Attainment for the Population 25 Years and 
Over, 2010-14 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2014 ACS Table B15003 
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Labor Force Participation and Unemployment 
The current labor force participation rate is an important consideration in the availability of 
labor. The labor force in any market consists of the adult population (16 and over) who are 
working or actively seeking work. The labor force includes both the employed and 
unemployed. Children, retirees, students, and people who are not actively seeking work are not 
considered part of the labor force. According to the 2010-2014 American Community Survey, 
Talent has more than 3,070 people in its labor force. 

In 2015, the Oregon Office of Economic Analysis observed that about 32% of all job vacancies in 
the state were attributable to a lack of qualified applicants—people who don’t have the 
education, certification, or experience to fill the job posting. This indicates a mismatch between 
the types of jobs that employers are demanding and the skills that potential employees can 
provide. 

Talent has a higher 
labor force participation 
rate (64%) than Jackson 
County (59%) and 
Oregon (62%). The likely 
reason for the higher labor 
force participation rate is 
Talent’s smaller share of 
people over 60 years old. 

Figure 14. Labor Force Participation, Talent, Jackson County, 
Oregon, 2010-14 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2010-14 ACS Table B23001 

 

The unemployment rate 
in Oregon and the U.S. 
has declined since the 
recession. 
In 2014, the unemployment 
rate in Jackson County was 
about 8.6%, higher than 
both 6.9% in Oregon and 
6.2% in the nation. 

Figure 15. Unemployment Rate, US, Oregon, Jackson County, 2000-
2014 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Local Area Unemployment Statistics and Labor Force  
Statistics 
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Commuting Patterns 
Commuting plays an important role in Talent’s economy because employers in Talent are able 
to access workers from people living in the city, as well as from across the Rogue Valley. In the 
2010-2014 period about 22% percent of Talent’s residents had a commute of less than 15 minutes 
compared to 40% of Jackson County residents and 33% of Oregon residents. 

Talent is part of an 
interconnected regional 
economy. 
Fewer people both live and 
work in Talent than 
commute into or out of the 
city. 

Figure 16. Commuting Flows, Talent, 2014 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map 

 
 

About 15% of all people 
who work in Talent also 
live in Talent. 

Figure 17. Places Where Talent Workers Lived, 2014 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map 
 
15% 
Talent 

27% 
Medford 

8% 
Ashland 

6% 
Central Point 

 

About 7% of residents 
who live in Talent also 
work in Talent. Thirty 
percent of Talent residents 
commute to Medford. 

Figure 18. Places Where Talent Residents were Employed, 2014 
Source: US Census Bureau, Census On the Map 
 
7% 
Talent 

30% 
Medford 

24% 
Ashland 

3% 
Grants Pass 
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Talent’s businesses attract workers from across the Southern Oregon region. Figure 17 shows 
27% of people who work in Talent commute from Medford, 8% from Ashland, and 6% from 
Central Point. The remaining workers commute from many other cities located in Southern 
Oregon. 

Most Talent residents 
have a commute time 
of less than 30 minutes. 
About 80% of Talent 
residents have commute 
times less than 30 
minutes, and only 2% 
commute for longer than 
one hour. 

Figure 19. Commute Time by Place of Residence, 2010-14 
Source: US Census Bureau, 2010-14 ACS Table B08303 
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Changes in Employment in Jackson County and Talent 
The economy of the nation changed substantially between 1980 and 2014. These changes 
affected the composition of Oregon’s economy, including Jackson County and Talent’s 
economy. At the national level, the most striking change was the shift from manufacturing 
employment to service-sector employment. The most important shift in Oregon during this 
period has been the shift from a timber-based economy to a more diverse economy, with the 
greatest employment in services. 

Employment Trends in Jackson County 
Over the past few decades, employment in the U.S. has shifted from manufacturing and 
resource-intensive industries to service-oriented sectors of the economy. Increased worker 
productivity and the international outsourcing of routine tasks have led to declines in 
employment in the major goods-producing industries.  

In the 1970s, Oregon started to transition away from reliance on traditional resource-extraction 
industries. An important indicator of this transition is the shift within Oregon’s manufacturing 
sector, with a decline in the level of employment in the Lumber & Wood Products industry39 
and concurrent growth of employment in high-technology manufacturing industries (Industrial 
Machinery, Electronic Equipment, and Instruments).40 

As Oregon has transitioned away from natural resource-based industries, the composition of 
Oregon’s employment has shifted from natural resource based manufacturing and other 
industries to service industries. The share of Oregon’s total employment in Service industries 
increased from its 1970s average of 19% to 30% in 2000, while employment in Manufacturing 
declined from an average of 18% of total employment in the 1970s to an average of 12% in 2000. 

The changes in sectors and industries are shown in two tables: (1) between 1980 and 2000 and 
(2) between 2001 and 2014. The analysis is divided this way because of changes in industry and 
sector classification that made it difficult to compare information about employment collected 
after 2001 with information collected prior to 2000. 

Employment data in this section is summarized by sector, each of which includes several 
individual industries. For example, the Retail Trade sector includes General Merchandise Stores, 
Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers, Food and Beverage Stores, and other retail industries. 

Table 4 shows changes in the Jackson County MSA between 1980 and 2000. Over the total 
period, total employment in Jackson County increased by 73% from about 42,600 to 73,600 
employees. Between 1980 and 2000, employment in services as a share of total employment rose 
from 17% to 28%. 

                                                      
39 Lumber and Wood Products manufacturing is in Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 24 
40 SIC 35, 36, 38 
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Table 7. Covered Employment by SIC Industries, Jackson County, 1980-2000 

 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 1980-2000. 
Note: “ND” stands for “Not disclosed” and indicates that the data has been suppressed by the BLS due to confidentiality constraints. In 
most years, the non-disclosure is negligible. 

Table 5 shows employment in NAICS-categorized industries in Jackson County for 2001 and 
2014. Employment increased by 5,652 jobs, or 8%, during this period. The private sectors with 
the largest increases in numbers of employees were Education and Health Services, Leisure and 
Hospitality, and State Government. Employment in higher wage industries such as construction 
and manufacturing decreased by approximately 350 and 360 jobs respectively over the 2001 to 
2014 time period. The education and health service sector increased by 3,800 jobs. 

Table 8. Covered Employment by Industry, Jackson County, 2001-2014 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2001-2014 
Note: “ND” stands for “Not Disclosed” and indicates that the data has been suppressed by the BLS due to confidentiality constraints. The 
total amount of not-disclosed employment is shown in the table. 

Figure 20 shows covered employment and average wage for the 10 largest industries in Jackson 
County. Jobs in Education and Health Services, which account for about 18% of the County’s 
covered employment, pay more per year than the county average ($46,069 compared to 
$38,353). Jobs in Manufacturing, Local Government, Professional and Business Services, 
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Construction, Financial Activities, and State Government all pay about the county average, 
while those in Trade, Transportation, and Utilities, Leisure and Hospitality, and Other Services 
pay less than the average. 

Figure 20. Covered Employment and Average Pay by Industry, 10 Largest Industries Jackson 
County, 2014 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2014. 
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Employment Trends in Talent 
Table 6 shows a summary of confidential employment data for the city of Talent in 2014. The 
sectors with the greatest number of employees were: Manufacturing (18%), Government (17%), 
and Construction (12%). These sectors accounted for 465 jobs or 47% of Talent’s employment. 

The average size for a private business in Talent is 5.1 employees per business, compared to the 
State average of 11 employees per private business. Businesses with 20 or fewer employees 
account for roughly 64% of private employment in Talent. Businesses with 9 or fewer 
employees account for 44% of private employment and 4 or fewer account for 20% of private 
employment.  

Table 9. Covered Employment and Average Pay by Industry, Talent UGB, 2014 

 
Source: Oregon Employment Department, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2014. 
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Figure 21 shows the employment and average pay per employee for selected industrial sectors 
in Talent. Average pay for all employees ($33,843) is shown as a light brown line across the 
graph and average pay for individual sectors as short red lines. The figure shows that 
Government, Construction, and Manufacturing have above average wages. The lowest wages 
are in Retail Trade and Accommodations and Food Services. 

Figure 21. Covered Employment and Average Pay by Industry, Talent UGB, 2014 

 
Source: Oregon Employment Department, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 2014. 
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Tourism in Southern Oregon and Talent 
Longwoods International provides regional statistics on travel. The following information is 
from Longwoods International’s Oregon 2013 Regional Visitor Report for the Southern Oregon 
region.41 Broadly, travelers to Southern Oregon account for: 

 3.7 million overnight trips annually; 12% of Oregon Travel 

 Primary market area for travelers is Oregon, California, and Washington: 44% of 
Southern Oregon visitors are from Oregon; 22% are from California; and 12% are from 
Washington 

 64% stayed 2 or fewer nights; 31% stayed 3-6 days; and 5% stayed 7 or more days 

 Average per person expenditures on overnight trips range from $11 to $33 per night 

 About 72% of visits are by automobile; 9% travel by RV 

 Visitors are affluent, older, and well-educated: over half have college degrees; 30% 
between ages 50-64; 22% 65+; 21% between $50 and $70k; 14% between $70 and $100k; 
and 22% over $100k 

Jackson County’s direct 
travel spending 
increased 64% from 
2000 to 2014. 
The Southern Oregon 
Region’s direct travel 
spending increased by 
53% over the same period. 

Figure 22. Direct Travel Spending ($ millions), 2000 and 2014 
Source: Dean Runyan Associates, Oregon Travel Impacts, 1991-2014. 

2000 
$627 
Southern Oregon 
Region 

$308 
Jackson County 

2014 
$957 
Southern Oregon 
Region 

$506 
Jackson County 

 

Talent’s lodging tax 
receipts decreased 29% 
over 2004 to 2014. 
Jackson County’s lodging 
tax receipts increased by 
45% over the same period. 

Figure 23. Lodging Tax Receipts, 2004 and 2014 
Source: Dean Runyan Associates, Oregon Travel Impacts, 1991-2014. 

2004 $7,000 
Talent 

$3,355 
Jackson County 

2014 $5,000 
Talent 

$5,601 
Jackson County 

 

Jackson County’s 
largest visitor spending 
for purchased 
commodities are food 
services.  

Figure 24. Largest Visitor Spending Categories ($ millions), Jackson 
County, 2014 
Source: Oregon Travel Impacts 

$114.5 $82.3 $54.6 
Food Service Accommodations Retail 

 

                                                      
41 “Oregon 2013 Regional Visitor Report, The Southern Region,” Longwoods International, 2013 
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Jackson County’s 
largest employment 
generated by travel 
spending is in the 
accommodations and 
food service industry.  

Figure 25. Largest Industry Employment Generated by Travel 
Spending, Jackson County, 2014 
Source: Oregon Travel Impacts 

3,600 jobs 700 jobs 480 jobs 
Accommodations 
& Food Service 

Arts, Entertainment. 
& Recreation 

Retail 
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Regional Business Clusters 
One way to assess the types of businesses that are likely to have future growth in an area is to 
examine relative concentration and employment growth of existing businesses. This method of 
analysis can help determine relationships and linkages within industries, also called industrial 
clusters. Sectors that are highly concentrated (meaning there are more than the “average” 
number of businesses in a sector in a given area) and have had high employment growth are 
likely to be successful industrial clusters. Sectors with either high concentration of businesses or 
high employment groups may be part of an emerging cluster, with potential for future growth.  

The U.S. Cluster Mapper is a database created by the Harvard Business School and the U.S. 
Economic Development Administration. It provides a snapshot of the business clusters in 
Jackson County. The business clusters it identified were: 

 Business Services. This cluster includes businesses such as consulting services, 
employment placement services, engineers, architects, and others. In Jackson County, 
this cluster employed 4,278 people in 2013. 

 Distribution and Electronic Commerce. This cluster consists of firms providing 
wholesale of electronic goods, sporting and recreational goods, and professional 
equipment supplies, among other services. In Jackson County, this cluster employed 
2,732 people in 2013. 

 Transportation and Logistics. This cluster consists of firms providing air transportation, 
specialties in air transportation, ground transportation support activities, trucking, and 
bus transportation. In Jackson County, this cluster employed 2,024 people in 2013. 

 Wood Products. Production of wood components and products, processing wood, and 
prefabricated wood building continue to be a significant employment cluster in Oregon. 
Oregon is the dominant producer of softwood plywood, softwood veneer, engineered 
wood products, and lumber. Emerging forest products include generation of renewable 
electric energy and producing transportation bio-fuels from woody biomass. In Jackson 
County, this cluster employed 1,836 people in 2013. 

One of Jackson County’s 
largest business 
clusters is in business 
services.  

Figure 26. Business Clusters in Jackson County, 2013  
Source: U.S. Economic Development Administration, U.S. Cluster Mapper 
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Outlook for growth in Jackson County 
Table 7 shows the Oregon Employment Department’s forecast for employment growth by 
industry for the Rogue Valley Region (Jackson and Josephine Counties) over the 2012 to 2022 
period. Table 7 shows employment in the Rogue Valley is forecast to grow at an average annual 
growth rate of 1.24%. 

The sectors that will lead employment in the region for the 10-year period are Private 
Educational and Health Service (adding 3,750 jobs), Trade, Transportation, and Utilities (2,310), 
Leisure and Hospitality (1,810), Professional and Health Services (1,550), and Government 
(1,030). In sum, these sectors are expected to add 10,450 new jobs or about 80% of employment 
growth in the Rogue Valley Region. 

Table 10. Regional Employment Projections, 2012-2022, Rogue Valley Region (Jackson and 
Josephine Counties) 

 
Source: Oregon Employment Department. Employment Projections by Industry 2012-2022. 
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3.6 Talent’s Competitive Advantages 
Economic development opportunities in Talent will be affected by local conditions as well as 
the national and state economic conditions addressed above. Economic conditions in Talent 
relative to these conditions in other portions of the Southern Oregon region form Talent’s 
competitive advantage for economic development. Talent’s competitive advantages have 
implications for the types of firms most likely to locate and expand in the Area.  

There is little that metropolitan area jurisdictions can do to influence national and state 
conditions that affect economic development, though they can influence local factors that affect 
economic development. Talent’s primary competitive advantages are: location, access to 
transportation, and quality of life. These factors make Talent attractive to residents and 
businesses that want a high quality of life where they live and work.  

The local factors that form Talent competitive advantage are summarized in the subsections 
below. 

Location 
Talent is a city with a population of approximately 6,230 people as of 2014, located in Southern 
Oregon to the southeast of Medford and Phoenix. Interstate 5 runs just along the northeastern 
boundary of Talent and Highway 99 runs northeast-southeast through the city. Both Interstate 5 
and Highway 99 provide access to Ashland in the south as well as Phoenix and Medford up 
north. Talent’s location will impact the area’s future economic development: 

 Talent has easy and quick access to the State’s highway system and other transportation 
opportunities. Interstate 5 is just beyond the northeastern Talent UGB, with Exit 21 
taking drivers immediately into the City. Highway 99 is the primary northeast-southeast 
route through the City, connecting residents and commuters to other Southern Oregon 
cities. Residents and businesses in Talent have access to other modes of transportation in 
Medford, including the Medford airport, Greyhound bus service, and Amtrak rail 
service. 

 Talent is located within Jackson County, the sixth-most populated county in the State, 
with 208,375 people in 2014. Talent is about 7.5 miles southeast of Medford via Highway 
99, the eighth-most populated city in Oregon with 76,650 people in 2014. Other nearby 
and relatively large cities include Ashland, Central Point, and Grants Pass. 

 Residents of Talent have access to cultural activities such as the Camelot Theatre, The 
Talent Artisans and Growers Summer Market, events and classes at the Library, 
Historical Society and Community Center, and the annual The Harvest Festival. 
Residents also have access to outdoor recreational activities and shopping. 

Talent’s location, access to Interstate 5, and proximity to larger cities in Southern Oregon such 
as Medford are primary competitive advantages for economic development in Talent. 
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Availability of Transportation 
All firms are heavily dependent upon surface transportation for efficient movement of goods, 
customers, and workers. Access to an adequate highway and arterial roadway network is 
needed for all industries. Close proximity to a highway or arterial roadway is critical for firms 
that generate a large volume of truck or auto trips as well as firms that rely on visibility from 
passing traffic to help generate business. 

Businesses and residents in Talent have access to a variety of modes of transportation: 
automotive (I-5, 99, and local roads); bus (Greyhound); and air (Medford Airport). 

Talent has exceptional automotive access for commuting via I-5, due to its close proximity. 
Highway 99 runs near Talent’s downtown, which makes moving freight along the highway 
undesirable from the City’s perspective because of disruption from trucks. 

Public Facilities and Services 
Provision of public facilities and services can impact a firm’s decision regarding location within 
a region, but ECONorthwest’s past research has shown that businesses make locational 
decisions primarily based on factors that are similar within a region. These factors are: the 
availability and cost of labor, transportation, raw materials, capital, and amenities. The 
availability and cost of these production factors are usually similar within a region.  

Once a business has chosen to locate within a region, they consider the factors that local 
governments can most directly affect: tax rates, the cost and quality of public services, and 
regulatory policies. Economists generally agree that these factors do affect economic 
development, but the effects on economic development are modest. Thus, most of the strategies 
available to local governments have only a modest effect on the level and type of economic 
development in the community. 

Water 
Talent used to own and operate their own potable water system, which served about 6,000 
customers. Now, the City obtains most of its water from the Medford Water Commission 
through the TAP (Talent, Ashland, and Phoenix) transmission main line.42 The transmission line 
is 24-inches in diameter. Most of the water purchased and transmitted through the TAP pipeline 
comes directly from Big Butte Springs, which is located near the town of Butte Falls. In addition, 
Talent receives some of its drinking water from the City of Ashland via the TAP transmission 
pipeline.43 

Despite Talent not operating its personal water source, it does maintain its own storage and 
distribution system. The distribution system consists of 26 miles of pipeline 4 inches or larger 

                                                      
42 Water distribution information for Talent can be found on the City’s website at the following web address: 
http://www.cityoftalent.org/Page.asp?NavID=104. 
43 City of Talent’s 2014 Water Quality Report. Retrieved from: 
http://www.cityoftalent.org/SIB/files/PW/WaterQualityReport2014.pdf. 
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and Talent’s storage is three tanks. Two of the tanks, named Belmont Reservoir #1 and #2, the 
first of which is larger, can hold up to 1.5 million gallons (MG) of water.44 Most customers of 
Talents’ water service lie within the City’s limits in addition to the unincorporated, adjacent 
parts of Jackson County. 

Wastewater 
The City of Talent is provided sanitary sewer services by the Rogue Valley Sewer Services 
(RVSS). The RVSS has three points to connect the Talent system to the Bear Creek Regional 
Interceptor and there are two pump stations that move sewage to the Regional Water 
Reclamation Facility. At this facility, the wastewater is then dumped in the Rogue River.45 

Quality of Life 
Quality of life is difficult to assess because it is subjective—different people will have different 
opinions about factors that affect quality of life, desirable characteristics of those factors, and the 
overall quality of life in any community. Economic factors such as income, job security, and 
housing cost are often cited as important to quality of life. These economic factors and overall 
economic conditions are the focus of this report, so this section will focus on non-economic 
factors that affect quality of life. 

Talent’s quality of life is a key comparative advantage for economic development. Key quality 
of life factors in Talent are:  

 Outdoor recreational activities. There are a number of outdoor recreational 
opportunities available in surrounding Jackson County, including: hiking, fishing and 
boating on the Rogue River, the Bear Creek Greenway (which runs along the Bear Creek 
from Ashland to the Rogue River), skiing, and other activities. 

 Ease of auto access. Both Highway 99 and Interstate 5 connect Talent to Medford and 
Ashland. Although some of the roads in the region suffer from congestion, Jackson 
County has excellent automobile access, especially to I-5. 

 Cultural amenities and events. Residents of Talent have access to cultural amenities 
such as the Camelot Theatre, the Talent Artisans and Growers Summer Market, events 
and classes at the Library, Historical Society and Community Center, the annual The 
Harvest Festival, and events in nearby cities and rural Jackson County, such as 
museums, wine tasting, and vineyard activities. The County is home to a number of 
events, including: the Shakespeare Festival, the Britt Music Festival, the Jackson County 
Fair, and other events. 

                                                      
44 Information on Talent’s current storage and distribution system can be located on the City’s website at the 
following web address: http://www.cityoftalent.org/Page.asp?NavID=104. 
45 City of Talent’s Comprehensive Plan, Effective September 9th, 2015. Retrieved from: 
http://www.cityoftalent.org/SIB/files/Planning/Development_Codes/Comprehensive%20Plan%20(Effective%209-5-
15).pdf. 
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 Access to higher education. Southern Oregon University, located in Ashland, and 
Rogue Community College, located in Medford and White City, provide access to 
higher education to residents of Talent and the rest of the County. 

 Access to medical care. Residents of Talent can access medical care through two 
regional medical centers: the Rogue Valley Medical Center, and the Providence Medford 
Medical Center. 

Talent’s quality of life makes the City attractive to in-migrants and businesses that are attracted 
to Jackson County. 

3.7 Talent’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 
Threats for Economic Development 

Based on the discussion above and discussion with stakeholders in Talent, the following are the 
city’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for Economic Development. 

Strengths 
 Access to I-5. Talent has excellent transportation access to the State’s highway network 

through its proximity to I-5. Being adjacent to I-5 makes it easy to commute to and from 
Talent and provides access to the nearby cities of Medford and Ashland.  

 Existing businesses. Talent has many small businesses in a range of industries from 
manufacturing to retail trade to health care. Talent’s existing businesses provide a base 
to build new businesses that bring needed services or goods to the city for residents, 
other businesses, or visitors.  

 Walkable downtown. Talent’s existing downtown is pedestrian-friendly. The City has 
plans for continuing to develop in downtown, with relocation of the Irrigation District 
offices. A walkable downtown contributes to quality of life and encourages more 
physical activity. 

 Arts and culture. Talent has an arts community that includes small business owners, 
artists, and musicians. Residents of Talent have access to cultural activities such as the 
Camelot Theatre, the annual Harvest Festival, and the City-Wide Yard Sale. 

 Agriculture. Talent is located in a rich agricultural region, with a diverse offering of 
agricultural products including fruits, cattle, wine, and nursery plants. The nearby 
agricultural activity provides inputs for locally produced food and beverage products. 

 Relatively affordable housing. In comparison with nearby cities, Talent’s real estate 
market is relatively affordable.  

 Regional access to workforce. Talent’s location within the Rogue Valley gives the City’s 
businesses access to a pool of experienced professionals. Higher education 
establishments in the region provide training for young and lower skilled workers. 

 High quality of life. Talent’s small-town feel and close proximity to outdoor recreation 
activities make it a desirable place to live.  
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Weaknesses 
 Need for downtown redevelopment. Talent’s downtown business district has vacant 

buildings, and business growth has been stagnant.  

 Lack of cohesive economic development planning and marketing. The City currently 
lacks an economic development strategy and brand for attracting and retaining new 
businesses and growing small businesses.  

 Distance from major airport and markets. Although Talent has excellent automotive 
access through I-5, it is far from any major airports, which is a weakness for attracting 
businesses that need frequent access to flying. Talent is also remote from the major 
markets along I-5 (e.g., Portland).  

 Small base of business. Talent’s employment base is relatively small in comparison to 
Medford and Ashland. Some types of businesses, such as big box stores or banks, are 
less likely to locate in Talent because of the small population base and relatively close 
proximity of larger cities with retail and personal services.  

 Challenging regulatory climate for business growth. Talent has relatively high fees for 
new development and System Development Charges (SDCs). In addition, there is a lack 
of incentives for new businesses.  

Opportunities 
 (Re)develop vacant buildings and land. Talent’s supply of vacant land and affordable 

real estate prices offer a number of opportunities for redevelopment, particularly in 
commercial areas near downtown.  

 Improve services for tourists. Offering additional services for tourists, such as a hotel, 
could help Talent grow its tourism market and capitalize on its proximity to Ashland. 
Talent currently lacks services to support overnight visitors.  

 Improve rail access. Talent’s proximity to the rail and I-5 could support growth in 
manufacturing, warehousing, and other freight shipping industries. 

 Expand arts and agricultural businesses. Talent’s arts and agricultural businesses could 
be target industries for the City. In particular, Talent could focus on expanding 
production and processing of local agricultural products, for example by creating spaces 
for food trucks. Talent also has opportunities to develop manufacturing of cannabis 
products, such as oils or edible products. Development of a maker space could support 
expansion of arts and agricultural businesses.  

 Improve workforce training opportunities. Nearby higher educational institutions like 
Southern Oregon University and Rogue Community College provide an opportunity for 
Talent to gain a more highly-trained workforce.  
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Threats 
 National and regional economic cycles. Talent, like all other cities, is subject to national 

and regional economic cycles. The 2007-2009 recession negatively affected Talent, with 
downsizing and closure of businesses. 

 Difficulty attracting highly skilled workers. Businesses in Talent may have difficulties 
attracting and retaining skilled workers, both for production jobs and for jobs requiring 
higher education. This problem is not unique to Talent and businesses in most smaller 
cities in Oregon have a similar problem. This problem is worse in small cities in 
relatively small regions, such as the Rogue Valley, where it can be difficult for families to 
move to the region if jobs are not available to both adults in the household. 
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4. Employment Growth and Site Needs 

Goal 9 requires cities to prepare an estimate of the amount of commercial and industrial land 
that will be needed over a 20-year planning period. The estimate of employment land need and 
site characteristics for Talent is based on expected employment growth and the types of firms 
that are likely to locate in Talent over the 20-year period. This section presents an employment 
forecast and analysis of target industries that build from recent economic trends.  

4.1 Forecast of Employment Growth and Commercial and 
Industrial Land Demand 

Demand for industrial and non-retail commercial land will be driven by the expansion and 
relocation of existing businesses and by the growth of new businesses in Talent. This 
employment land demand is driven by local growth independent of broader economic 
opportunities, including growth of target industries.  

The employment projections in this section build off of Talent’s existing employment base, 
assuming future growth similar to Jackson County’s long-term historical employment growth 
rates. The employment forecast does not take into account a major change in employment that 
could result from the location (or relocation) of one or more large employers in the community 
during the planning period. Such a major change in the community’s employment would 
exceed the growth anticipated by the City’s employment forecast and its implied land needs 
(for employment, but also for housing, parks, and other uses). Major economic events, such as 
the successful recruitment of a very large employer, are difficult to include in a study of this 
nature. The type of implication, however, is relatively predictable: more demand for land (of all 
types) and public services. 

Projecting demand for industrial and non-retail commercial land has four major steps: 

1. Establish base employment for the projection. We start with the estimate of 
covered employment in Talent presented in Table 6. Covered employment does not 
include all workers, so we adjust covered employment to reflect total employment in 
Talent.  

2. Project total employment. The projection of total employment considers forecasts 
and factors that may affect employment growth in Talent over the 20-year planning 
period. 

3. Allocate employment. This step involves allocating types of employment to 
different land-use types. 

4. Estimate land demand. This step estimates general employment land demand based 
on employment growth and assumptions about future employment densities. 

The remainder of this section follows this outline to estimate employment growth and 
commercial and industrial land demand for Talent.  
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Employment Base for Projection 
The purpose of the employment projection is to model future employment land need for 
general employment growth. The forecast of employment growth in Talent starts with a base of 
employment growth on which to build the forecast. Table 8 shows ECONorthwest’s estimate of 
total employment in the Talent UGB in 2014.  

To develop the figures, ECONorthwest started with estimated covered employment in the 
Talent UGB from confidential Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) data 
provided by the Oregon Employment Department. Based on this information, Talent had about 
994 covered employees in 2014, accounting for 1.2% of covered employment in Jackson County. 

Covered employment, however, does not include all workers in an economy. Most notably, 
covered employment does not include sole proprietors. Analysis of data shows that covered 
employment reported by the Oregon Employment Department for Jackson County is only 
about 71% of total employment reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce.46 We evaluated 
this ratio for each industrial sector for Jackson County and used the resulting ratios to 
determine the number of non-covered employees. This allowed us to determine the total 
employment in Talent. Table 8 shows Talent had an estimated 1,346 total employees within its 
UGB in 2014. 

                                                      
46 Covered employment includes employees covered by unemployment insurance. Examples of workers not included 
in covered employment are sole proprietors, some types of contractors (often referred to as “1099 employees”), or 
some railroad workers. Covered employment data is from the Oregon Employment Department. 
 
Total employment includes all workers based on date from the U.S. Department of Commerce. Total employment 
includes all covered employees, plus sole proprietors and other non-covered workers.  
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Table 11. Estimated total employment by sector, Talent UGB, 2014 

 
Source: 2014 covered employment from confidential Quarterly Census of Employment and Wage (QCEW) data provided by the Oregon 
Employment Department. 
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Employment Projection 
The employment forecast covers the 2016 to 2036 period, requiring an estimate of total 
employment for Talent in 2016.  

The City of Talent does not have an existing employment forecast, and there is no required 
method for employment forecasting. OAR 660-024-0040(9) sets out some optional “safe harbors” 
that allow a city to determine employment land need.  

Talent is relying on the safe harbor described in OAR 660-024-0040(9)(a)(B), which allows Talent 
to assume that the current number of jobs in the Talent urban area will grow during the 20-year 
planning period at a rate equal to “The population growth rate for the urban area in the 
appropriate 20-year coordinated population forecast determined under Rules in OAR 660, div 
32.” Talent’s population forecast for the 2015 to 2035 period shows that population in the Talent 
UGB will grow at an average annual growth rate of 1.7%.47   

Table 9 shows employment growth in Talent between 2016 and 2036, based on the assumption 
that Talent will grow at an average annual growth rate of 1.7%. Talent will have 1,959 
employees within the UGB by 2036, an increase of 566 employees (41%) between 2016 and 2036. 

Table 12. Employment growth in  
Talent UGB, 2016–2036 

 
Source: ECONorthwest 

  

                                                      
47 “Coordinated Population Forecast, 2015 through 2065, Jackson County Urban Growth Boundaries and Areas 
Outside UGBs,” Portland State University Population Research Center. Figure 1. 
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Allocate Employment to Different Land Use Types 
The next step in forecasting employment is to allocate future employment to broad categories of 
land use. Firms wanting to expand or locate in Talent will look for a variety of site 
characteristics, depending on the industry and specific circumstances. We grouped employment 
into four broad categories of land-use based on North American Industrial Classification 
System (NAICS): industrial, commercial, retail, and government. 

Table 10 shows the expected share of employment by land use type in 2016 and the forecast of 
employment growth by land use type in 2036 in Talent’s UGB. The forecast shows growth in all 
categories of employment. The forecast assumes retail commercial will increase to 10% of 
employment by 2036 because the current percent of employment (8%) is relatively low for a city 
the size of Talent. One reason that may account for the relatively low share of employment in 
Retail was the closure of stores during the recent recession. It also assumes that Government 
will grow slower than other employment, adding 22 employees and accounting for 10% of 
employment by 2036. The majority of Government employment growth will be in public 
schools.  

Table 13. Forecast of employment growth by land use type, Talent UGB, 2016–2036 

 
Source: ECONorthwest 
Note: The shaded percentages denote an assumption about the future change in the share of employment (as a percent of total) by land 
use type. 
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Estimate of Demand for Commercial and Industrial Land 
Some employment growth in Talent will not require vacant employment land over the 20-year 
period. Table 11 shows that some employment will locate in residential plan designations, 
based on the location of existing employment. According to QCEW data, some employment in 
Talent in 2014 is located on land designated for residential uses. The following amounts of 
employment located in residential plan designations are: (1) 12% of industrial employment, 
such as home offices for construction companies; (2) 2% of retail employment, such as corner 
stores or other retail in neighborhoods, and (3) 22% of office and commercial services, such as 
medical offices or small personal service businesses such as banks or hair stylists. 

This analysis assumes that the percentage of new employment locating in residential land 
designations will remain the same over the 20-year period: 12% of industrial, 2% of retail, and 
22% of office and commercial service employment. 

Using these assumptions, 84 new employees will be accommodated on land in residential 
designations and 459 new employees will require vacant (including partially vacant) land over 
the 2016 to 2036 period. 

Table 14. Forecast of employment growth by land use type, Talent UGB,  
2016–2036 

 
Source: ECONorthwest 

Table 12 shows demand for vacant (including partially vacant) land in Talent over the 20-year 
period. The assumptions used in Table 12 are: 

 Employment density. Employees per acre is a measure of employment density, based 
on the ratio of the number of employees per acre of employment land that is developed 
for employment uses. Table 12 assumes the following number of net employees per acre: 
Industrial will have an average of 10 employees per acre, and Retail Commercial and 
Office and Commercial Services will have an average of 20 employees per acre.  
 
These employment densities are consistent with employment densities in Oregon cities 
of similar size as Talent. Some types of employment will have higher employment 
densities (e.g., a multistory office building) and some will have lower employment 
densities (e.g., a convenience store with a large parking lot). 

 Conversion from net-to-gross acres. The data about employment density is in net acres, 
which does not include land for public right-of-way. Future land need for employment 
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should include land in tax lots needed for employment plus land needed for public 
right-of-way. One way to estimate the amount of land needed for employment including 
public right-of-way is to convert from net to gross acres based on assumptions about the 
amount of land needed for right-of-way.48 A net to gross conversion is expressed as a 
percentage of gross acres that are in public right-of-way.  
 
Based on empirical evaluation of Talent’s existing net-to-gross ratios, ECONorthwest 
uses a net-to-gross conversion factor of 10% for industrial and 19% for commercial and 
retail.  

Using these assumptions, the forecasted growth of 459 new employees will result in the 
following demand for vacant (and partially vacant) employment land: 20 gross acres of 
industrial land, 4.9 gross acres of retail commercial land, and 12.3 gross acres of land for office 
and commercial services.  

Table 15. Demand for vacant land to accommodate employment growth, Talent UGB, 2016 to 
2036  

 
Source: ECONorthwest 
Note: Vacant land includes land identified in the buildable lands inventory as vacant or partially vacant. 

                                                      
48 OAR 660-024-0010(6) uses the following definition of net buildable acre. “Net Buildable Acre” consists of 43,560 
square feet of residentially designated buildable land after excluding future rights-of-way for streets and roads. 
While the administrative rule does not include a definition of a gross buildable acre, using the definition above, a 
gross buildable acre will include areas used for rights-of-way for streets and roads. Areas used for rights-of-way are 
considered unbuildable. 
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4.2 Target Industries  
This section presents Talent’s vision for economic development and the City’s target industries.  

Talent’s Economic Development Policies 
Talent is in the process of updating the Economy Element of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. 
The updated policies summarize Talent’s vision of economic development related to planning 
for management of commercial and industrial lands. Those policies are: 

POLICY 1: Land Availability: The City will plan for a 20-year supply of suitable 
commercial and industrial land on sites with a variety of characteristics (e.g., site sizes, 
locations, visibility, and other characteristics).  

POLICY 2: Infill and Redevelopment: The City will support and encourage infill 
and redevelopment, especially in in downtown, as a way to use land and existing 
infrastructure more efficiently. 

POLICY 3: Infrastructure Support: Provide adequate infrastructure efficiently and 
fairly to support employment growth. 

POLICY 4: Existing Business Support and Assistance: The City will support, and 
encourage retention and expansion of existing business that align with Talent’s 
other community development goals. 

POLICY 5: Business Development: The City will plan for and nurture a favorable 
environment to attract and maintain new businesses. 

POLICY 6: Higher Paying Jobs: Promote and support businesses that bring jobs with 
wages above the Jackson County average to Talent.  

POLICY 7: Livability: The City recognizes that livability is an important factor in 
the location choices of some types of businesses, and the policy of maintaining 
livability for the benefits of City residents is further reinforced by the potential for 
economic benefits. 
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Potential Growth Industries 
The characteristics of Talent will affect the types of businesses most likely to locate in the city. 
Talent’s attributes that may attract firms are: Talent’s location along I-5 and Highway 99 and 
between Medford and Ashland; the existing employment base; surrounding agricultural areas; 
access to workers from across the Rogue Valley; arts and cultural opportunities; high quality of 
life; and relatively affordable housing.  

An analysis of growth industries in Talent should address two main questions: (1) Which 
industries are most likely to be attracted to Talent? and (2) Which industries best meet Talent’s 
economic development goals? The selection of target industries is based on Talent’s goals for 
economic development, economic conditions in Talent and the Rogue Valley, and the City’s 
competitive advantages. Given the current employment base, which is composed of small 
businesses, it is reasonable to assume that much of the city’s business growth will come from 
small and moderate-sized businesses, either those already in Talent or new businesses that start 
or relocate to Talent from within the Rogue Valley region or from outside of the region.  

The target industries identified as having potential for growth in Talent are: 

 Small-scale manufacturing. Talent’s attributes, especially its location along I-5, may 
attract manufacturing firms. Manufacturing firms are likely to be relatively small, from 
startups with 10 or fewer employers to manufactures with 50 to 100 employees. Smaller 
manufacturers may have flexibility on where to locate, likely preferring to locate within 
an existing building. Moderate sized manufacturers may prefer to locate within an 
existing building or to locate a facility on an industrial site, likely between 2 and 10 
acres, with good access to transportation and a flat topography. Examples of 
manufacturing industries that may grow or locate in Talent include: 

o Specialty food and beverage manufacturing, such as wineries, beer brewing, fruit 
or vegetable products, or other products 

o Primary and secondary wood product manufacturing, such as engineered wood 
products, furniture manufacturing, prefabricated wood buildings, or other 
products 

o Renewable and alternative energy products 

o Transportation equipment and related products 

o Cannabis products, such as medicinal oils or edible products 

o Artisans products for sale locally or via the Internet 

 Small-scale construction. Talent’s location within the Rogue Valley and relatively 
affordable housing may make the city attractive to small construction firms, such as 
specialty contractors, heating and cooling subcontractors, and companies specializing in 
alternative building processes. These businesses may be operated as home occupations 
(especially for businesses with few employees) or may require a small site with a 
building and equipment storage areas.  
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 Small-scale warehouse, distribution, and wholesale. Talent’s access to I-5 and 
Highway 99 may make the city attractive to small distribution, especially of Rogue 
Valley products. These businesses may locate in an existing building or may locate a 
facility on an industrial site, likely between 2 and 10 acres, with good access to 
transportation and a flat topography.  

 Professional and business services. Talent’s high quality of life, relatively affordable 
housing, existing population and business base, and proximity to Medford and Ashland 
may attract professional and business services that prefer to locate in a smaller city like 
Talent, such as medical or legal services, scientific research, environmental services, or 
other services.  

 Services for residents. Population growth will drive development of retail (e.g., a 
hardware store or a musical equipment store), medical services, and government 
services, especially primary education in Talent. 

 Services for seniors. Talent’s (and the Rogue Valley’s) growing population of those near 
or in retirement may attract or create demand for services for seniors, such as health 
services that cater to the elderly, like assisted living facilities, retirement centers, and 
medical services.  

 Services for visitors: Growth in tourism will drive demand for services for visitors such 
as restaurants, a hotel, or a high-quality RV park. 

 Events and performances. Talent may attract businesses that provide goods or services 
to support events or performances, such as storage, catering, or specialty retail. 
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4.3 Site Needs for Potential Growth Industries 
OAR 660-009-0015(2) requires the EOA to “identify the number of sites by type reasonably 
expected to be needed to accommodate the expected [20-year] employment growth based on 
the site characteristics typical of expected uses.” The Goal 9 rule does not specify how 
jurisdictions conduct and organize this analysis.  

The rule, OAR 660-009-0015(2), does state that “[i]ndustrial or other employment uses with 
compatible site characteristics may be grouped together into common site categories.” The rule 
suggests, but does not require, that the City “examine existing firms in the planning area to 
identify the types of sites that may be needed.” For example, site types can be described by: (1) 
plan designation (e.g., heavy or light industrial), (2) general size categories that are defined 
locally (e.g., small, medium, or large sites), or (3) industry or use (e.g., manufacturing sites or 
distribution sites). For purposes of the EOA, Corvallis groups its future employment uses into 
categories based on their need for land with a particular plan designation (i.e., industrial or 
commercial) and by their need for sites of a particular size.  

Based on the forecasts of employment growth in Table 11 and the average business size in 
Talent in 2014 (using analysis of Quarterly Census of Employment and Wage data), 
employment growth in Talent will require: 

• Industrial employment will grow by 180 employees. The average site of industrial 
employers in Talent in 2014 was 10.6 employees per business. At that average size, 
Talent will need 17 industrial sites. 

• Retail Commercial employment will grow by 79 employees. The average site of 
industrial employers in Talent in 2014 was 6.5 employees per business. At that average 
size, Talent will need 12 retail sites. 

• Office & Commercial Services employment will grow by 200 employees. The average 
site of industrial employers in Talent in 2014 was 3.3 employees per business. At that 
average size, Talent will need 61 office and commercial sites. 

The potential growth industries described in the prior section are predominantly small 
businesses, including small startup firms and small businesses, and mid-sized businesses that 
have outgrown their existing sites. Most of these businesses in Talent will need relatively small 
sites, such as a space in an existing building or a site smaller than an acre for development of a 
new retail store or an office building. Talent may attract or grow businesses that require sites as 
large as five acres, or more.  

Table 3 shows the inventory of unconstrained vacant and partially vacant commercial and 
industrial land in Talent’s UGB by size of sites. It shows: 

• Industrial land. Talent has 26 acres of industrial land in 5 tax lots. Talent has no sites 
smaller than one acre, one site of one-to-two acres each, two sites on two-to-five acre 
lots, two sites on 5-to-20-acre lots, and no sites larger than 20 acres.  
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It is reasonable to expect that most businesses in Talent will need relatively small sites, 
such as sites smaller than one acre, and that larger sites will be parcelized into smaller 
sites to accommodate business needs. Talent may attract or grow a few businesses that 
need sites larger than five acres. The City has the industrial land base to accommodate 
these businesses. 

Some industrial businesses may prefer to operate out of a maker space or small business 
incubator. Such a space would provide shared work-space and production equipment. 
A business incubator would generally provide shared office services, such as 
telecommunication services, shared printing services, and shared administrative 
services. A maker space or small business incubator would provide opportunities for 
small-scale manufacturing to encourage business startups.  

Other businesses may prefer to locate in existing buildings or in new buildings with 
smaller spaces. For example, the Wagner Butte Business Park is a proposed industrial 
building with flexible space that is in the pre-application process. The current proposal 
is to build 60,000 to 70,000 square feet of space across several buildings. This will 
provide space for 20 to 30 tenants eventually, with spaces generally between 1,500 to 
4,000 square feet in size. This type of development would address needs for small 
growing businesses and startup businesses.  

Industrial businesses in Talent will generally need easy access to Highway 99 or I-5 
without driving trucks through residential neighborhoods. Most of Talent’s industrial 
land has access to these roads via Talent Avenue.  

• Commercial land. Talent has 62 acres of commercial land in 84 lots. Talent has 65 
commercial sites smaller than one acre, 14 sites in one-to-two acre lots, four sites in two-
to-five acre lots, and one site between 5 and 10 acres.  

Given the small size of retail, office, and service businesses and the types of potential 
growth industries in Talent, we conclude that these businesses will generally need small 
sites, such as sites one acre and smaller. Talent has one commercial site large enough to 
accommodate a new shopping center and several sites large enough to accommodate 
small strip shopping centers.  
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5. Land Sufficiency and Conclusions 

This chapter presents conclusions about Talents’ employment land sufficiency for the 2016-2036 
period. It concludes with a discussion of conclusions about Talent’s land base and its ability to 
accommodate growth over the next 20 years, as well as recommendations for the City to 
consider, ensuring it meets its economic growth needs throughout the planning period.  

5.1 Land Sufficiency 
Table 13 shows commercial and industrial land sufficiency within the Talent UGB. It shows: 

• Vacant and Partially Vacant Unconstrained Land from Table 2 for land within UGB. 
Table 13 shows that Talent has 26 gross acres of industrial land and 62 gross acres of 
commercial land.  

• Demand for Commercial and Industrial Land from Table 12. Table 13 shows Talent will 
need a total of 20 gross acres for industrial uses and 17 gross acres for commercial uses 
over the 2016-2036 period. 

Table 13 shows that Talent has: 

• A six-acre surplus of industrial land. 

• A 45-acre surplus of commercial land. 
Table 16. Comparison of the Capacity of Unconstrained Vacant and Partially Vacant Land with 
Employment Land Demand by Plan Designation, Talent UGB, 2016–2036 

 
Source: ECONorthwest 
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5.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The conclusions about commercial and industrial land sufficiency are: 

• Talent is forecast for growth in both commercial and industrial employment sectors. 
Talent is planning for growth of nearly 543 new jobs in the city over the 2016 to 2036 
period. More than 257 of the jobs will be in office and commercial services, 205 in 
industrial land uses, and 81 in retail. Growth of these jobs will result in demand for 
about 17 gross acres of commercial land and 20 gross acres of industrial land.  

• Talent has enough employment land to accommodate growth. Table 13 shows Talent 
has enough land for both commercial and industrial employment growth over the next 
20 years.  

• Most new businesses will be small and will require small sites. Talent’s businesses are 
generally small, averaging 5 employees per business. Businesses with nine or fewer 
employees account for 44% of private employment, and four or fewer account for 20% of 
private employment. It is reasonable to assume that most new business in Talent will be 
similarly small and that a few businesses will grow (or locate) with 50 or more 
employees. Sustaining growth in Talent will require many small sites, preferably with 
existing buildings, to support business growth.  

• Talent will need to manage its industrial land base to ensure that there are sufficient 
small sites available for development. Within the context of the site needs discussed at 
the end of Chapter 4, Talent will need to manage its industrial land base to ensure that 
there are sufficient opportunities for startup and small businesses, either through 
subdivision of larger industrial sites or through development of these larger sites for 
many small businesses in one or more shared building. 

Map 1 shows all of Talent’s industrial land is clustered in one area. Most of the 
industrial land in this area is already developed. The largest undeveloped parcel is 
south of the railroad, separated from other industrial parcels in this district. 
Development of this parcel may prove challenging as it is surrounded by lands that are 
planned for residential development. If this parcel is unavailable for industrial 
development, then Talent will not have sufficient industrial land to accommodate 
industrial employment growth.  

• Talent may want to focus commercial growth in particular areas to encourage 
development of commercial districts that are compatible with City goals. Talent’s 
commercial land management issues are a matter of managing the location of new 
commercial growth to focus development in a few commercial areas, rather than 
scattered across Talent’s commercial land. The City’s policies say that the City wants to 
encourage development in downtown. In addition, the City wants to encourage 
commercial growth in the following areas: (1) Valley View Road between Highway 99 
and I-5, which has long been identified as an opportunity for development and 
redevelopment to take advantage of traffic on I-5 and (2) Highway 99 from Rapp Rd to 
Creel Rd. If the City wants to encourage development in these areas, the City will need 
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to develop policies that lower development barriers (generally regulatory or financial 
barriers) to make development more attractive in these areas.  

• Talent has a number of sites with opportunities for infill and redevelopment. These 
sites include: (1) the Talent Irrigation District site, which the City (or Urban Renewal 
Agency) may purchase after the District relocates and (2) MicroTrains and Fabricated 
Glass, as well as the Brammo site and the former Talent Truck Stop site. These sites 
present opportunities for infill or redevelopment in key areas where the City wants to 
encourage employment growth.  

• Talents policies about development of commercial and industrial land are complex, 
creating a barrier to these types of development. Discussions with stakeholders 
involved in commercial and industrial development indicate that the City’s policies for 
commercial and industrial development create barriers to development. The 
development process is complex, adding time and expense to development. 
Stakeholders identified high systems development charges as a barrier to development.  

Following are ECONorthwest’s recommendations to Talent based on the analysis and 
conclusions in this report. 

• Update the Economy Element of the Comprehensive Plan. The Economy Element has 
not been updated in more than a decade. We recommend that the Planning Commission 
and City Council review the revised policies in the Talent Economic Development 
Strategy and, after making additional necessary revisions to the policies, adopt the 
revised goals, objectives, and implementation strategies into the Economy Element. 

In addition, the Economy Element is currently based on analysis from 2000 based on 
1990 Census data. We recommend updating the data based on the economic 
opportunities analysis or removing the data from the Economic Element. We generally 
suggest that cities adopt the economic opportunities analysis as an appendix to their 
Comprehensive Plan so that when the analysis is next updated, it is easier to replace the 
outdated economic opportunities analysis with the newer one. 

• Align the City's goals for economic development with planning for infrastructure 
development. Aside from ensuring that there is sufficient land to support employment 
growth, one of the most important ways that the City can support economic 
development is through planning for and developing infrastructure (e.g., roads, water, 
sanitary sewer, and storm water systems). We recommend that the City align its goals 
for economic development with infrastructure development through updates to the 
City’s Capital Improvements Plan.  

As part of the next update to the Capital Improvements Plan, the City may choose to 
evaluate opportunities to lower (either temporarily or permanently) systems 
development charges for commercial and industrial development. While the City must 
ensure that there are sufficient funds available to develop critical infrastructure, there 
may be an opportunity to lower systems development charges to encourage commercial 
and industrial development.  
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• Identify opportunities to support existing businesses in Talent. Retention and 
expansion of existing businesses is one of Talent’s key opportunities for economic 
growth. The City can support businesses by continuing to provide staff to help 
businesses through the development process and through revising policies (where 
possible) that make business growth more difficult in Talent.  

A key step in supporting existing businesses is having a forum for discussion of 
economic development in Talent. We recommend that the City work with partners and 
interested stakeholders to develop an economic development commission that the City 
participates in as a key partner or as the commission leader. The Economic Development 
Commission may be able to assist the City in reaching out the businesses to identify 
issues and barriers to economic development. 

• Work with partners to develop a broad economic development strategy for Talent. 
The revisions to the Comprehensive Plan presented in the Talent Economic 
Development Strategy focus on land-based policies and actions. The city also needs a 
broader strategy for economic development that focuses on issues such as economic 
development marketing of Talent’s businesses and business opportunities, completing a 
market readiness analysis for branding and marketing Talent for tourism, building 
business and other partnerships, and coordinating economic development efforts with 
local and regional economic development organizations, including SOREDI, the Talent 
Chamber of Commerce, and Business Oregon.  

This strategy could be developed by the economic development commission. The 
strategy should identify a focused list of actions that the commission wants to achieve 
over a limited time period (e.g., 5 years), with specific assignments to partners and 
identification of funding sources to implement the actions. 

• Review the Zoning Code and development process to identify opportunities to 
streamline and reduce development costs. These opportunities may include: allowing 
ground floor residential use as a temporary use in commercial mixed-use buildings, 
allowing retail sales as a component of an industrial business in the City’s industrial 
zones, and examining systems development charges to identify opportunities to lower 
charges if possible.  

• Support infill and redevelopment of existing commercial and industrial land. The 
City has identified areas where infill and redevelopment is more probable over the 20-
year planning period. Other opportunities for redevelopment may become apparent in 
the future. We recommend that the City support and encourage infill and 
redevelopment to make the most efficient use of employment land in Talent. The types 
of tools that the City offers in support of infill and redevelopment should be consistent 
with the City’s development goals. In areas where the City wants to encourage higher 
intensity development, such as downtown, the City should offer more support for 
redevelopment, such as financial and regulatory redevelopment incentives.  

• Support development of space to support startup and small growing businesses. This 
space may be a maker space, with shared workspace and equipment for manufacturing 
and production of a variety of products and goods. It could also include a business 
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incubator space, with spaces for businesses to grow and share support services. The City 
would need to define its role in development of either or both of these types of space, 
through discussions among decision makers and City staff.  

• Identify opportunities to meet residential land needs on commercial or industrial 
lands. Talent is beginning to develop an analysis of residential land needs. If the 
analysis identifies deficits of residential land, especially moderate- and high-density 
residential land needs, we recommend that the City evaluate opportunities to meet those 
land needs within the UGB on commercial and industrial lands.  

Given the substantial surplus of commercial land and the City’s goals of encouraging 
multifamily residential development in downtown, the City should evaluate 
opportunities to accommodate residential development on commercial lands. This could 
occur through changes to the zoning code to make residential development easier or less 
costly in commercial areas (e.g., temporarily allowing residential uses on the ground 
floor of commercial buildings). It could also occur through redesignation of commercial 
lands to residential designations.  

Some vacant industrial land may be more suited for residential uses, given existing and 
planned residential uses. We recommend that the City evacuate whether there are 
industrial parcels that should be rezoned for low- and medium-density residential uses. 
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Appendix A. Buildable Lands Inventory 

This appendix was developed by City of Talent staff, in coordination with ECONorthwest staff.  

The buildable lands inventory is intended to identify commercial and industrial lands that are 
available for development for employment uses within the Talent Urban Growth Boundary 
(UGB). The inventory is sometimes characterized as supply of land to accommodate anticipated 
employment growth. Population and employment growth drive demand for land. The amount 
of land needed depends on the type of development and other factors. 

This chapter presents results of the commercial and industrial buildable lands inventory for the 
City of Talent. The results are based on analysis of GIS data provided by City staff and 
reviewed by ECONorthwest. The remainder of this chapter summarizes key findings of the 
draft buildable lands inventory. This chapter includes tabular summaries and narrative 
descriptions. The results also include maps that are available from the City’s Community 
Development Department.  

Methodology 
The general structure of the buildable land (supply) analysis is based on the methods used for 
the residential buildable lands inventory included with the Talent Residential Lands Study. The 
buildable lands inventory uses methods and definitions that are consistent with OAR 660-009 
and OAR 660-024. The steps in the inventory were: 

 Generate employment “land base.” This involved “clipping” all of the tax lots in the 
Talent UGB with the comprehensive plan layer. The GIS function was followed by a 
quality assurance step to review the output and validate that the resulting dataset 
accurately represents all lands designated for employment use in the Talent UGB. 

 Classify lands. Each tax lot was classified into one of the following categories:  

o Vacant land  

o Partially vacant land 

o Undevelopable/Constrained land 

o Developed land 

 Identify constraints. The City identifies areas in steep slopes (over 15%), floodways, 
riparian areas, wetlands and their associated 50-foot setbacks identified in the Talent 
Wetlands Inventory map adopted in 1998. These areas are deducted from lands that 
were identified as vacant or partially vacant. To estimate the constrained area within 
each tax lot, all constraints listed above were merged into a single constraint file, which 
was overlaid on tax lots. 

 Evaluate redevelopment potential. According to statewide planning rules, redevelopable 
land is land on which development has already occurred, but on which, due to present 
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or expected market forces, there is potential that existing development will be converted 
to more intensive uses during the planning period. Lands determined to be 
redevelopable have been categorized as “Partially Vacant” for the purpose of this 
analysis. 

 Tabulation and mapping. The results are presented in tabular and map format with 
accompanying narrative. The maps include lands by classification and maps of vacant 
and partially vacant lands with constraints. 

Definitions 
The first step in the buildable inventory was to develop working definitions and assumptions. 
City staff began the buildable lands analysis with a tax lot database obtained from Jackson 
County GIS. The tax lot database was current as of February 2016. The inventory builds from 
the tax lot-level database to estimates of buildable land by plan designation.  

A key step in the buildable lands inventory was to classify each tax lot into a set of mutually 
exclusive categories. Consistent with applicable administrative rules, all tax lots in the UGB are 
classified into one of the following categories: 

 Vacant land. Tax lots that have no structures or have buildings with very little value. For 
the purpose of this inventory, employment lands with improvement values of $10,000 
and under are considered vacant. 

 Partially vacant land. Partially vacant tax lots are those occupied by a use, but which 
contain enough land to be further subdivided without need of rezoning. This 
determination was made through review of aerial imagery. The developed areas 
(building + parking) were subtracted from the total lot size to calculate remaining vacant 
area in the analysis. Building footprints were multiplied by 1.5 to account for parking 
requirements on commercial and industrial sites. 

 Undevelopable land. Land that has no access or potential access, land that is already 
committed to other uses by policy, or tax lots that are more than 90% constrained. The 
majority of undevelopable land identified in the inventory is located in the active beach 
zone within the UGB. 

 Developed land. Land that is developed at densities consistent with zoning with 
improvements that make it unlikely to redevelop during the analysis period. Lands not 
classified as vacant, partially vacant, or undevelopable are considered developed. 

City staff initially classified land using a rule-based methodology. Staff then generated maps 
that showed the results of the application of those rules, with some adjustments made through a 
validation step based on review of aerial imagery and site surveys. 

Development constraints 
Based on the Division 9 rule, City staff deducted the following constraints from the 
employment lands inventory. 
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 Land within natural resource protection areas. The Talent Wetlands Inventory map was 
used to identify areas within wetlands. A 50-foot buffer was added to riparian and 
wetland constraints, consistent with Talent Zoning Code 8-3H.2 – Designation of 
Wetland and Riparian Setback Areas. 

 Land with slopes over 15%. Lands with slopes over 15% are considered unsuitable for 
commercial and industrial development. 

 Lands within floodplains. Lands falling within the 100 and 500-year floodplain were not 
deducted from the buildable lands inventory, Talent Development Code allows for 
development in floodplains contingent upon meeting specific conditions. 

 Land that is service constrained. Areas east of Interstate 5 do not currently have access to 
water and sewer service. Therefore, it has been deducted from readily buildable lands. 

Land base 
Table 14 shows acres within the Talent UGB and city limits as of March 2016. According to the 
City GIS data, Talent has about 968 acres in 2,091 tax lots within its UGB. The UGB includes an 
area on the east side of Interstate 5 that is constrained by the lack and cost of infrastructure 
expansion. Talent has about 851 acres within its City Limits. Additionally, the City has about 
271 acres between the City Limits and Urban Growth Boundary. 

Table 17. Acres in Talent UGB and City Limit, 2016 

 
Source: City of Talent GIS data & analysis. 
Note: Table includes all areas within the UGB, including waterways, roads and the Siskiyou rail line. 

Table 14 summarizes all land in the Talent UGB. The next step was to identify the employment 
land base (e.g., lands with plan designations that allow employment). The land base includes 
traditional employment designations—Commercial and Industrial). Public lands were excluded 
from analysis, as most are fully developed and overwhelmingly zoned for non-employment 
use. 

Table 15 shows that about 222 acres within the Talent UGB are included in the employment 
land base. Thus, about 20% of all land within the Talent UGB falls within the employment land 
base category. The land base includes all land in tax lots that have any portion in an 
employment plan designation.  
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Table 18. Lands designated for employment uses, 
Talent UGB, 2016 

Source: City of Talent GIS data & analysis. 
Note: Of the 222 acres in Land Base employment designations,  
182 are Commercial, and 40 are Industrial. 

The third step in the inventory was to classify lands into mutually-exclusive categories that 
relate to their development status. The categories include: 

 Vacant land

 Partially vacant land

 Developed land

 Unbuildable land

ECONorthwest used the rules described in the prior section to perform a preliminary 
classification. The next step was to show the results in map form overlaid on a 2015 aerial photo 
to help validate the classifications. After reviewing the aerial imagery and map overlay, City 
staff conducted limited site visits to confirm the classifications. 

Table 16 shows all employment land in the Talent UGB by classification and plan designation. 
The results show that of the 222 acres in the UGB, about 121 acres are in classifications with no 
development capacity, and the remaining 101 acres have development capacity.  

Analysis by plan designation shows that about 82% (182 acres) of the employment land in the 
Talent UGB is designated Commercial, and 18% (40 acres) are designated Industrial.  
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Table 19. Employment acres by classification and plan designation, Talent UGB, 2016 

Source: City of Talent GIS data & analysis. 
Note: Lots with 90% or greater constraint coverage are considered Completely Constrained for the purpose of this analysis. If a lot is only 
partially constrained, the unconstrained portion is tallied and added to appropriate “Developed, Partially Vacant, or Vacant categories. 

Table 17 shows employment acres by classification and constraint status for the Talent UGB in 
2016. Analysis by constraint status (the table columns) shows that about 93 acres are classified 
as built or committed (e.g., unavailable for development), 60 acres were classified as 
constrained, and 89 were classified as vacant and suitable for employment uses. 

Table 20. Employment acres by classification, Talent UGB, 2016 

Source: City of Talent data & analysis. 

Map 2 shows commercial and industrial land in Talent by development status. 
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Map 2. Map of employment land by classification, Talent UGB, 2016 
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Vacant buildable land 
The next step in the commercial and industrial buildable land inventory was to net out portions 
of vacant tax lots that are unsuitable for development. Areas unsuitable for development fall 
into three categories: (1) developed areas of partially vacant tax lots, (2) areas with service 
constraints (5 tax lots within the UGB east of I-5 have no access to infrastructure such as water 
and sewer), (3) areas with physical constraints (areas with wetlands, floodways, riparian 
setback areas and steep slopes). 

Table 18 shows land with development capacity (e.g., lands classified as vacant or partially 
vacant) by constraint status. The data show that partially vacant tax lots contain approximately 
12 fully developed acres. An additional 36 acres have development constraints that are 
unsuitable for employment uses, leaving about 89 vacant suitable employment acres within the 
UGB.  

Table 21. Employment land with development capacity (Vacant, Partially Vacant) by constraint 
status, Talent UGB, 2016 

Source: City of Talent GIS data & analysis. 

Map 3 shows commercial and industrial land in Talent by development status with 
development constraints. 
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Map 3. Map of employment land by classification with development constraints, Talent UGB, 2016 
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Table 20 shows the size of lots by plan designations for suitable employment land. Talent has 80 
lots that are smaller than 2 acres (with 44 acres of land). Talent has 8 lots between 2 and 10 acres 
(33 acres of land), one lot between 10 and 20 acres in size (11 acres of land), and zero lots 20 
acres and larger. 

Table 22. Lot size by plan designation, suitable acres, Talent UGB, 2016 

Source: City of Talent GIS data & analysis. 
Note: 6 Commercial tax lots were removed from this count due to being >90% constrained and therefore unsuitable for development. 

The data in Table 20 suggest that Talent has a deficiency of larger commercial sites. Talent has 
no commercial sites over 20 acres, 1 site between 10 and 20 acres and two sites between 5 and 10 
acres (with a total of 15 acres). The one large industrial parcel the City does have, while adjacent 
to rail, is not in a location suitable for industrial use and is serviced by an underdeveloped 
collector street. Some of this deficiency could potentially be addressed through redevelopment 
or partition of parcels that are being underused. 

Redevelopment potential 
For the purposes of the updating the Buildable Lands Inventory “redevelopable lands” were 
not included as net buildable area. As in most circumstances “redevelopment” functions to 
merely replace one structure with a new one satisfying the same use and as such does not 
represent new development capacity. Properties that could have been considered 
“redevelopable” under the State definition that otherwise had further development potential 
were included instead in the “partially vacant” category in order to capture that net buildable 
land area.  

Industrial zoned or used properties including Talent Irrigation District, MicroTrains and 
Fabricated Glass, as well as the Brammo site and the former Talent Truck Stop site, zoned 
commercially, were included as “partially vacant” for this reason. All of these parcels could 
either be partitioned to allow new buildings, or in the case of the Irrigation District and the 
former truck stop, could be completely removed and redeveloped. 
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DATE:  July 13, 2016 
TO: Talent Planning Commission 
CC: Zac Moody and Talent EOA: Community Advisory Committee and Technical Advisory Committee 
FROM:  Beth Goodman 
SUBJECT: DRAFT: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

The City of Talent contracted ECONorthwest to develop an economic opportunities analysis 
(EOA). The EOA will determine whether the City has enough land to accommodate 20-years of 
employment growth. The EOA will provide the basis for an update to the City’s 
Comprehensive Plan Economic Element, as well as development of an action plan to implement 
the Economic policies. 

This memorandum presents a draft of Talent’s Economic Development Strategy, which was 
built from the Community Economic Development Objectives. The Policies and Objectives are 
based on the existing policies in the Economic Element of the Comprehensive Plan, updated 
based on feedback from the CAC at meetings on: 4/27/2016, 5/25/2016, and 6/22/2016.  

In addition, draft implementation strategies have been added for some Objectives, based on 
suggestions from the CAC or discussions between ECONorthwest and City staff. These 
implementation strategies have been reviewed and revised through discussion with the TAC 
and CAC. At the June 22nd meeting, the CAC unanimously recommended that the Planning 
Commission recommend the Economic Development Strategy and revised Comprehensive Plan 
Economic Element to the City Council for adoption.  

POLICY 1: Land Availability: The City will plan for a 20-year supply of suitable 
commercial and industrial land on sites with a variety of characteristics (e.g., site sizes, 
locations, visibility, and other characteristics).  

Objective 1.1: Provide for an adequate supply of commercial and industrial land to 
accommodate the types and amount of economic development and growth 
anticipated in the future, as described in the City’s most recent Economic 
Opportunities Analysis. The supply of commercial and industrial land should 
provide a range of site sizes and locations to accommodate the market needs of a 
variety of commercial and industrial employment uses. 

Implementation Strategy 1.1a: Identify changes in zoning or plan designation 
necessary to provide for an adequate supply of commercial and 
industrial land. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Monitor development of commercial 
and industrial areas. As development or re-zoning occurs, identify 
the point at which the City no longer has sufficient commercial or 
industrial land. (2) Develop an economic opportunities analysis 
every five to ten years. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 1.1b: Work with property owners and their representatives 
to ensure that key development and redevelopment sites are known, 
ready to develop, and marketed. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Maintain communication with key 
property owners and their representatives to assess site 
availability for development or redevelopment. (2) Maintain a list 
or map of key development sites that are available for 
development or redevelopment. (3) Work with the Economic 
Development Commission (from strategy 4.1a) to make key 
development opportunities in Talent known. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department; Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 1.1.c: Develop and implement a system to monitor the 
supply of commercial and industrial lands. This includes monitoring 
commercial and industrial development (through permits) as well as 
land consumption (e.g. development on vacant, or redevelopable 
lands).   

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a monitoring system for land 
development based on development applications, starting with 
the inventory of buildable lands completed for the 2016 economic 
opportunities analysis. (2) Update the inventory of buildable 
lands on an annual basis. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Objective 1.2: Provide for an adequate short-term supply of suitable commercial 
and industrial land to respond to economic development opportunities as they 
arise. 

“Short-term supply” means suitable land that is ready for construction usually within 
one year of an application for a building permit or request for service extension. “ 

Implementation Strategy 1.2a: Identify commercial and industrial land that is in the 
short-term supply of land. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify sites with existing access to key 
infrastructure, including water, wastewater, stormwater, and 
transportation. (2) Identify sites that could be reasonably serviced 
with key infrastructure in the next year. Together, these sites are 
the short-term supply of land.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 
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Implementation Strategy 1.2b: As commercial and industrial land is developed, 
actively plan to replenish the short-term supply of land through 
coordinating land use planning with capital improvement planning.  

Implementation Steps: Update the inventory of short-term land 
supply in Strategy 1.2a with monitoring in Strategy 1.1c. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 

POLICY 2: Infill and Redevelopment: The City will support and encourage infill and 
redevelopment, especially in in downtown, as a way to use land and existing 
infrastructure more efficiently. 

“Infill” is additional development on the vacant portion of a tax lot with existing 
development (i.e., putting a new building on a 2-acre tax lot where the existing 
building occupies one-half of an acre). “Redevelopment” is when an existing building 
is demolished and a new building is built, adding additional capacity for more 
employees. Redevelopment could also include substantial renovations of an existing 
building that increases the employment capacity of the building. 

Objective 2.1: The City will develop policies and programs to encourage commercial 
and mixed-use development in downtown.  

Implementation Strategy 2.1a: Establish a goal to survey Talent residents about the 
types of businesses they want in downtown and what changes are 
needed to draw them to downtown.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the City Council to establish 
this goal. (2) Identify partners to work with on the survey and 
sources of funding to implement the survey, such as the Economic 
Development Commission (from strategy 4.1a). (3) Identify a 
funding source and a process to implement the survey. 

When: 1 to 2 years: City Council establish this goal and Economic 
Development Commission formed 
2 to 3 years: Survey implemented 

Partners: City Planning Department, Economic Development 
Commission, and City Council 
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Implementation Strategy 2.1b: Identify sites for redevelopment, especially in 
commercial areas such as downtown, and work with landowners to 
address issues preventing redevelopment (e.g., needed zoning 
change, infrastructure investments, etc.). 

Implementation Steps: Continue to work with property and 
business owners in the downtown area, conducting surveys and 
one-on-one meetings to gather information on barriers to 
redevelopment. 

When: 1 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.1c: Review and update commercial design standards 
emphasize building maintenance as part of an effort at improving the 
appearance in downtown. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to change the design standards, and 
develop new commercial design standards. (2) Adopt revised 
design standards through a public process.  

When: 1 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 2.1d: Support and encourage implementation or 
amendment of the West Valley View Master Plan to develop or 
redevelop properties within the Master Plan area. 

Implementation Steps: Review the West Valley View Master Plan 
and work with partners to implement the Master Plan. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.1e: Develop master plans to guide development of the 
following areas: (1) Valley View Road from OR 99 to I-5 and (2) OR 99 
from Rapp Rd to Creel Rd. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify funding sources for developing 
master plans for these areas. (2) Develop scope of work and hire 
consultants to develop the master plans.  

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 2.1f: Identify and plan for investments and infrastructure 
necessary to support redevelopment of key sites. 

Implementation Steps: (1) As part of the master plans in Strategy 
2.1e, identify investments necessary to implement the master 
plans. (2) Work funding for the infrastructure investments into the 
Capital Improvements Plan. 

When: 5 to 10 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 

Objective 2.2: The City will develop policies to encourage residential development 
in downtown and other commercial areas, such as policies that allow ground-floor 
spaces that can be used for residential or commercial uses.  

Implementation Strategy 2.2a: Evaluate opportunities to rezone undeveloped 
commercial land on streets that are not adjacent to Talent Avenue to 
meet identified residential land needs. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify undeveloped commercial land in areas 
compatible for development of the types of housing the City has 
deficits of.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.2b: Develop policies to allow ground floor residential use 
as a temporary use in commercial mixed-use buildings. These policies 
should include provisions such as: design standards to ensure that the 
ground floor in new commercial buildings is designed for commercial 
use and zoning districts or overlay areas these uses are allowed.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to implement policies to allow floor 
ground residential use as a temporary use in commercial mixed-
use buildings. (2) Adopt revised design standards through a 
public process.  

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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Objective 2.3: The City will develop policies to identify industrial areas that are 
more appropriate for other uses (e.g., residential uses) based on their site 
characteristics (e.g., location, size, configuration, or transportation access.  

Implementation Strategy 2.3a: Identify sites appropriate to re-zone for residential uses 
in industrial areas. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify undeveloped industrial land in areas 
compatible for development of the types of housing the City has 
deficits of. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 2.3b: If industrial sites are re-zoned to residential uses, 
identify new industrial sites suitable to replenish the supply of 
industrial land to meet Talent’s identified industrial land need in the 
Economic Opportunities Analysis. 

Implementation Steps: (1) This strategy will be implemented if 
industrial land is re-rezoned, such as through Implementation 
Strategy 2.3a. (2) Conduct analysis to identify suitable industrial 
sites to meet Talent’s industrial land need identified in the 
Economic Opportunities Analysis, which may be found inside or 
outside of the city’s Urban Growth Boundary. 

When: With implementation of 2.3a 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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POLICY 3: Infrastructure Support: Provide adequate infrastructure efficiently and fairly 
to support employment growth. 

Objective 3.1: The City will coordinate capital improvement planning to ensure 
infrastructure availability on employment land and continue to pursue funding for 
needed infrastructure to support economic development activities. (Specific 
infrastructure Goals and strategies are included in the Public Facilities and Services 
and Transportation Elements.) 

Implementation Strategy 3.1a: Coordinate capital improvement planning at minimum 
every 5 years, with land use and transportation planning to coincide 
with the City’s Economic Development Strategy. 

Implementation Steps: (1) When the City next updates the capital 
improvement plan, work with the Public Works Department to 
ensure that infrastructure investments necessary to support 
economic development are reflected in the plan. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department, Public Works Department, 
Parks Commission, and City Administration 

Implementation Strategy 3.1b: Ensure that public-private development agreements to 
recover costs are in effect prior to financing public improvements.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Evaluate each public-private 
development agreement to ensure the agreement includes 
necessary cost recovery agreements. 

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 

Implementation Strategy 3.1c: Efficiently use existing infrastructure by promoting 
development, infill, re-use, and redevelopment for commercial and 
industrial uses.   

Implementation Steps: This will be accomplished with 
implementation of the strategies under Policy 2.  

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 3.1d: Complete development of the transportation 
infrastructure (i.e., roundabout and road) adjacent to the Talent 
Irrigation District’s site, once the headquarters has been relocated. 

Implementation Steps: City Planning Department will work with 
Public Works, Urban Renewal and City Administration to ensure 
infrastructure is located in a manner that will promote orderly 
development of the core downtown area, including location of 
alleys and public parking areas. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 3.1e: Support development of citywide high-speed internet 
access and other telecommunications infrastructures to support 
business development.   

Implementation Steps: Work with existing providers or seek new 
providers to provide expanded high-speed internet access in all 
areas of town.  

When: On-going 

Partners: City Planning Department, Public Works and City 
Administration  

Implementation Strategy 3.1f: Provide information on infrastructure availability on a 
site-by-site basis so that developers are able to readily assess 
infrastructure availability on any given site.   

Implementation Steps: This strategy should be implemented in 
conjunction with 1.1b, 1.2a, 1.2b, 2.1b, 2.1e, and 2.1f.  

When:  

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 
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POLICY 4: Existing Business Support and Assistance: The City will support, and 
encourage retention and expansion of existing business that align with Talent’s other 
community development goals. 

Objective 4.1: Retain and encourage growth of existing businesses in Talent. 

Implementation Strategy 4.1a: The City should work with local stakeholders and 
businesses to establish an Economic Development Commission.   

Implementation Steps: City Planning Department will work with 
City Council and local Chamber to establish the Economic 
Development Commission. 

When: Within 1 year 

Partners: City Planning Department, Chamber, and City Council 

Implementation Strategy 4.1b: Working with the Economic Development 
Commission (4.1a), reach out to businesses in Talent and identify 
problems and barriers to economic development. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify a process for reaching out to 
business owners for discussions, including how the outreach will 
be done and who will do the outreach. 

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.1c: Revise land use and other City policies to address local 
barriers to economic development for existing businesses, where 
appropriate.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Based on the results of discussions with 
businesses in Talent in Strategy 4.1b, the City should review its 
development policies to identify barriers to economic 
development. (2) Work with the Planning Commission to revise 
land use policies to lower or eliminate barriers, where possible. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 4.1d: Refine existing processes to assist businesses with 
complying with city regulations. In addition to existing pre-
application conferences staff will work to establish a user’s guide for 
development and to develop an expedited land use application 
process for commercial and industrial developments.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Based on feedback from businesses in 
Strategy 4.1b, City staff will develop information about obtaining 
building permits in an expeditious manner, such as “how to” 
guides or other documents. (2) Work with the Economic 
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Development Commission to determine if the documents address 
the issues identified by businesses.  

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Objective 4.2: Support existing businesses by sharing technical resources, maintaining 
open communications with local business people, and providing available staff 
support for economic development projects initiated by the business community. 

Implementation Strategy 4.2a: Evaluate whether the City has sufficient staff capacity 
to accomplish the proposed economic development project.   

Implementation Steps:  Staff will develop a program that local 
business owner or potential business owners can access that 
provides additional technical resources to projects with a 
significant economic impact.  

When: 2 to 3 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and City Administration 

Objective 4.3: Support development of a maker eco-system to support economic 
growth and educational and cultural opportunities. 

Implementation Strategy 4.3a: Support development of a maker space and business 
incubator in Talent to support growth of local artisans and small-scale 
manufacturers. 

Implementation Steps: (1) The city should evaluate opportunities 
to support development of a maker space and business incubator 
through programs such as low-interest loans and other programs. 
(2) Act as a convener of stakeholders interested in developing a 
maker space and business incubator. (3) Provide assistance with 
obtaining building permits for a maker space or business 
incubator. (4) Encourage development of buildings that would 
provide opportunities for small business growth, such as 
buildings with multiple small business space.  

When: Ongoing 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 
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POLICY 5: Business Development: The City will plan for and nurture a favorable 
environment to attract and maintain new businesses. 

Objective 5.1: Further downtown development and redevelopment to support 
employment growth and further other City development goals.  

Implementation Strategy 5.1a: Complete a market readiness analysis including an in-
depth visitor readiness report that addresses branding and 
marketing.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Establish a workgroup to manage and 
implement this analysis, including stakeholders such as City 
decision makers and members of the Economic Development 
Commission. (2) Identify funding sources for developing this 
analysis. (3) Develop scope of work and hire consultants to 
develop the analysis. 

When: 3 to 5 years 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and City Planning 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 5.1b: Develop an incentive program to encourage 
downtown housing developments with a range of housing options 
and commercial support services.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Develop a housing needs analysis to 
identify the City’s housing needs. (2) Based on the City’s housing 
deficits, if any, identify the housing types most likely to locate in 
commercial areas. (3) Identify the range of incentives that might 
best be used to encourage downtown housing and evaluate the 
benefits and costs of each incentive. (4) Work with the Planning 
Commission to determine which incentive(s) (if any) are 
appropriate for Talent. (5) Identify funding sources to support the 
incentives. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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Implementation Strategy 5.1c: Develop a 5-year Economic Development Strategy 
using data on local and regional economic trends gathered through 
the Economic Opportunity Analysis, from goals established in the 
Comprehensive Plan and from interviews and surveys with local 
citizens and professionals. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the Economic Development 
Commission to identify a process for developing a broad 
economic development strategy. (2) Consider coordinating this 
strategy with the results of Strategies 2.1a and 5.1a. 

When: 5 years 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and City Planning 
Department 

Objective 5.2: Encourage development of commercial and industrial land and develop plans 
for areas newly brought into the Talent UGB for employment uses. 

Implementation Strategy 5.2a: Develop zoning policies to allow retail sales as a 
component of an industrial business in the City’s industrial zones.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
review, identify opportunities to implement policies to allow retail 
sales as a component of an industrial business in industrial zones. 
(2) Adopt revised standards into the Zoning Code through a 
public process. 

When: 1-2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 

Implementation Strategy 5.2b: Incorporate the existing Master Plan Development 
requirements into the Zoning Code establishing development 
standards for both industrial lands currently within the UGB and 
lands newly brought into the UGB.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with Planning Commission to 
incorporate existing master plan development requirements into 
the Zoning Code. (2) Adopt updates to the Zoning Code through a 
public process. 

When: 1-2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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Objective 5.3: Promote and support diversification of Talent’s economic base through 
growth, such as the types of businesses identified in the economic opportunities 
analysis.  

Implementation Strategy 5.3a: The City should work with the Economic Development 
Commission to market commercial and industrial sites in Talent to 
encourage economic growth.   

Implementation Steps: (1) Implementation of this Strategy is 
dependent on the Economic Development Commission.  

When: Depends on the timing of the Economic Development 
Commission 

Partners: Economic Development Commission and City Planning 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 5.3.b: Coordinate economic development efforts with local 
and regional economic development organizations, including 
SOREDI, the Talent Chamber of Commerce, and Business Oregon. 

Implementation Steps: (1) This Strategy is on-going and will be 
the results of continuing discussions with economic development 
partners. 

When: On-going 

Partners: Economic Development Commission 

Objective 5.4: Ensure that the City’s building permitting and land use entitlement 
processes support business growth.  

Implementation Strategy 5.4a: Identify changes to Talent’s Zoning Code or 
entitlement process to simplify the development process.  

Implementation Steps: City will compare building permit and 
land use processes with other cities and work to establish an 
expedited process for commercial and industrial developments in 
key areas within the City. 

When: Ongoing 

Partners: City Planning Department 
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Implementation Strategy 5.4b: Review commercial and industrial systems 
development charges as part of renewal of the Capital Improvement 
Plan. Systems development charges should be adjusted (increasing or 
decreasing) to provide adequate funding for infrastructure 
improvements. 

Implementation Steps: When the Capital Improvement Plan is 
next updated, evaluate opportunities for adjusting systems 
development charges to ensure that the City is able to provide 
adequate funding for infrastructure improvements and, if 
possible, to lower systems development charges. Coordinate this 
task with Implementation Step 3.1a. 

When: Following the review and update of a Capital 
Improvement Plan. 

Partners: City Planning Department, Public Works Department, 
and City Administration 

Implementation Strategy 5.4c: Update the Capital Improvement Plan to determine if 
there is an opportunity to temporarily reduce systems development 
charges on commercial or industrial lands to stimulate economic 
growth.  

Implementation Steps: Evaluate opportunities for temporary 
reduction of selected systems development charges. 

When: Year 1 

Partners: City Planning Department and Public Works 
Department 

Implementation Strategy 5.4d: Support development of a downtown business district, 
either by as a specific zoning district or by drawing a specific 
geographic boundary for the district. The downtown business district 
would provides incentives for development in downtown. The 
incentives for development within the business district may be 
financial, such as reduced land use permit fees, or non-financial, such 
as expedited land use permit processing.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Working with a stakeholder group, 
identify the geographic area where the downtown business 
district should be. (2) Identify the range of incentives that might 
best be used to encourage business development in downtown 
and evaluate the benefits and costs of each incentive. (4) Work 
with the Planning Commission to determine which incentive(s) (if 
any) are appropriate for Talent. (5) Identify funding sources to 
support the incentives. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Planning Commission 
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POLICY 6: Higher Paying Jobs: Promote and support businesses that bring jobs with wages 
above the Jackson County average to Talent.  

The Oregon Employment Department provides information about average wages in 
Jackson County in the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages on an annual basis. In 
2015, the average wage for all jobs in Jackson County was $39,300. 

Objective 6.1: Increase the number of jobs with wages above the County’s average in the City 
of Talent. 

Implementation Strategy 6.1a: Develop incentive programs to encourage businesses 
that provide jobs at or above the County average wage.  

Implementation Steps: (1) Working with the Economic 
Development Commission, develop a process and evaluation 
criteria to implement the program. The criteria should describe 
where incentives would be used (i.e., in a limited geography or 
across the city), the amount of job growth that will qualify for 
incentives, what types of businesses would qualify for incentives 
and under what conditions, what types of incentives would be 
available to businesses, the funding sources to support the 
incentives, and expectations of businesses given incentives. (2) 
Work with the City Council to adopt the program through a 
public process. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 6.1b: Provide flexible zoning code language that encourages 
businesses that provide jobs at or above the County average wage.  

Implementation Steps: City will work with the Planning 
Commission to establish planned development code to encourage 
businesses with above average wage jobs to locate in Talent. For 
example, the planned development code might include reduced 
setbacks, increased building height, or other standards that would 
normally require a variance. 

When: 3 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department, Planning Commission, and 
Talent Chamber 
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POLICY 7: Livability: The City recognizes that livability is an important factor in the 
location choices of some types of businesses, and the policy of maintaining livability for 
the benefits of City residents is further reinforced by the potential for economic benefits. 

Objective 7.1: Create a community where people want to spend time beyond the 
exigencies of daily life. 

Implementation Strategy 7.1a: Encourage businesses providing personal services to 
residents, businesses, and visitors to locate in Talent, such as financial 
services, entertainment, restaurants, coffee shops, and other 
pedestrian-oriented businesses. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with businesses and stakeholder 
to identify opportunities to attract these types of businesses. 
Coordinate this task with the work of the Economic Development 
Commission.  

When: On-Going 

Partners: City Planning Department and Economic Development 
Commission 

Objective 7.2: Support development of urban amenities that contribute to Talent’s 
livability, such as the Parks Master Plan. 

Implementation Strategy 7.2a: The Parks Commission should work with Community 
Development to review and update the Talent Parks Master Plan. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify a process and funding to 
update the Talent Parks Master Plan. (2) Work with a consultant 
to update the Talent Parks Master Plan through a technical and 
public process. 

When: 1 to 2 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Parks Commission 

Objective 7.3. Support development of pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities based 
on recommendations from the Talent Transportation System Plan.  
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Objective 7.4. Promote education and cultural opportunities for all Talent residents. 

Implementation Strategy 7.4a: Partner with the Talent Public Arts Commission 
(TPAC) or similar group to develop a policy that encourages public 
art with proposal of a suitable public project. 

Implementation Steps: (1) Work with the Talent Public Arts 
Commission to develop a policy to encourage public arts with 
public projects. The policy should identify the process for 
selecting public arts projects and funding sources to pay for the 
art. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department and Talent Public Arts 
Commission 

Implementation Strategy 7.4b: Encourage cooperation among City commissions and 
committees to coordinate infrastructure and activities to facilitate 
artistic and cultural events 

Implementation Steps: (1) Identify commissions and committees 
that should work together to make it easier to stage events in 
Talent. (2) Work with stakeholders or organizations (such as the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival) with experience in staging events to 
identify changes that would make it easier to stage events. (3) 
Identify actions, partnerships, or changes in process necessary to 
make it easier to stage events. 

When: 2 to 5 years 

Partners: City Planning Department, Economic Development 
Commission, Parks Commission, and other City commissions and 
committees 
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Appendix A: Implementation Schedule 
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